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pronounciation i.e. Drogmi for *brog mi and Lamdre for lam *bras. No distinction between upper and 
lower case has been made to indicate silent prefixes and pronounced consonants in the transliteration of 
Tibetan words. The following syllabary represent the standard transliteration of the alphabet [thirty 
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2. The spelling of Sanskrit names and titles of works have been provided in italics by means of the 
following standard syllabary:
Gutturals ka kha ga gha ha ha : ha a a
Palatals ca cha ja jha ha ya sa i
Retroflexes ta tha da dha na ra sa f r
Dentals ta tha da dha na la sa 1
Labials pa pha ba bha ma va u Ü
3. Works from the bka' 'gyur and bstan 'gyur which are cited in the footnotes and appendices are 
according to either or both title numbers of Tohoku Imperial University Catalogue of sde dge edition 
(1934) and the Catalogue of Suzuki Research Foundation of Peking edition (1962).
4. In case of Tibetan works, the author's name and the abbreviation of the English translation of the title 
is used in the notes. For example sa skya bka’ T>um (The Collected Works of the Great Masters of Sa-
skyapa sect of Tibetan Buddhism) is abbreviated C. W. G. S. M , instead of SKKB as adopted by some 
Tibetologists.
5. When the notes refer to works which are found in other Collected Works, Series or Journals, the word 
'in' is put between the initials o f the work and the Collected Works, etc.
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VPREFACE
The main theme of this work Origin ofLamdre Tradition in India was questioned by me 
when I was a young novice in Lumbini some twenty years ago. I first saw about a dozen of 
magnificient bronze statues of Lamdre lineage masters in my teacher’s meditation room in 
Lumbini, the birth-place of Lord Buddha. Those statues were casted some five hundred years 
ago and have been enshrined in the palace temple of the Mustang Räjäs [glo bo rgyal po]. 
The Mustang Räjä, who is the nephew of my teacher, gave all those statues to my teacher's 
monastery when it was built in 1971. These statues had a very powerful effect on my mind 
as I sat in the shrine every morning and evening in prayer ceremonies with my fellow 
monks. What interested me most was the careful arrangement of those statues in the glass 
shelves, and the striking look of the statue of Virüpa. Being the first in the Lamdre lineage, 
Virupa's statue was placed at a prominent place and his praise was chanted first thing in the 
morning. Since then I endeavoured to study the life and teachings of Lamdre masters, and in 
1976 I took part in an intensive monastic training on the subject for three and half years. In 
1988, when His Holiness Sakya Trizin came to Australia and gave Lamdre transmission to 
some sixty students from all over the world, I had the honour to conduct some revision 
classes. This opportunity not only enhanced my interest in the study, but I decided to do 
some research for the benefit of non-Tibetan Lamdre students. While I was pondering on the 
suitablility of undertaking research study on Lamdre tradition, I was convinced with myself 
that if any topic on Lamdre should ever be studied academically, then the lives of Virüpa 
and his successors has to be the first to begin with. In short, this study is intended to serve 
only as an introduction of its kind to the study ofLamdre tradition, and it has no pretensions 
to being exhaustive.
I am fortunate to have had His Eminence Chogay Trichen Rinpoche and His Holiness 
Sakya Trizin, as my spiritual masters, from whom I received the two Lamdre transmissions. 
Without their continuous guidance, it would have been impossible for me to have had the 
motivation and determination to undertake this study. As they represent compassion, 
wisdom and spiritual power of all the past masters, I offer them my gratitude and pray to 
bless my heart. I am indeed thankful to Dr. Tissa Rajapatirana, who has been a very patient 
and resourceful advisor to this work. His excellent knowledge of the Buddhist languages and 
meticulous corrections in my translation is evident throughout this work. I am also indebted 
to Dr. Ken Gardiner, who did the most arduous task of editing my manuscript and brushing 
up its language and kindly corrected the entire manuscript excepting only the Appendices. I 
also wish to thank my wife Mirabelle Guo for her support and understanding. May the 
study and practice of Lamdre teachings continue for the benefit of all living beings !
26 October, 1990.
Lama Choedak T. Yuthok,
Faculty of Asian Studies, Australian National University.
INTRODUCTION
The subject of this thesis is the origin of Lam Tjras tradition in India. Lamdre consists of 
the secret esoteric teaching of Tantric Buddhism transmitted by the Mahäsiddha VirUpa 1 in 
India in the seventh century. VirUpa wrote the original work on Lamdre,2 based on the 
Hevajra Tantra, the highest of all classes of Tantra, and gave it to Dombi Heruka and 
Krsnäcärin. Its esoteric teachings largely remained secret and were passed down through 
oral tradition [sfian brgyud] to exceptionally faithful and intelligent disciples. Traditionally a 
future disciple capable of carrying on the transmission was predicted by the lineage 
holder s preceptor, and thus Lamdre was transmitted from teacher to disciple in what is better 
known as the Sole lineage [chig brgyud] in thtVajrayäna tradition. Ever since Lamdre 
was brought to Tibet in the mid-11th century by Pandita Gayadhara and 'brog mi lo tsä ba 
sä kya ye ses, it became the central teaching and practice of the Sakyapa School of Tibetan 
Buddhism. Its Tibetan followers, namely the Sakyapas, established the first legitimate priest 
rulership in Tibet and converted Kublai Khan to Buddhism. With its proud history of some 
1400 years, even today Lamdre is the major practice of the Sakya school of Tibetan 
Buddhism.
The purpose of this study is to examine the authenticity and traceability of the Lamdre 
tradition by identifying some of the leading lineage masters of the Nine-fold paths. The 
identification of these siddhas, whether we can date them correctly or not, and their 
monumental works, which make up a large section of the Tibetan Buddhist Canon, will 
provide at least part of much needed historical evidence. Our main theme will be important 
biographical episodes of VirUpa and his successors which will provide a fresh exposure of 
less known Lamdre hagiography. The deliberate suppression of its early history, its tone of 
anti-history and its traditional secrecy, makes this study a challenging task. Therefore we 
cannot approach this study from the historical standpoint alone but from the point of view of 
understanding the origin of a tradition which made such a powerful impact on the religious 
history of Tibet.
Tib. Grub chen. This is the title of great accomplished Tantric masters who attained both the common [thun 
mori] and uncommon [m chog] attainments or "siddhis". Generally it is an honorific title of the eighty four Buddhist 
saints [siddhas] of India, but it is also used for later accomplished masters in Tibet. VirUpa is transliterated as bi rü pa 
in all the Tibetan bstan 'gyur editions of snar than, sde dge and Peking. Tibetan prayer books also render the word 
as bir va pa. The etymological rendering is lus rian can and means 'deformed', 'ill-mannered' or 'one with ugly form." 
See Dorje, äcärya Sempa, The Biography o f Eighty Four Saints, Bibliotheca-Indo-Tibetica [4], Central Institute of Higher 
Tibetan Studies, Varanasi, 1979, p. 35 [zur bkol].
Lam 'bras bu dan bcas pa'i rtsa ba rdo rje'i tshig rkan is the most important and original work by 
VirUpa said to have given to Krsnäcärin. See Prof. Hakaju Ui and Co., A Complete Catalogue o f the Tibetan Buddhist 
Canons [sde dge bka' 'gyur and bstan 'gyur], Published by Tohoku Imperial University, Japan 1934, Vol. Shi, Title 
No. 2284, p. 355. In the Peking Edition it is entitled "Märga-phalänvitävavädaka" [lam 'bras bu dan bcas pa’i 
gdams nag]. See Suzuki, Dr. Daisetz T., The Tibetan Tripitaka, Catalogue And Index, Tokyo, 1962, Vol. 156, rgyud  
'grel XLVII [Tsi], Title No. 3131, 134 - 3 - 8, [150a -155b].
2There are three sections to this thesis. The introductory section will briefly examine the 
unique theory, role and emphasis of the hagiographical traditions in the continuation of the 
esoteric lineages and their relationship with history. The historical importance of Lamdre 
tradition, the massive influence of its early masters on the Later Diffusion of Buddhist faith 
[bstan pa phyi dar] and the establishment of Buddhist priest rulership in Tibet will be 
emphasized. The general survey and examination of the Lamdre hagiographical works 
should reveal the literary sources for this study. A close look at the cult of the Guru, its 
function and usefulness in the development of disciples and the continuation of the lineage 
will enable us to understand the meaning of Lamdre in its traditional religious model. In the 
first chapter we will carefully study, collate and analyze all the available data on the life of 
Virüpa, who is the first human teacher of Lamdre. In the second chapter, we will analyse 
what it means to be a disciple and how different disciples have become successors to 
Virüpa. The sharp distinction advocated by traditional Lamdre view between 'superior' and 
unintelligent disciples has been critically examined and an attempt has been made to 
interpret the symbolic meaning of the occurrences at those encounters between Virüpa and 
Dombi Heruka in its deep religious context. The question of the correct identity of Dombi 
Heruka has been addressed but the identity of Krsnäcärin could not receive exhaustive 
treatment in this work. The last chapter will focus on the life of Drogmi Lotsawa and 
Pandita Gayadhara and explore how Lamdre was introduced to Tibet.
2. Historical Significance of Lam 'Bras Tradition
Lamdre became known in Tibet during the time of Drogmi [993-1074]. The fact that the 
lineage was kept in total secrecy until its firm establishment in Tibet perhaps had a greater 
significance for the historical developments that led to the Later Diffusion of Buddhism in 
Tibet. The introduction of Lamdre teachings in Tibet not only re-established the Dharma 
firmly but it became a most powerful medium through which socio-political relations with 
neighbouring countries were strengthened. It came at a time when the old Tibetan kingdom 
had collapsed into warring principalities and in a religious climate of revivalism as a reaction 
after king Lang Darina's persecution. Various religious schools were gaining large numbers 
of followers, and Tibetan petty rulers sponsored young monks to go and study in India. 
Drogmi, like the Great Translator rin chen bzart po [958-1055], was one of the young 
Tibetan monks who mastered his studies in India and became the foremost of contemporary 
Tibetan masters. In order to fully understand the historical significance of studying the 
origin of the tradition in India, we will briefly review some important political, diplomatic 
and religious changes which occurred in Tibet due to the influence of Lamdre:
A) The introduction of Lamdre and its propagation in Tibet marks the beginning of the 
Later Diffusion of the Buddhist faith in Tibet. Drogmi, who played a leading role, was one 
of the three outstanding Tibetan translators, who studied in India many years. He was also 
the teacher of Marpa and 'gos lo tsä ba.3 All of Drogmi's translations (approximately sixty
 ^ Snellgrove, David, Indo-Tibetan Buddhism, Serindia Publications, London, 1987, p. 491. Also see Roerich,
George, N., Blue Annals, Parti, Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta, 1949, p. 208.
3works) found in the Tibetan Buddhist Canons prove the importance of his literary 
contribution to the spread of Dharma in Tibet.4
B) The Hevajra Tantra, the source of Lamdre teachings, together with its coloured-sand 
Mandala5 initiation rites is so closely linked to the conversion of Emperor Kublai Khan 
[1216-1294 C.E.] to the Buddhist faith that its study is extremely important for research in 
the history of Buddhism in Mongolia, China, Tibet and countries in the Himalayan region.
C) One of the main disciples of Drogmi was 'khon dkon mchog rgyal po [1034 -1 1 0 2 ], 
of the blessed Khon clan, who founded the famous monastery of Sakya [dpal ldan sa 
skya]. Countless Tibetan scholars including the first Tibetan who received the most 
prestigious and envied title "Pandita " came from this monastery. Due to the spiritual fame 
and honour of sa skya pan <Ji ta kun dga' rgyal mtshan (Sapan) [1182-1251], in 1244 the 
Mongol prince Godan (K'uo-tan), became his devotee. The famous Priest and Patron 
relationship6 which began then, was continued between the Manchu Emperors and the Dalai 
Lamas until it ended in 1911 with the overthrow of the Ch'ing Dynasty.7 Sakya Pandita's 
nephew, 'phags pa [Fa-ssu-pa], whose full name is 'gro mgon chos rgyal 'phags pa bio 
gros rgyal mtshanf 1235-1280] gave Kublai Khan, his queens and twenty five ministers the 
Hevajra initiation of the Lamdre tradition in 1253 at the palace of Hutu. Kublai offered the 
whole country of Tibet to 'phags pa in thanksgiving offering after being initiated in the 
Hevajra Mandala. Phags pa became the first Lama to become the priest king of Tibet, and 
ever since Tibet has been mied by Buddhist priests upto the rulership by the Dalai Lamas. 
Subsequently, whichever religious order exercised political power in Tibet, it was always an 
adherent of the Lamdre tradition and adopted the type of rule modelled by 'phags pa.
D) In spite of the weakening of the power of the Mongol rulers, which indirectly caused 
the shift of power from the Sakya hierarchs to the Tibetan aristrocrat byart chub rgyal 
mtshan [1302-1364], the religious order represented by phag gru bka' brgyud was also a 
practitioner of Lamdre tradition.8 The Great Fifth was the first Dalai Lama to become ruler 
of Tibet, and he was also one of the greatest Lamdre lineage masters.9 From this point of
4 See Appendix C, Section C, pp. 95-105.
5 Tib. Kye rdo rje'i rdul mtshon gyi dkyil 'khor.
6 Tib. Mchod yon bzun 'brel.
See Tsepon W. D. Shakabpa, Tibet A Political History, Yale University Press, 1967, p. 71.
This is indicated by the impressive collection of bka' brgyud gdams nag mdzod in which most essential 
Lamdre works are also preserved. See 'jam mgon kon sprul bio gros mtha' yas, gdams nag mdzod, A 
Treasury on Instructions and Techniques For Spiritual Realization, Delhi, 1971, Vol. IV. Phag mo gru pa [1110-1170] 
studied under Sachen for 12 years and became founding father of phag gru bka' brgyud. He received lam 'bras and 
wrote a commentary known as "mdzod mar." See Chogay Trichen, History o f the Sakya Tradition, Ganesha Press, 
Bristol, 1983, p. 25.
He wrote four comprehensive biographies of Lamdre masters. These are found in Vol. XI, ff. 399-638, Vol. V, 
ff. 1-109, Vol. IV, ff. 389-497 and Ibid., ff. 499-701 in S. L. L. S.
4view, it is the early upholders of Lamdre tradition who gained and established genuine 
religious rulership and propagated the doctrine in Tibet.
E) After the teachings fall into the hands of the priest kings of Tibet, namely the Sakya 
M asters , 10 Lamdre did not remain as exclusive and secret teachings as it used to be, but 
became accessible to the commoners. Consequently, the tradition was closely associated 
with religious power and dominance in the social and political affairs of the country and yet 
maintained its purity. Presently, there are two major Lamdre traditions, tshogs bsad and 
slob bsad . * 11 The three sub-sects of Sakya, namely Sa skya, Nor pa and Tshar pa are 
directly linked with the development of common and uncommon Lamdre traditions in Tibet. 
Most of the finest Tibetan scholars and masters have been Lamdre practitioners including the 
present Dalai Lama, who received the Lamdre transmission from His Eminence Chogay 
Trichen Rinpoche[bco brgyad khri chen rin po ehe].
3. The Meaning of Lam 'Bras [märgaphala]
The term lam 'bras, path and result" can be best discussed, approached and understood 
from the point of view of its secret philisophical meaning. Lam means "path" and 'bras 
means result in Tibetan. It directly deals with a path including its result, and its cause. 
This also implies the cause including its path, cause including its result, results including its 
cause and result including its path. This principle of wholeness nullifies duality. The notion 
of lam 'bras bu dart bcas pa "Path Including its Result" points out the significance of neither 
disassociating the path from the result nor result from the cause. Central to the Tantric 
philosophy is the importance of the annihilation of the conceptual dichotomy between 
conventional opposites. Hence the term lam 'bras bears a philosophical and scientific 
explanation of reality in its operational level and ultimate level.
The cause includes its path [rgyu lam dart bcas pa] since the cause has the potential to 
engage itself into the function of the path; the cause includes its result [rgyu 'bras bu dart 
bcas pa] since the cause bears the spontaneous nature of its achieveable result. Just as a 
faultless seed could be made to sprout if provided with the right conditions, similarly a 
faithful disciple can achieve the result of enlightenment if he meets the circumstantial 
conditions of the pithy instructions [gdams rtag]. The path includes its cause [lam rgyu dart 
bcas pa] since it is on the path where the actual purifiable stains of the cause are realistically 
determined, otherwise one will not know how to meditate and purify the supposed 
defilements. The path includes its result [lam 'bras bu dart bcas pa] since the result is only
1U Tib. Sa skya gori ma mams lria.
11 Although essentially there appears to have been the common and the uncommon Lamdre traditions prior to nor
ctien kun dga' bzari po [1382-1456], there were no such well known concepts of their existence known outside the 
inner circle of the practitioners. It is said to have been a practice of mus chen [sems dpa' chen po] dkon mchog 
rgyal mtshan [1388-1468 C.E.], the most remarkable disciple of Ngorchen, but it was not known until bdag chen 
bio gros rgyal mtshan [1444-1495 C.E.], who first introduced and practised the tradition of giving the common 
tradition in public and the uncommon to selected disciples in private One can clearly see the development of these two 
traditions if one examines the arrangement of the Lamdre literature. See Appendix D.
5achieveable during the practice of the path, otherwise there will be no purpose of practising 
the path. The result includes the cause ['bras bu rgyu dart bcas pa] since the result is no 
other than the transformed aspect of the cause. The realization of the result simply discovers 
the unseen side of the cause, and dispels the misconception that they were different. For 
instance, just as the alchemical or gold elixir [gser 'gyur gyi rtsi] transforms the blackish 
colour of the iron and all metals into gold yet it has not abandoned the base metal completely, 
similarly the negativities will gradually be transformed into their natural qualities without 
annihilation of the cause.
In short, since there is nothing inherently existing outside the mere perceptions of one's 
mind, all such concepts have manifested according to the mind itself, which is ultimately free 
of activities. In spite of the distinct, adventitious and conditional reflections of the mind, in 
reality the notion of good and bad, path and result do not exist as it appears to our 
conscious mind. What appears to our conceptual mind does not conform with what really is. 
For instance, objects such as a chamber pot, an ear-ring and an image of the Buddha, 
which are all made out of copper, can be seen as dirty, beautiful or venerable respectively 
due to their appearance and usages according to the designation we have conceptualized and 
imputed upon the objects. In spite of their different conventional appearances, functions and 
usages, the substance "copper" has not become better or worse whatever it is made into or 
used for. Similarly the true and basic nature of the mind of a beginner, an advanced 
practitioner and a Fully Enlightened One has no difference whatsoever. Nonetheless this 
does not mean that cause is path and path is result. The difference is only in the perception, 
conditioned by one's deluded mind. On account of purifying the alleged impurities on the 
path, the causal Buddha who has not been previously recognized due to the adventitious 
obscuration, who has recognized the self, is labelled as "Resultant Buddha". Lam 'Bras, 
therefore is a name that is mainly associated with the Yogin's meditative view of the reality 
through the practice of esoteric Vajrayäna meditations. In order to develop such enlightened 
experiences one must recognize the correct path which has an expedient method of setting the 
aspirant on the correct path. The expedient method is called "upadesa" [gdams rtag] or 
"pithy instructions." In order to receive the instructions from a qualified Guru, one must be 
initiated into the Path by receiving abhiseka" [dbart].
4. The origin of Hevajra Tantra and its Commentarial Works
In order to fully understand the origin of Lamdre tradition in India, it will be important to 
take into consideration the origin of Hevajra Tantra and its commentarial works [gzurt bsad]. 
It is believed that in the distant past, when the form realm12 and desire realm13 were 
respectively misruled by Brahma and Mahesvara, all living beings were manipulated to 
indulge in the three defilements and were misguided into the wrong path. In order to subdue 
these mundane gods and to establish all living beings in the right path, the Sambhogakäya
Tib. Gzugs khams. Skt. Rüpadhätu.
13 Tib. 'Dod khams. Skt. Kämadhätu.
6Heruka assumed the appropriate manifestations and taught root and explanatory Tantras. 
After subduing them, the Fully Enlightened One assumed the Nirmänakäya form of 
Heruka and taught the 700,000 sloka Long Form S ri Hevajra Tantra,14 500,000 sloka o f 
Realization Tantra,15 the Uncommon Explanatory Däkini Vajrapahjara Tantra,16 Srisamputa 
and the explanatory Tantras common to other classes of Tantra.11 Once again the historical 
Säkyamuni Buddha assumed the form of Heruka and taught the 750 sloka Two Part Short 
Hevajra Tantra which contains 23 chapters.18
Tshar chen bio gsal rgya mtsho [1502-1566 C.E.] cites twelve main Indian siddha 
masters who wrote commentaries: Vajragarbha,19 Näropa20 Krsnäcärin,21 Bhavapa,22
Tib. Dpal kye rdo rje'i rgyud rgyas pa 'bum phrag bdun pa.
1 ^ Tib. Rtogs pa’i rgyud ’bum phrag lna pa.
16 Tib. Bsad rgyud thun mon ma yin pa mkha' 'gro rdo rje gur gyi rgyud.
17 ✓Tib. Thun mon ba’i bsad rgyud dpal sam pu ta.
1 O
1 ° Tib. Kye rdo rje'i rgyud brtag pa gftis pa. The best Tibetan translation of this text is that by Drogmi 
and Gayadhara revised by gzon nu dpal. Peking ed., bka' 'gyur, Vol. 1, Title No. 10, 210 - 2 - 3 to 222 - 5 - 7, 230a 
- 261b. Sde dge ed., bka' 'gyur, Vol. Aa, Title No. 417, lb - 13b. For its English translation, see Snellgrove, David, 
L., The Hevajra Tantra, A Critical Study, Part I, Introduction and Translation, Oxford University, Press, London, 1959.
19 Hevajrapindärtha-tikä [Kye'i rdo rje bsdus pa'i don gyi rgya eher 'grel pa], sde dge bstan 'gyur, 
Vol. rgyud Ka, Title No. 1180, ff. lb  - 126a. Peking ed., rgyud 'grel Ba, Vol. 53, Title No. 2310, 1 - 1 - 1 [1 - 
139b].
Vajrapädasära-samgraha-panjikä [Rdo rje'i tshig gi sfiin po bsdus pa'i dka' 'gral], Vol. rgyud Ga, 
Title No. 1186, 58b - 146b. In the Tohoku Catalogue this title is ascribed to sfian grags bzan po instead of Näropa. 
Peking ed., rgyud 'grel Tsa, Vol. 54, Title No. 2316, 1 - 1 - 3, [69a - 169b].
21 Yoga-ratnamälä-näma-hevajra-panjikä [Dgyes pa rdo rje'i dka' 'grel mal 'byor rin po che'i phren ba
zes bya ba], Vol. rgyud Kha, Title No. 1183, lb - 61a. Peking ed., rgyud 'grel Ma, Vol. 53, Title No. 2313, 127 
-1  -, [1 - 72b],
22 Srlhevajravyäkhyävivarana-näma [Dpal dgyes pa rdo rje'i mam bsad mam par 'grel pa zes bya ba],
Vol. rgyud Ka, Tide No. 1182, 173b - 275a. Peking ed., rgyud 'grel Ba, Vol 53, Tide No. 2312, 78 -3  - 2, [190b - 
307a]. The name of the author appears in several different spellings: Bapabhata zabs (Bhavabhattapäda) and Bbavabhadra.
7Tam kadäsa23 Padmapa,24 Durjayacandra 25, Säntipa,26 Samayavajra,21 Pad-myug,2S 
Kämadhenu29 and Dharmakirti 30 There were six main essential traditions or schools of 
explanations31 of the Hevajra Tantra handed down from the Indian Mahäsiddhas which 
are directly connected with the origin of the Nine-fold Paths [lam skor dgu].32They are: 
l)Slob dpon pad ma ba dzra'i bsad srol [Padmavajra's tradition], 2] grub chen mi thub 
zla ba’i bsad srol [Durjayacandra1s tradition], 3] sän ti pa’i bsad srol [Northern Gate- 
Keeper Pandita Santipa's tradition], 4] sän ta bha dra’i bsad srol [Samayavajra's disciple 
Santabhadra's tradition], 5] kha che sflan grags bzart po'i bsad srol [Kasmiri Kirtibbadra's 
tradition] and 6] mrta' bdag me tri pa'i bsad srol [Maitripa's tradition].33
Srihevajratantraräjatikä-suvisadasamputa-näma [Rgyud kyi rgyal po dpal kye'i rdo rje'i 'grel bsad kha 
•byor Sin tu dri ma med pa zes bya ba], Vol. rgyud Kha, Title No. 1184, 61a - 294a. Peking ed., rgyud 
'grel Ma, Vol. 53, Title No. 2314, 157 - 3 - 1, [73a - 351a]. The author's name is spelled in different forms : 
Dhamkadäsa, Dharikadäsa.
24 Hevajratantrapanjikäpadmin-näma [Kye'i rdo rje'i rgyud kyi dka' 'grel pad ma can zes bya ba], Vol. 
rgyud Ka, Title No. 1181, 126b - 173a. Peking ed., rgyud 'grel Ba,Vol. No. 53, 58 - 1 - 6, [139b - 190b].
25 Kaum udi-n 5m a -panjik ä [Kau mu di zes bya ba’i dka' ‘grel], Vol. rgyud Ga, Title No. 1185, lb - 58b. 
Peking ed., rgyud 'grel Tsa, Vol. 53, Title No.2315, 269 - 1 - 1, [1 - 69a]. Durjayacandra is translated as mi thub zla 
ba and sbyari dka’ ba’i zla ba in Tibetan.
£rihevajrapanjikä-näma-muktikävali [Dpal dgyes pa rdo rje’i dka' 'grel mu tig phreri ba zes bya 
ba], Vol. rgyud Ga, Title No. 1189, 221a - 297a. Peking ed., rgyud 'grel Tsa, Vo. 54, Title No. 2319, 78 - 2 - 1, 
[262a - 349a]. His full name is Sriratnäkarasänti [dpal rin chen 'byun gnas zi ba].
^ ' Hevajra-näma-mahätanlraräjadvikalpa-mäyäpanjikäsmrtinipäda-näma [Rgyud kyi igyal po chen po dgyes
pa'i rdo rje zes bya ba sgyu ma brtag pa gflis pa'i dka' 'grel dren pa'i 'byufl gnas zes bya ba], Vol. 
rgyud Ga, Title No. 1187, 146b - 194a. Peking ed., rgyud 'grel Tsa, Vol 54, Title No. 2317, 4 1 - 2 - 3 ,  [169b - 
228b]. In both catalogues the author's name is given Krsna [nag po pa] but his full name is Krsna Samayavajra [nag po 
dam tshig rdo rje].
2 ° Hevajra-näma-tantraräja-tikä [Kye'i rdo rje zes bya ba'i rgyud kyi rgyal po'i 'grel pa], Vol. rgyud 
Ga, Tide No. 1188, 194b - 220 b. Peking ed., rgyud 'grel Tsa, Vol. 54, Tide No. 2318, 64 - 5 - 3, [228b - 262a]. 
His full name is pad ma'i myu gu rdo rje.
2^ Srihevajravajrapadoddharana-näma-panjikä [ Dpal dgyes pa rdo rje'i dka' 'grel rdo rje'i tshig btu ba 
zes bya ba], Vol. rgyud Ca, Title No. 1192, lb - 12a. Peking ed., rgyud 'grel Tsha, Vol. 54, Title No. 2322, 
265 - 1 - 1, [1 -13b].
3® Srihevajra-mahStantraräjasya-panjikä-netravibhanga-näma [ Rgyud kyi rgyal po chen po dpal dges pa
rdo rje'i dka' 'grel spyan 'byed ces bya ba], Vol. rgyud fta, Title No. 1191, 236b - 321a. Peking ed., rgyud 
'grel Tsa, Vol. 54, Title No. 2320, 113 -1 - 1, [349a - 444a] With regard to the twelve commentaries, Jetsun Drakpa 
Gyaltshan has said: "Dpal ldan brtag pa gflis pa yi /  rgyud kyi tshig don 'grel byed pa'i / rdo rje sfliri 
po n l  ro pa / nag po spyod pa bha wa pa / [ari ka da £a pad ma pa /  mi thub zla ba san ti pa / dam 
tshig rdo rje pad myug dan / ka ma dhe nu chos grags ste / 'phags yul 'grel pa bcu gflis mthofl "/ 
See Illuminalimng Sun's Rays o f the Doctrine, [I. S. R. D.] in S. L. L. S. Vol. X, f. 332.
31 Tib. Bsad srol gtso ehe ba drug.
32 Sflin po'i don gyi kye rdor ni / bir wa'i rjes 'bran dom bi'i skor / yan lag med rjes pad ma'i 
skor / dam tshig rdo rje nag po’i skor / gtso che'i chos sna sum cu dgu / lam skor dgu ni khyad par 
ro //
33 See I. S. R. D. in S. L. L. S., Vol. X, f. 334.
8In Tibet, there appeared numerous Hevajra traditions from Marpa to rriog chos sku rdo 
rje and as well as traditions following rfi pa chos rab, dpyal se lo tsB ba, gtum ston bio 
gros grags pa and ram sdiAs ma pa following nä ro ta pa's lineage.34 The main Hevajra 
tradition concerned with Lamdre was transmitted by 'gos khug pa lhas btsas and 'brog mi, 
who both received it from Gayadhara, transmitter of Virupa's lineage. Drogmi also 
received the same lineage transmitted through Dombi Heruka from dge sloA dpa' bo rdo rje 
in India. Although there were many other Tibetan commentaries on the Hevajra Tantra, the 
seven famous works in the Sakyapa tradition are: 1) A word by word explanation [tshig 
grel] by bla ma mAa ris pa gsal ba'i sfiiA po.35 2) ’khon sgyi chu ba's commentary of 
difficult points [dka1 'grel]. 3) Commentary dag ldan by rje btsun grags pa rgyal 
mtshan.36 4) General Explanation of all the Tantras by slob dpon bsod nams rtse moT 5) 
mfton rtogs ljon siA by rje btsun grags pa rgyal mtshan.38 6] Commentary fii ma'i ’od
zer by slob dpon bsod nams rtse mo. 7] Commentary on difficult points by sa chen kun 
dga' sfiiA po.39
There are many other scriptural commentaries [gzuA bsad] on Hevajra Tantra written by 
Tibetan masters which we will not have space to list here.40 These do not include the 
whispered lineage's pithy instructions [man Aag] passed down from one master to one 
disciple i.e. VirDpa to Dombi Heruka. Until the late 11th century there were no instructional 
manuals or books on Lamdre since it was taught to no more than one disciple at a time. The 
idea of giving teachings to others or writing about the teachings was not permitted, unless a 
disciple received special permission from his teacher. However, fearing that people in a 
degenerate time might not be able to keep the whispered lineage correctly, sa chen kun dga' 
sfiiA po [1092-1158 C.E.] wrote the pithy instructional works after fulfilling the requirement 
of eighteen years of dedicated practice imposed by his teacher.41 Sachen wrote 
approximately twenty instructions based on the Vajra verses which became the main 
instructional guidelines of Lamdre. Although there are different schools in identifying what 
the eleven commentaries [mam 'grel bcu gcig] were, the following list is according to bdag 
chen bio gros rgyal mtshan [1444-1495 C.E.]. They are all named after students for whose
34
35
36
37
38
39
Ibid.
See C. W. G. M. S., Vol I, 13 - 4 - 1, ff. 27 - 131a.
Ibid. Vol. HI, 96 - 3 -1 , ff. 194 - 326a.
Tib. Rgyud sde spyi mam See S. L. L. S. Vol. XXI, ff. 429 - 575.
Ibid. Vol. m , 1 - 1 - 1, ff. 1 - 139a.
Ibid. Vol. I, 78 - 4 - 1, ff. 158 - 246a. It is also cited in I. S. R. D. in S. L. L. S., Vol. X, f. 333.
^  See the Complete Catalogue of Lamdre literature in Appendix D.
41 His master zan ston chos 'bar instructed: "Do not write anything about the instructions and do not even
divulge the existence of the name of this teaching for eighteen years. After the passage of that time, you are the owner of 
the teaching , it is entirely up to you whether you wish to teach or write about it" F. G. S. D.,Vol. XIV, 124.
9sake they were written:42 1. "don bsdus ma" [ or a seA ma] at the request of khams pa a 
seA. 2. "zu byas ma " at the request of zu byas drtos grub.43 3. "klog skya ma" written at 
the request of klog skya chos grags of sgyer bu region.44 4. "yum don ma" written at the 
request of his senior consort.45 5. "sras don ma" compilation of numerous difficult points of 
Vajra Verses for his two sons, grags pa rgyal mtshan and bsod nams rtse mo. It was 
compiled and edited by his disciple, gtsug gtor rgyal po who is also known as bsod nams 
rdo rje.46 6. "zla rgyal ma' written at the request of byaA chub sems dpa' zla ba rgyal 
mtshan .47 7. "bzaA ri ma" written at the request of dge b$es bzaA ri phug pa. 8. "sga thert 
ma" was originally notes prepared by khams pa sga theA on the basis of sa chen's 
teachings, which was later corrected and written by sa chen.48 9. "maA mkhar ma" written 
for his female disciple, maA chuA. 10. "ha hu ma" written for a female disciple whose 
mediative realization of a dog made her say "Hahu Hahu" 49 11. "gflags ma" written for dge 
bses gzi ra pa dbaA phyug rgyal mtshan. Except for a seA ma, which was specially 
written by sa chen, it is believed that all the rest of the works were revised and corrected 
versions of notes prepared by his disciples on the basis of Sachen's teachings. Since then 
many works were written and most of the transmissions are still preserved in scriptures and 
as well as in practice.
5. Sources
In the traditional monastic institutions, there have been several scholars and historians 
who have written a great quantities of biographies and autobiographies, known as "rnam 
thar". Although modem scholars believe that a large part of these autobiographies and 
biographies have no real historical significance50 they are in fact the most important sources 
for historical research in the Tibetan Buddhist historiography. Rnam thars were written in 
great praise of the charismatic qualities, religious glory, honour and spiritual achievements 
of a person in a systematic style of paying a last tribute to a deceased master. As the 
meaning of the word rnam thar suggests, one will gain "thorough liberation" about the 
master[s] by reading a well-written biography. The purpose of these works was to maintain
42 Ib id , f.127.
43 See S. L. L. S., Vol. XXVII [sa], ff. 1-189.
44 Ibid., ff. 191-395.
45 She is the mother of kun dga' 'bar, the elder step brother of grags pa rgyal mtshan and bsod nams rste 
mo. She is known as ma gcig a tsad tsha. Ibid., Vol. XXIX [ha], ff. 1-159.
Ibid., Vol. XH [na], ff. 1-446.
Ibid., Vol. XXVn [sa], ff. 397-529.
Ibid., Vol. XXVffl [sa], ff. 149-491.
Ibid., Vol. XXIX [ha], ff. 161-295.
See Snellgrove, David, Buddhist Himalaya, Bruno Cassirer, Oxford, 1957, p. 85.
46
47
48
49
50
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inspiration and encouragement amongst the followers so that good examples of past masters 
are not only revered as historical truth but also emulated by the disciples. Although Lamdre 
historical works belong to this category, our sources which deal with the hagiographies of 
great masters, their religious experiences and accomplishments are known as "lam 'bras 
khogs phub".
Our sources are divided into two groups. The primary sources are the traditional Lamdre 
hagiographies which deal with the exclusive history of Lamdre, the earliest of which was 
written in the 12th century. Our secondary sources are well known Tibetan historical works 
which directly refer to Lamdre and its early Indian masters. Although much of the Lamdre 
teachings remained as oral transmission until the 12th century, selections of biographical 
details of the early masters appeared soon after the writing of the commentaries on Lamdre 
began. Although sa chen kun dga' sflirt po [1092-1158 C.E.] did not write a history of 
Lamdre, his son rje btsun grags pa rgyal mtshan [1147-1216 C.E.] wrote the most 
important Lamdre hagiography, "Hagiography o f Indian Gurus, " [bla ma rgya gar ba'i lo 
rgyus].51 Much of our story of VirUpa is based on this text. Bla ma dam pa bsod nams 
rgyal mtshan's [1312-1375 C.E.] "Wondrous Vision," [bla ma brgyud pa'i mam par thar 
pa Ao mtshar snaA bap2 is perhaps the most earliest and comprehensive historical work on 
Lamdre tradition. As a part of his "Black Annals" [pod nag], this work also discusses the 
general history of Buddhism in Tibet in some appreciative detail. 'Jam mgon a mes zabs 
kun dga' bsod nams [1537-1601]53 has written a lengthy Lamdre history "Ocean o f 
Collected Elegant Sayings" [legs bsad 'dus pa’i rgya mtsho] 54 and has also written a 
versified lam 'bras history chos 'byuA gi yi ge tshigs su bead pa don gfler dga' ba bskyed 
pa. "Gratifier o f the Readers" in 1556 [Fire Dragon] when he was twenty years old. The
Grags pa rgyal mtshan, Hagiography o f Indian Gurus [H. I. G.] Also see C. W. G. M. S., Vol. ID, ff. 342- 
350 and pp.170-173 Also see S. L. L. S., Vol. I, ff. 1-13 and Vol. XI, ff. 581-593. He has also written "Chronicles o f 
the Tibetan Masters" [bla ma brgyud pa bod kyi lo rgyus] which briefly covers the story of Drogmi and his 
successors. Ibid., ff. 348-350 and pp. 173-174 Ibid.,Vol. 1, ff.14-17 and Vol. XI, ff. 594-599.
3^ S. L. L. S., Vol. XVI, ff. 1-122. He is also the author of the famous "The Clear Mirror o f the Royal 
Genealogies” [rgyal rabs gsal ba’i me Ion]. B.I. Kuznetsov, who translated the eigth chapter into Russian in 1961 
and a few years later published the transliteration of the Tibetan text says that this work has two Chinese translations. See 
"The Clear Mirror o f Royal Genealogies", Leiden, 1966, p. XVIH.
33 Sa skya'i gdun rabs rin chen ban mdzod, A History o f the 'khon Lineage o f the Prince-abbots o f Sa- 
skya, Tibetan Bonpo Monastic Centre, Dolanji, P. O. Ochghat, H. P., 1975.
34 Ibid., Vol. 1 ff.1-314. Hereafter this text is abbreviated O. C. E. S. He cites many sources of his work and 
some of them may not even be extant. Rje btsun chen pos bla ma rgya bod kyi lo rgyus (Hagiography on the 
Indian and Tibetan Gurus by grags pa rgyal mtshan, dmar gyi zib mo rdo rje [ The Diamond Precision by 
dmar ston chos kyi bio gros], bar ston gyi zib mo mam dag [Perfect Precision by bar ston], bla ma 
dam pa'i no mtshar snan ba [Wondrous Vision by bla ma dam pa bsod nam rgyal mtshan], de'i gsal 
byed mus srad pas mdzad pa [Its Elucidation by mus sras pa], rje nor pa'i chos 'byun bstan pa rgyas 
pa'i fti 'od [Spreading Sun's Rays of the Doctrine, a Religious history by nor chen], de'i kha skoii kun mkhyen 
go ram pas mdzad pa [Its supplementary by kun mkhyen go ram pa bsod nams sen ge], za ma'i lo rgyus 
chen mo [The great Chronicle of za ma], dpari rje'i chos T>yun [The religious history by dpari rje], 'brom lugs 
kyi chos 'byun [The religious history of 'brom tradition], cha rgan gyi bla ma rgya bod kyi lo rgyus 
[The Hagiographies of Indian and Tibetan Gurus by cha rgan], and rje klu sgrub rgya mtsho'i chos 'byun khog 
phub zin bris [Historical notes by klu sgrub rgya mtsho]. See S. L. L. S., Vol. HI, ff. 555-589.
khog phub entitled "Flourish o f  the Great Secret Doctrine" [gdams dag byud tshul gyi zin 
bris gsad chen bstan pa rgyas byed] 55 by ’Jam dbyaA mkhyen brtse dbaA phyug (1524- 
1568) is one we have used extensively in this study. It contains partial secret biographical 
notes of early masters undisclosed in other works. In short, hagiographies related with the 
history of Lamdre comprise one third of the entire Lamdre works. There are no major 
discrepancies between these primary sources.
Our secondary sources include the biographies of the Eighty Four Siddhas found in the 
bstan 'gyur56 as well as famous Tibetan historical works. 'Gos lo gzon nu dpal's [1392- 
1481] monumental work "Blue Annals" [deb ther sdon poT57 includes an appreciative 
chapter on the flourishing part of Lamdre in Tibet. Other prominent Tibetan historians who 
have dealt with Lamdre history in their works include Dpa' bo gtsug lag phreA ba [1504- 
1566]58 and the fourth rgyal dbaA ’brag chen Aag dbaA nor bu [1527-1592]59. Täranätha 
s[1575-1634]60 impressive collection of rich and mixed data on the history of Buddhism in 
India has been consulted where he attempts to discuss accounts of all the siddhas, Panditas 
and scholars of Buddhist India. It is an exceptional contribution for the medieval historical 
study of Buddhist India. In spite of his silence about Lamdre, Täranätha's brief and striking 
comments on Virupa, Dombi Heruka and Krsnäcärin have provided views which to some 
extent challenge the Lamdre version. "Seven Instruction Lineage" [bka' babs bdun ldan] is 
also a work reputed to have been written by Täranätha but I have some reservations 
regarding its authorship. Nevertheless it is a valuable collection of materials useful for the 
study of establishing the connection between different Tantric lineages and constructing their 
succession lists of masters and disciples.61
See S. L. L. S., Vol. XIV, ff.1-225. Hereafter the text is abbreviated F. G. S. D.
Caturasiti-siddha-pravrtti [grub tbob brgyad bcu rtsa bzi'i lo rgyus] was written by Abhayadatta and 
translated by mi nag lo tsä ba smon grub ses rab. There is an English translation by J. R. Robinson [Buddha's 
Lions, The Lives o f the Eighty Four Siddhas, Dharma Pubishing, 1979] and Keith Dowman [Masters o f Enchantment: The 
Lives and Legends o f  the Mahäsiddhas, Inner Traditions International, Vermont, 1988]. There is also a Hindi translation by 
äcärya sems dpa' rdo rje [The Biography o f Eighty Four Saints, Central Institute of Higher Tibetan Studies, Samath, 1979].
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See Roerich, George, N., The Blue Annals, Part I, Published by Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta, 1949, 
pp. 204-240.
See chos ’byun mkhas pa'i dga' ston smad cha, The Feast o f the Scholars, [F. S.] Part II, Published by 
National Minorities Publishing House [mi rigs dpe skrun khan], Peking, 1986, pp. 1362-1369.
See Prof. Dr. Chandra, Lokesh, Pad ma dkarpo's Tibetan Chronicle, [P.. T.] New Delhi 1968. ff.393-408.
6  ^ It was First translated into Russian by V. P. Vasilev in 1866 and was subsequently translated into German by A. 
Schiefner in 1869. See Chattopadhyaya, A., Täranätha's History o f Buddhism in India, [T. H. B.] Indian Institute of 
Advanced Study, Simla, 1970.
61 Täranätha, Five Historical Works o f Täranätha, [F. H. W. T.], Tibetan Nyingmapa Monastery, P.O. Tezu, Distt. 
Lohit, Arunachal Pradesh, 1974. Täranätha's bka' babs bdun ldan, The Seven Instruction Lineages was First translated 
into German by Albert Grünwedel in 1914. Bhupendranätha Datta translated from German into English in 1944. David 
Templeman provided its English translation from the Tibetan in 1983. See jo nah Täranätha, bka' babs bdun ldan, The 
Seven Instruction Lineages, Tr. by David Templeman, Library of Tibetan Works and Archives, Dharamsala, 1983.
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6. Typology of Early Lam ’bras hagiography
A brief glance at the ten volumes of Lamdre hagiographical Literature is sufficient to 
demonstrate the important place this kind of literature must have taken in the spiritual life of 
the past masters. There is no space here to study the typology of all Lamdre hagiographies. 
We will limit ourselves to the hagiography of VirUpa alone. The geographical component of 
his biography discussed in this study are rather loose but owing to the sanctification of the 
places where he studied, taught and died, some precise data are given. For example, 
Nälandä, where VirUpa was an abbot; Sovanätha, where he transformed into a stone image 
after subduing the Tlrthikas, and the river Ganges, where he met Dombi Heruka are all 
mentioned. Disciples are advised to go on pilgrimage to those sacred places to cultivate a 
stronger and closer spiritual connection with the master. In spite of the vast difference in 
dating the birth of Buddha and his Nirvana between different chronological schools in 
Tibet and in the Buddhist world, the time factor plays a significant role in the Buddhist 
hagiology. The Lamdre hagiographers have unanimously written that VirUpa made his first 
appearance in India around 1020 years after the Mahäparinirväna of the Buddha. Just as 
saints feast days are observed for saints in Christainity, the anniversay of the Enlightenment 
of the master is celebrated by performing Ganacakra food offerings.*^ Although an 
approximate age is also given when he left Nälandä monastery, there is no time reference as 
to when he passed away. A striking feature of VirUpa's hagiography, like that of all other 
siddhas, is that he is very strongly individualized as a person who makes his own way in 
spiritual development, despite the obstacles he faced. While glorifying and edifying his 
admirable spiritual power, his personal character, and forceful approach of subduing and 
subjugating Tlrthikas are discussed without any reservation. His impatience and disposal of 
his prayer beads in the latrine after waking from a disturbing dream suggests that the 
hagiograhers were not selective of the materials. Similarly his abbotship in Nälandä and his 
visits to brothels are equally treated as being part of his life. They collated all such available 
materials. The faith and trust of the reader is challenged by offering such a mixed bag of 
episodes. Nevertheless, as with all in hagiographies whether Buddhist or Christian, the 
biography became a repeated narration of miraculous happenings associated with the master 
to edify the readers. They have become recommended reading materials to recollect and 
honour the masters, to exalt their qualities, and to instil a vibrant spirit among the lethargic 
and discouraged practitioners. Transmissions of these biographies are given on special 
ceremonies and the anniversaries of the masters are commemorated each year. Statues and 
paintings of the masters are enshrined and their altars are constantly furnished with fresh 
offerings. Special commemoration halls are dedicated and monastic institutions are named 
after these masters. Contemporary masters or intelligent and disciplined monks are often 
selected as possible reincarnations of a celebrated and canonized master of its lineage or other
For instance on the 23rd of 4th Lunar month according to the Tibetan Calendar, all the Sakya monasteries 
perform special commemorative ceremonies for the anniversay of VirOpa's enlightenment.
lineages.63 The very existence and continuation of a tradition such as Lamdre is regarded as 
the unobstructed Enlightened Activities ['phrin las] and compassion of those great masters 
of the past. Hence the stories of the past masters in Tibetan Buddhist tradition had the 
important function and role of rekindling the spirit of the faith and its practices. The concept 
of Trikäya doctrine in Mahäyäna and the glorification of the institution of Tulku [sprul ku] 
in Tibetan Buddhism have doubly enhanced the prosperity of hagiography and the living 
spirit of Tibetan Buddhism.
7. History and Its Role in the study of religious traditions
Due to the paucity of written history on the actual origin of Buddhist Tantric traditions, 
there has been considerable doubt and controversy on the subject. In this connection we 
should remember that the difficulty of determining the difference between legend and history 
is a common problem with the study of religious history and hagiography, and not a problem 
unique to Tantric traditions alone. It is of obvious importance that any valid Buddhist 
teachings or traditions of this nature must have a traceable background in India, the birth­
place of Buddhadharma. Vajrayäna lineages originated from the Indian Mahäsiddhas and 
Panditas, whose influence and inspiration established and propagated the Dharma far and 
wide. The Indian siddhas and great Tibetan masters, who were canonized by way of being 
included in the official list of lineage Gurus, were not only very important historical figures 
in their own right, but they also played very important roles in exemplifying the teachings 
and practices. Although canonization appears to make a man or a woman into a siddha or 
great master, it does not mean that there were no great masters other than those formally 
listed. Siddhahood or lineage masterhood in Tantric Buddhism is not achieved because of 
some kind of heroic circumstances resulting in death as is martyrdom in Christianity. But it 
is achieved through total devotion to the Guru and relentless effort in the prescribed practices 
as given by the teacher. The lives of these teachers present an extraordinary variety of 
human characters and dispositions. Unlike biographies written by contemporaries and near- 
contemporaries, the hagiographies of Tantric masters were kept as oral history for long 
period of time within the tradition until someone wrote them down.
All the written materials dealing with lives of the masters which may have some historical 
value have to be studied, analysed and critically examined in an objective way, with the 
application of some scientific and logical methodology. The tradition of writing mam thar 
honours the virtues of the teacher, and this became an instrument to evoke enthusiastic 
feelings and to kindle a vital living spirit among the lethargic and discouraged aspirants of 
the path. Since it is considered to be a meritorous deed, the names of past masters were 
constantly memorized and recited in the daily prayers of a practitioner, being invoked to 
bestow blessings on the mind. Their name Mantras [mtshan srtags] were inscribed on 
rocks, calligraphed on clothes and given as apostropic amulet. Lama Dampa explains and 
emphasizes the study of hagiography for the purpose of instilling trust and faith in the
w For instance, Marpa is regarded as the reincarnation of Dombi Heruka. See gtsan smyon he ru ka , The Life 
ofMarpa The Traslator, Prajnä Press, Boulder, 1982, p. 4.
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originality of the tradition of the lineage Gurus when he says: "The history of the lineage 
Gurus (should be studied) for the purpose of knowing the traceability of its origin and to 
cultivate faith." [yid ches siA khuAs btsun par ses pa'i phyir bla ma brgyud pa'i lo 
rgyus . ] 64
On the other hand, the narrative histories are witness to beliefs and are the evidence for 
what people thought about the past, constituting a history of beliefs with its own functional 
model. The selected incidents in a religious person's life are not written about in order to 
gloss over the miracles or ignore the less attractive side of his or her character. Writing the 
life of a siddha is not making a distinction between a 'the man' and 'the siddha' but to show 
the true value of a man or woman's life when it is lived fully. It is thus important to see what 
spiritual value is better realized by letting the siddhas' life and his teachings speak for 
themselves. That these stories are constantly told and that the events are believed to have 
occurred sometime in the past amongst followers are the most significant factors in 
maintaining such ancient traditions. The "historical evidence" of these traditions is the 
"living spirit" that illuminates the heart of the practitioners in the present day. One can 
neither change the events the way they occurred, nor assume that they did not happen the 
way they are explained unless we can prove the contrary.
The fact that special attention has been paid to the founders of Lamdre tradition requires 
no explanation or apology. The study of hagiography is a revelation of inner faith, conflicts, 
changes, and realization that goes on in the mind of a spiritual person. Outer crises and 
changes of a person depicted in the biographies are no other than perceived interpretations of 
the inner, subtle mental changes of experiences whether religious or otherwise. There is 
great emphasis in historical knowledge of the lineage masters of the Vajrayäna traditions in 
order to evoke inspiration and encouragement [yid ches siA khuAs btsun pa'i slad du] and 
to develop a deep connection with their teachings and instructions. A faithful disciple must 
feel a strong connection with the master and his or her teachings so that he or she can devote 
much needed time to develop truthful experiences. A close look at the lives of the masters is 
a simple and direct technique to lead to the development of inner transformation and 
experience. Those who have understood the lives of these masters will not only have deep 
respect for them but will emulate those noble examples in their lives.
In summary, Lamdre represents a Tantric Buddhist tradition, which has consistently 
emphasized the role of practice through faith, loyalty, enthusiasm, patience and dedication. 
The very existence of Tibetan Buddhism and its flourishing in recent years can be traced 
back to the renaissance of Buddhism in Tibet in the 10th century when the Lamdre masters 
of Tibet truly established Dharma rule in the Land of Snows. There were very few Tibetan 
Buddhist masters who have not been blessed by the Sakyapa Lamdre masters since their 
unbiased activities demonstrated that anyone could make his life meaningful and beneficial if 
one faithfully practised the teachings.
64 See gzun bsad man nag gter mdzod, in S. L. L. S., Vol. XVI, ff. 125-126. This is the main lam 'bras 
pod nag teaching manual.
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CHAPTER ONE
The Life of Mahäsiddha Virüpa
Virüpa was the crown prince of the king Suvarnacakra [gser gyi Tchor lo] from the city 
of Vesasa [sman gyi dbaA po] 1 in eastern India. When he was bom, the court astrologers 
predicted that he would illuminate the teachings through his spiritual power. He was given 
the name [drtul gyi 'khor lo]2. As a young child, he entered the famous monastery of 
Somapura in North Bengal and received the ordination of Srämanera from the abbot 
Vinltadeva [dul ba'i lha]3 and the Äcärya Jayakirti [rgyal ba grags pa].4 He studied and 
mastered all the five major sciences and became a great scholar in Buddhist and non- 
Buddhist doctrines. In Somapura, he also built a moderate sized stone temple, installed Holy 
images of the Buddha and established a tradition of making regular offerings to cleanse away 
the misdeeds of his deceased parents. He offered a big feast to the whole monastic 
community to celebrate the completion of the temple and the dedication of its merits. Having 
concluded his studies there, he left for Nälandä where the Dharma was firmly established. 
There he received the Bhiksu  ordination from the abbot Dharmamitra [chos kyi b£es 
gfien],5 alias Jayadeva [ rgyal ba’i lha]6 of Nälandä University .7 He was given the name 
Sridharmapäla [dpal ldan chos skyort].8 He continued his study under the tutorship of his 
abbot who was was very pleased with him and gave him many private teachings on 
Vajrayäna practices in general and Cakrasamvara Tantra [’khor lo sdom pa'i rgyud] in 
particular. The abbot had left instructions in his will that Sridharmapäla should be 
appointed as his successor, and had told the monastic officials to show equal respect and 
honour to Sridharmapäla as to himself. Since Sridharmapäla was highly praised for 
possessing equal knowledge to the abbot, he was appointed the abbot of Nälandä Monastic 
University after the Parinirväna of his abbot. He supervised the grand cremation ceremony
1 See F. G. S. D., f. 10. But in the biography of the eighty four siddhas known to be written by äcärya Abhayadatta
[slob dpon mi 'jigs sbyin], he is said to have been bom in Tripura, the kingdom of king Devapäla in east India. See 
B. L., p. 27.
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Skt. Rupyacakra.
O
J He is famous for his six commentaries on Dharmaklrti's works on Buddhist logic.
4 His Eminence Chogay Trichen says äcärya Dharmakirii, the logician. See H. S. T., p. 8.
Täranätha says that it is worse than a grave mistake to say that this Dharmamitra, the direct disciple of 
Gunaprabha, was the same as the Dharmamitra who composed the commentary called the Prasphutapadä. T. H . B. p. 254.
6 He also ordained Säntideva in Nälandä manastery.
Abhayadatta does not seem to know of Virüpa studying in Nälandä or even going there. He speaks as if Virüpa 
took the Bhiksu ordination and did his study in Somapura.
8 It is a name which is identified with many teachers and with the fourth Päla Dynasty king Dharmapäla [765-879]
who is referred either as the founder or a restorer of Vikramaslla. According to Pawo Tsuklak Trengwa [dpa' bo gtsug 
lag phren ba], King Dharmapäla was contemporary with the Tibetan King Senalek [sed na legs]. Drogmi and 
Lamdre masters have repeatedly claimed that Dharmapäla is not only Virüpa's pre-siddha name but was also predicted in 
Manjusrimülatantra: yi ge dha zes sdom brtson 'gyur / lho yi phyogs su mam par grags / sdom brtson 
de bzin shags kyari 'grub //The letter 'Dha [indicate that he] will apply himself to his vows and will become very 
famous in the South. The one who has applied himself to his vows will also accomplish Mantra. This is cited in F. G. S, 
D. in S. L. L. S., Vol. XIV, F. 28.
of his abbot, and the entire remains of the abbot was transformed into relics which he 
carefully distributed among the kings, patrons and monks.
Since he had received all the secret instructions on Cakrasamvara practices, he practised 
these diligently in the night time while he attended to his teaching and composing duties 
during the day.9 He taught both on Theravada and Mahäyäna literatures to the students 
and devoted much of his own time in the Vajrayäna practices. Since he had 
wholeheartedly practised Cakrasamvara so many years until the age of seventy,10 he was 
expecting some good signs of attainment to come about. On the contrary, all his old diseases 
plagued his body and his mind was saddened and frightened by constant harm caused by 
Yaksas 11 and evil-spirits. Furthermore he had the most frightful dreams disturbing his 
already frustrated mind. In some of his dreams, he saw huge fire burning in the lower end of 
the valley and a flood from the upper end; he saw hail-storms, and the falling of glaciers, 
icicles and icebergs from the sky; he saw7 his Guru, Yidam and spiritual friends hanging 
upside down, or with their faces torn apart, noses cut-off, eyes gouged and blood 
dripping.12
Failing to recognize the elementary signs from his Tantric practices coupled with 
unfavourable omens and dreams, he thought that perhaps he had no karmic connection to 
attain realization with Vajrayäna in this lifetime. So on the night of the 22nd day of the 
fourth lunar month, he threw his prayer beads into the latrine and gave up Deity Yoga 
practices. The abbot Sridharm apäla  had in fact already perfected the Path of 
Accumulation,13 and the Path of Preparation14 and was about to attain the Path of Seeing15 
when the vital energy and his mind merged in the ksa [ ] and ma [ ] syllables below the
Navel Cakra.16 His abbot had failed to give him complete pithy teachings so that he could 
recognize such dreams as the indication of drastic changes in the subtle energy flow in his 
psychic body.
VirUpa decided to devote much of his time to teaching, writing and other duties for the 
Sangha (monastic community) instead of spending many hours of Deity Yoga meditation 
practice. Nonetheless on the same night he dreamt that the Goddess Nairätmyä appeared in
y See Appendix B, Section C, p. 82.
10 See H. S. T., p. 8.
11 Tib. Gnod sbyin, SkL Yaksa. It literally means that which provokes harm in Tibetan. It is identified with a 
harmful spirit which nevertheless can be very generous if not disturbed. For instance, there was a famous Yaksi with five 
hundred offsprings [gnod sbyin 'phrog ma ma bu lria brgya] said to have been bound by oath by the Buddha that 
she and her children will not harm Dharma practitioners if they dedicate part of their food during meal time. Jambhala is a 
kind of a Yaksa too.
12 See F. G. S. D. in S. L. L.S., Vol. XIV, f. 12. This dream is not mentioned and explained in other lam 'bras 
texts.
13 Tib. Tshogs lam [Skt. sambhära märga].
14 Tib. Sbyor lam [Skt. prayoga märga].
15 Tib. Mthon lam [SkL darsana märga].
16 Tib. Lte ba'i ’khor [dkyil] lo [Skt. näbhimandala].
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the form of a beautiful and attractive blue woman who was wearing heavenly silk garments 
and spoke to him thus: "O noble son, it is not good that you should behave in this manner 
when you are about to attain the Siddhis. Although all the Buddhas have non-discriminatory 
compassion, I am the deity with whom you have strong Karmic affinity and I shall bless you 
to quickly attain Siddhi. Go and retrieve your prayer beads and wash them with scented 
water and confess your misdeeds and resume your practice properly."17
Having said this she disappeared. VirUpa woke up with a sense of regret and joyfulness 
and followed her instructions and resumed his practice early in the morning. Subsequently 
the Mandala of the Nirmänakäya aspect of the Fifteen Goddesses of Nairätmyä appeared 
before him and gave him the four complete empowerments and he attained the Path of 
Seeing of the First Bhümi.18 Finally he had the following realizations from his dreams: The 
rough dreams and visions of Yaksas were the interdependent manifestations of his mind 
and vital energies merging into the ksa and ma syllables below the Navel Cakra. Those 
occurrences were caused by the untying of the vein knots which brought about the First 
merging of Elements19 and indicative signs of the vital energies of Psychic Heat.20 The 
unconventional experiences in the conceptual mind were the results of the re-adaptation 
process of the veins and the mind. As the sign of the intermediate Merging of Elements21 the 
gtum mo psychic fire blazes upward and causes the Bodhicitta nectar to flow upward. Such 
an interdependent manifestation of internal occurences would be experienced conceptually 
by the Yogi as a blazing fire from the bottom of the valley and a flood coming from the 
upper valley. The forceful circulation of subtle droplets in many minor veins were reflected 
in the dreams of hail-storms, and the fall of icebergs etc. from the sky. The Third and final 
Merging of the Elements22 encountered the bare face of the flawless transcendental wisdom 
which has the effect of dissolving all attachment to ordinary appearances. The 
interdependent manifestations of these occurrences were reflected in the dreams of seeing the 
tom faces of his Guru, Yidams etc. He eventually realized that in fact all those signs were 
direct meditative experiences related to the three sequential mergings of the subtle elements 
within his body. Due to incomplete instructions from his master, he had misinterpreted them 
at the time of the experiences. Nevertheless due to the timely appearance and guidance of 
Vajranairätmyä he was able to attain realization. Hence, after each subsequent day he 
attained higher Bhümis and in the early morning of the 29th he attained the sixth Bhümi. 
He became a great Bodhisattva dwelling on the sixth Bhümi. The receiving of the four
l f  See F. G. S. D. in S. L. L.S., Vol. XIV, f. 13.
18 Tib. Sa dan po mthori lam.
19 Tib. Khams 'dus pa dan po.
20 Tib. Gtum mo. Täranätha honours VirUpa as the transmitter of the Candali practices, the second Instruction 
Lineage [bka' bab gilis pa gtum mo] in his bka' babs bdun ldan. He assumes the existence of the Candali 
practices prior to VirUpa but does not point out from which Guru VirUpa heard them.
Tib. Khams 'dus pa bar pa.
Tib. Khams 'dus pa mtha' ma.22
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complete empowerments23 established that the continuous flow of the empowerment has not 
ceased [dbafl gi chu bo ma nub pa]. The attainment of the six Bhümis 24 confirmed that the 
lineage of the blessings was unbroken [byin rlabs kyi brgyud pa ma flams pa]. His failure 
to recognize previous signs of attainment and their misinterpretation as bad omens 
confirmed the lack of certain pith instructions, which enabled him to realize that the order of 
the instructions were not wrong [gdams flag gi sar ga ma log pa]. Hence Virupa gained 
the confidence of devotion [mos gus kyi bsam pa tshim pa] in the teachings that he would 
definitely attain realization equal to that of the Fully Enlightened One, the Buddha. In this 
way he was blessed with the Four Whispered Lineages [sflan rgyud bzi] and this came to be 
known as the Instruction of the Four Whispered Lineages [sflan rgyud kyi gdams pa].
Then, in order to perform a thanks-giving offerings to the Guru and Yidams and in order 
to enhance his realizations, Virupa asked his companions to make appropriate preparations 
to make Ganacakra offerings. The substances required for such a feast included meat and 
wine and this caused the monks in the monastery to be apprehensive as they saw people 
taking meat and alchohol into the abbot's room. They eavesdropped through the door at 
night time. Depending on the purity and impurity of their minds, some saw that the abbot 
was surrounded by fifteen women, others saw eight, others saw he was surrounded by 
fifteen lamps and others saw eight lamps. This aroused considerable suspicion amongst the 
monks but yet they dared not to speak about it for he was their abbot, whose reputation 
seemed as brilliant as the sun.
In the meantime, having felt that he should admit his wickedness without delay, and in 
order to prevent disparagement of the doctrine, Sridharmapala left his room and placed his 
Dharma robes and begging bowl in front of the Buddha image. Declaring "Ame Vinipa" 
which means "I am a wicked fellow," he adorned his head with flowers and leaves which he 
took from florists and stuffed his mouth with radishes and carried some under his armpits 
which he snatched from the vegetable shops. He went into wine bars and brothels which 
shocked everyone. Immediately he was dismissed from the monastery by beating of the 
monastic gong for breaking the monastic code of conduct. Virupa sang joyously in response 
to his dismissal.25
In order to bring greater benefit to the Buddhadharma and also to recapture the faith of 
those people who lost their faith in him, he accepted himself as being wicked. Since the 
name "Virupa” was adopted after his dismissal, he became very famous under this new 
name and his ordination name "Dharmapala" was almost forgotten Hence very few scholars 
and historians seem to realize that the famous abbot Dharmapala became Vinipa except the
23 l]The Vase empowerment [bum dbari], 2] The Secret empowerment [gsari dbari], 3] The transcendental 
Wisdom Empowerment [ses rab ye ses kyi dbari] and 4] The Fourth Empowerment [Dbari bzi pa],
24 There are ten stages of enlightenment on the Bodhisattva path and thirteen in the Vajrayäna path. Bhümi 
literally means ground, earth or stage of enlightenment. The sixth Bhünu is called sa drug pa mnon du phyogs pa 
[a bhimukha].
25 See F. G. S. D. in S. L. L. S., ff. 15 - 16.
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Lamdre historians of the sa skya pa tradition .26 In order to prove his wickedness 
incidentally on his way to Väränasi, he said to the River Ganges: " I am wicked, so let me 
go pass without touching you as you are believed to be pure. I do not want to pollute you." 
As he spoke thus the flow of the river parted and there appeared a white dry path for him to 
cross. He walked through the dry path singing joyously. Seeing this amazing feat of their 
dismissed abbot, the monks realized that he had already attained the siddhis and asked for 
his forgiveness and requested him to return. Virupa forgave the monks but declined to 
return to the monastery.
He wandered in the forests of Väränasi for a long time [some say six years, others say 
six months]. Since he was naked, his complexion turned bluish and he became frightful to 
look at. The peasants who saw him reported to the king. Some thought he was a Hindu 
Y o g i while others suspected he was a Buddhist Yogi. The king of Väränasi, 
Govindacandala27 [ba glart rdzi gtum po] who was a staunch devotee of Hindu Yogis 
wished to offer some comfort if the wanderer turned out to be a Hindu, but he feared that 
the man will bring harm to his citizens if he was a Buddhist. He ordered his ministers to 
identify the Yogi but the ministers could not rind any clue to recognize his identity. The 
king then ordered that he must be brought to the palace so that he could examine him himself. 
On the way, Virupa indiscriminately devoured many worms, pigeons and butterflies and 
then vomited and resurrected them, and the king’s men labelled him "wicked". He told them 
that he had no idea as how he should behave since they labelled him "wicked" whether he 
devoured worms or resurrected them. Virupa was finally brought to the king. The king 
asked him many questions, but not a single word came from his mouth. Seeing this, the king 
said: "Since this Yogi neither has any qualities of Visnu nor any noticeable signs of a 
Hindu Yogi, chain his limbs and throw him into the river. He must be a Buddhist Yogi." 
The ministers threw him into the river exactly as the king ordered but the magical Virupa 
returned in front of the king before the king's men arrived. This process was repeated many 
times till finally the king was convinced that the Yogi knew a magical spell to control the 
water element. The king then ordered all the butchers of the city to stab the Yogi but 
whatever knife and axe the butchers used became blunt as if they were striking upon rocks 
and failed to cause any injury. Failing to cause any harm, now the king's men dug a deep 
ditch and buried him and poured molten iron and bronze over his body. Then they dumped 
soil on top of this and let many elephants trample over it. Even after all this, he appeared 
before the king unharmed. Seeing this, the king confessed his misdeeds and developed great
Täranätha seems to know that Virupa was known by that name but he raises the doubts by saying: "Although 
this äcärya is known as Sridharmapäla, but he is not the same person, Sthavira Dharmapäla who was an abbot of Nälandä. " 
See The Collected Works o f  Jo nan Täranätha [C. W. J. T ]  Vol., XVI, f. 572 But he also refers to Virupa as a former 
Bhiksu Pandita of Nälandä which implies a difference between a Pandita and upädhyäya [mkhan po] of Nälandä. Ibid., f. 
569.
97 Täranätha's History devotes a whole chapter to the period of a king named Gobicandra, one of the ten famous 
Candra Kings. However there is no reference of his being king of Väränasi. He is said to have ascended the throne around 
the time of Dharmakirti's passing away. Govindacandala [ba glaii rdzi gtum po] is perhaps a different king from 
Gobicandra. SeeT. H. B. p .249.
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faith in Virupa's spiritual power. Subsequently Virupa made all the citizens of Varanasi 
follow the path of Vajrayäna.
After that he left for the south to subdue Bhimesara. On his way he asked a boatman to 
ferry him across the Ganges, but the boatman declined unless he would pay him a fee. 
Virupa told the boatman that he would offer him whatever would make him happy.28 
Furthermore he asked the boatman: "Do you want this river to remain big or small ?"
Sometimes I like this river to remain big, at other times I like it to be small," the boatman 
replied. While saying that he would give him the river itself, Virupa reversed the flow of the 
Ganges by pointing to the river with a threatening gesture.2^  The parted river nearly flooded 
the nearby houses and property and the inhabitants became afraid that they would suffer 
from the loss of their property. Knowing that this was due to the power of the Yogi, the 
king Calabhadra [?] and the villagers requested Virupa to let the water run in its normal 
channel by making him offerings of gold, silver, cattle, grain and flowers. Seeing this 
Virupa sang and let the river flow back in its normal channel with a snap of his fingers. He 
gave all the offerings he recieved to the boatman who, instead of accepting the gifts, 
requested the sage to accept him as a disciple by touching Virupa’s feet. The boatman, who 
later became known as Dombi Heruka was a fortunate disciple with ripened Karma suited 
to be liberated on the "sudden path."30 Virupa accepted the boatman as his pupil and the two 
left for the south. The villagers collected the abandoned offerings.
The pair reached Daksinipäta 31 near Bhimesara and entered the house of a wine-seller, 
named Kämarüpasiddhi [gzugs kyi ’dod pa'i dAos grub].32 They asked for some wine but 
the wine-seller asked if they had anything to pay with if she served them wine. Virupa 
replied: "Serve me until I am satisfied, then I will pay whatever you want."33 With a sense 
of m istrust, the wine-seller asked: "When will you pay?" Virupa drew a line on the floor 
with his dagger and said: " I will settle you the bill when the shadow of this house reaches 
this line." Having stopped the course of the day star from moving further by his magical
Täranälha's account on Virupa's encounter with the boatman at the bank of River Ganges is a brief version:
"Then, on the banks of the Ganges he asked the boatman to ferry him. When he was asked to pay the ferryfare, he posed
the threatening gesture to the Ganges which reversed its flow uphill and thus he went across it" See S J. L. f. 569.
Templeman translates the above passage as follows: "Then, on the banks of the Ganges he told the ferryman that he
needed a ferryboat. The ferryman told him that he had to pay for such a trip, but Virupa could not fmd any money and,
pointing his forefinger at the River Ganges it reversed its flow uphill and thus he went across it." See S. I. L. Tr. p.15. 
on
Tib. B sdigs mdzub. Templeman’s translation of "pointing forefinger" is a partial description o f the gesture and 
does not explain the full meaning of word 'bsdigs mdzub'. It is a standard phrase for threatening gesture, which is 
posed by pointing out the forefinger and the little finger while clenching the thumb under the middle and ring fingers of the 
left hand.
30 Tib. Skal ldan cig  car ba'i lam. See Chapter II, pp. 46-49.
Täranätha says it was in Odivisa, but Templeman has translated as Odisa if it is not a misprint. See S. I. L. in 
C. W. J. T., Vol. XVI, f. 569 and S. I. L.,Tr., p. 15.
O  O
J z  See the illustration on p. 82 which depicts brewing of the intoxicants.
33 Interestingly, this is the second time Virupa says he will give whatever is wanted, the first being to the boatman.
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power, he demanded more and more wine and drank until the tavern became dry. Since the 
shadow of the house was too far from getting any closer to the line, the tavern-keeper had to 
import wine from the taverns of eighteen great cities.34 Virüpa, having drank more than 
five hundred elephant loads of wine still showed no sign of quenching his thirst, to the 
amazement of all the tavern-keepers.
In the meantime, the town of Daksinipäta was plagued with continual daylight and lost 
the track of time. Everyone was feeling exhausted, crops withered in the fields, lakes and 
rivers began to shrink and no one had any idea of when was when. Unware of the magical 
power of Virüpa, the king ordered his ministers to investigate the causes of the stoppage of 
the sun s course. Having found that it was due to the power of the Yogi, the king requested 
him to let the sun move. Finally Virüpa forced the king to settle his bill and let the sun go. 
By that time it was mid-night of the third day since the time he had held up the sun.
Having parted the Ganges twice and stopped the course of the sun, Virüpa's fame 
reached far and wide. He himself continued his journey to subdue Bhimesara in the south 
so as to find Krsnäcärin [Nag po pa], a future disciple of his, who was a suitable 
candidate for the gradual path". Bhimesara was ruled by a Hindu king named Narapati 
[mi'i bdag po]35 who was a devotee of five hundred hair-platted Yogis.36 There they 
worshipped a massive Sivalihga and an image of Mahädeva installed by a previous king, 
Bhayasena ['jigs sde]3^  and sacrificed tens of thousands of buffalos and goats every year. 
Virüpa wrote many eulogies to the Sivalinga in Sanskrit which made the king very pleased 
with his great scholarship. The king asked him to become the leader of the five hundred 
Yogis, an offer which Virüpa found difficult to refuse.
During the regular worshipping ceremonies when the Yogis bowed down to the image of 
Mahädeva and made flower offerings, he would pull out a volume of the Prajhäpäramitä 
text tuck in his hair and pay his homage to the text. He never bowed down to the image of 
Mahädeva. The suspicious Yogis reported this to the king, who instead of believing what 
they said, accused them of being jealous of Virüpa's knowledge. "He is such a great scholar 
and master in the Vedas. It is impossible for him not to pay homage to Mahädeva, the king 
of the gods. You must be jealous of him," the king said. However the Yogis reported him 
again and again and one day the king decided that he must observe the truth himself by 
attending a ceremony. Virüpa paid his homage to the Prajhäpäramitä text as usual, to the 
amazement of the king. "Why are you not bowing down to the image of Mahädeva ?" the
5 See Appendix B, Section A, p. 83.
33 Täranätha says it was in the land of Trilihga. See S. I. L. in C. W. J. T., Vol. XVI, f. 569.
Tib. Ral pa can na brgya.
T7 • ,Templeman misreads the passage: lha'i gtso bo ni vi sva n5 tha bya ba 'jigs sdes bzens pa'i liri
ga gdori bzis mtshan pa geig yod pa de bzi tshal du gas yod gsuri /  and translates as "The principal god
Visvanätha had an effigy (Linga) which had been erected by the workers’ guild in the form of a phallus with four faces, and
it is said that it too broke into four pieces" which I would translate as: "The main god, a Linga with four faces named
"Visvan5tha 'Which had been erected by Bhayasena is said to have broken into four pieces".
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king asked. "Why should I ? He can not bear my homage." replied VirDpa. "There is no one 
more powerful than him in the whole Desire Realm.38 Why can he not bear your homage? 
You must show your respect," the king demanded. "Since I have no choice but to do what 
the sinful king demands me to do, you must forgive me," VirDpa spoke to the image. As 
soon as he placed his clasped-palms to pay homage and said: "Namo Buddhäya " [I pay 
homage to the Buddha], one third of the gigantic image cracked into pieces. When he said, 
"Namo Dharmäya " [I pay homage to the Dharma], two third of the image cracked and when 
he said, "Namo Sahghäya" [I pay homage to the Sarigha], the whole image crumbled into 
pieces and fell on the ground.39
Seeing this, the king was shocked, and with a mixture of fear and faith, requested VirDpa 
to restore the image. He instantly restored the image and placed a black stone image of the 
Great Compassionate One, Avalokitesvara 40 on its top saying to the king: "The image will 
remain intact if no one removes the image of Mahäkärunika. Should anyone remove this, 
the image will be ruined instantly." Having said this, VirDpa left. There was one Yogi 
amongst the five hundred, who was dissatisfied with the behaviour of the Tirthikas [mu 
stegs pa] and having seen the wondrous qualities of VirDpa, he became very devoted to 
VirDpa and followed him. This is $ar phyogs nag po pa, Krsnäcärin of the East,41 who, 
although he had never previously followed Buddhadharma became interested to enter the 
path.
Now the trio [VirDpa, Dombi Hemka and Krsnäcärin] wandered into the further south 
which was ruled by devout Brahmins, and reached a place where there was a huge image of 
Siva, which stood one hundred and twenty feet high, built by the king Jomgi. It was known 
as " Tambrapratima," which had three faces and six hands and was made out of bronze. This 
shrine attracted hundreds of devotees who sacrificed thousands of animals and worshipped 
with meat and blood. As the trio pushed to enter the crowded gathering of the worshipping 
ceremony, someone said: "There is no more room for you to come inside. Wait outside, we 
will give you your share of the feast." Ignoring this, VirDpa forcibly entered and 
commanded: "If there is no room, it is you who should get out of this place." Saying this he 
kicked the image with his leg which followed him by wobbling about seven steps outside of 
the shrine and fell down on its face. The terrified devotees now requested him not to take 
away the image but to leave it behind. VirDpa threatened them that he would take it away 
with him unless they gave up worshipping it with meat and blood. He said that he would 
leave it behind only if they would agree to worship it with vegetarian offerings and vow not 
to sacrifice any animals. The devotees vowed as VirDpa commanded.
Tib. 'Dod khams [Skt. kämadhStü].
See F. G. S. D. in S. L. L. S., Vol XIV, f. 20.
Tib. Thugs rje chen po spyan ras gzigs [SkL Mahäkärunika Avalokitesvara].
41 See Chapter II, pp. 41-49.
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In this way everyone who had heard the name of VirUpa placed a Buddhist image on top 
of the Hindu image, fearing that VirUpa would come and destroy them. The very name of 
VirUpa, Balesvara [mthu stobs kyi dbaA phyug], the Lord of Power or Yogesvara [rnal 
'byor gyi dbart phyug], the Lord of the Yogis, brought great benefit to limitless living 
beings. When VirUpa saw an image of Goddess Tara placed on top of a Hindu image, he 
circumambulated the image and the Tärä image turned her face towards whatever direction 
VirUpa was walking. This became known as the'Tuming Face [Image of] Tärä" [zal 
bsgyur sgrol ma].
Then VirUpa and his companions travelled further south, to where there was a self-arisen 
image of Goddess Candika, named Sahajädevi which was worshipped by many Hindu 
Yoginis. This shrine had an automatic TrisUla [a three pointed ritual knife] which would 
pierce through the neck of pilgrims as soon as they entered the shrine, and kill them. The 
Yoginis would then make offerings of flesh and blood to the image. Now, VirUpa having 
purposely come there to subdue it, instructed his two companions to remain outside while 
doing special breathing exercise meditation. The Yoginis were delighted to see VirUpa 
come in and asked him to bring his two companions in. VirUpa told that they could invite 
them themselves. The Yoginis asked the pair to come in but neither of them replied. When 
the Yoginis touched the stomach of the two meditating disciples, excrement protuded 
wherever they touched and the Yoginis thinking that they were already dead and rotten, left 
them undisturbed. VirUpa saw the TrisUla knives in readiness for slaughter and moved very 
fast as he entered the shrine. He clapped his hands and the knives were pulverized. 
Immediately the image started jumping towards him and VirUpa smacked the head which 
slumped down onto its shoulders. All the Yoginis vomited blood and fainted as they saw 
this unexpected tragedy befall their god. "Aren't you Buddhists meant to be kind and 
compassionate to other living beings ? Please do not do this to us." said the Yoginis after 
recovering from their faint. "It is due to compassion that I am doing this," replied VirUpa.
He placed a small votive stupa on top of the image and admitted all the Yoginis to the 
practice of Buddhadharma. At this time, the boatman who have been following him since 
the second parting of the Ganges was blessed to the equal stage of his realization of a 
Bodhisattva of six BhUmi level. Dombi Heruka was then sent to Rada province in eastern 
India to subdue an evil Hindu king named Dehara who had a palace named Kankana. 
Mahäsiddha Dombi Heruka mounted on a pregnant tiger, brandishing deadly snake bridle 
and whip, subdued both the king and his subjects. They were all admitted into the path of 
Vajrayana practices.42
In the meantime, VirUpa and Krsnäcärin went to Devikotta in south eastern India 
where an Upäsaka named lcags kyi byin pa can (Iron-legged) who is sometimes also 
identified as the teacher of Äcärya Maitreyagupta, had imported an image of Khasarpäni 
from the Potala realm. VirUpa paid homage to Khasarpani and made offering of all the
42 See Chapter Two for details.
activities in which he had been involved since he took ordination, upto the defeat of 
Sahajädevi. The Great Compassionate One said: "O! Noble son! You have the magical 
power to pulverize even Mount Sumeru. Nevertheless there are varities of sentient beings 
whose karmic propensities are inconceivable, so you should cultivate great compassion to 
the Tirthikas instead of frightening them."43
"There is a place called Sovanätha in the west where thousands of animals are sacrificed.
I have to first go there to subdue it  After that I shall do as the Great Compassionate One has 
ordered," replied Virüpa. The Great Compassionate One advised Virupa to subdue them 
with skilful means without using force. Now, as Virupa and Krsnäcärin journeyed 
towards the west to subdue Sovanätha, the latter knew Virupa's intention with his 
contaminated clairvoyance.44 Hence, Sovanätha disguised himself in the attire of a pure 
Brahmin and when he met them on the road, he asked them knowingly: "Where are you 
two Yogis going ?" "I am going to subdue Sovanätha," Virupa replied knowingly. "If you 
are a kind and compassionate Buddhist, why do you have to subdue him?" he asked. "That is 
the very reason to subdue him," Virupa replied. "He is not there now. He has gone to 
Purvavideha 45 the eastern continent" he said. "I can also go there as I must subdue him at 
any rate. Even if he has gone to any of the four continents or to the realm of the Brahmas, I 
must go there and subdue him," said Virupa. Hearing this Sovanätha became very 
frightened and admitted: "I am Sovanätha" and he revealed his ordinary manifestation and 
requested Virupa not to subdue him forcefully. Virupa replied: "In that case you must 
establish Sahgha communities and build Buddhist monasteries. On top of their doors, draw 
my image and make regular offerings. You can first make rice flour and vegetarian food 
offerings to the Triple Gem, then to me and finally to yourself if there is any left over. If you 
abandon the sacrifice of animals and replace the offerings with these, then I will let you 
remain there. If you fail to, I will reduce everything to dust."46
Sovanätha happily vowed to do all this and requested Virupa to remain in the world 
until the sun and moon ceased to exist, which the latter accepted. Sovanätha revealed in a 
dream to king Candradeva of Tisala in western India that he must see to the accomplishment 
of all the promises he had made to Virupa. If he should fail to complete all Sovanätha's 
vows within three months, his kingdom would be conquered. Seeing this in the dream, the 
frightened king hurriedly arranged to fulfil all the promises. About a half day's journey from
See F. G. S. D. in S. L. L. S., Vol. XIV, ff. 23-24. 
Tib. zag bcas kyi mrion ses.
Tib. Sar lus 'phags po.
46 See F. G. S. D. in S. L. L. S., XIV, ff. 24-25.
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Sovanätha in the region of Gujarat,41 which had beautiful bushes, waterfalls and perfect 
surroundings of flower filled meadows, he built a monastery. About hundred monks were 
settled there. Moreover goats and buffalos could no longer be slaughtered, and it became 
illegal to harm and kill animals. With mixed feelings of excitement and curiosity, the king 
offered a grand reception to VirUpa whose power could frighten even Mahädeva.
By this time, VirUpa had given the Vajra Verses [rdo rje’i tshig rkart] to his disciple 
Krsnäcänn, who had not yet gained equal realization as himself, and blessed him with equal 
realization. Krsnäcänn was then asked to go and fulfil three main tasks:48 A) To subdue 
an evil Hindu king in eastern India. B) To accept Äcärya Damarupa as disciple and to pass 
on the whispered lineage knowledge to him. C) To bring out five relevant scriptures of Vajra 
Verses from Uddiyana in the west.
There are two versions of VirUpa's passing away. Some say that he dissolved into a 
stone image, others say he became a stone image. The image's right hand is in the gesture of 
holding the sun while the left, in the gesture of granting supreme realization, is holding an 
alchemic stone,49 capable of transmuting all base metals into gold. The alchemic stone is said 
to be as big as a medium sized arara50 fruit. The mysterious qualities of the stone image 
are:51 A) If anyone approaches the image with respectfulness, even a child could place flower 
garlands around its neck. B) If anyone approaches disrespectfully, even the tallest person 
cannot reach to place anything on the image. C) In front of the image is a stone skull-cup 
which never overfills even if one pours hundreds and thousands of jars of wine. D) There is 
also a dumb boy believed to be an emanation of Vajrapäni in front of the image. 5) There is 
a manifestation of Vajra Varahi in front of the image which appears as a lepress and a 
dumb girl alternatively.
It is said that at the request of a Brahmin, VirUpa (who has now transformed into a stone 
image) gave the stone to a Brahmin, who subsequently made a lot of gold. When the local 
king,52 having heard this news, started to rob the Brahmin, the latter hurriedly returned the 
stone to the hand of the image and said to the king: "Since it is not mine, I cannot give it to
Although Lamdre historical texts have variant spellings i.e. dgu ca ra, ghu ca ra and gu ca ra, it is the 
modem state of Gujarat in West India where Buddhapälita is said to have been bom. There is a district named Saurastra in 
the state. The Chinese pilgrim Hstian Tsang calls ku-che-lo country in his travel records [629-645] which shows the 
Chinese attempt to transcribe a name like Gujarat or Guchara. See Watters, Thomas, On Yuan Chwang's Travels in India 
[Y. C. T. I.] Edited by T.W. Rhys Davids and S.W. Bushell, Peking 1941 p. 250.
48 See F. G. S. D. in S. L. L. S., Vol. XIV, ff 25-26.
49 Tib. Gser bsgyur gyi rtsi.
C A
Skt. Haritakl/myrobalan, universal medicine].
31 See F. G. S. D. in S. L. L. S., Vol. XIV, ff. 25 - 26. 
c a
Some time later, a king of Jonaghata begged and received 20,000 [srari] ounces of gold from the statue. When he 
thought "I will ask for more," the stone image clenched its fist. See S. I. L. in C. W. J. T. Vol. XVI, f. 570.
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you. I have returned it to the hand of the owner. You can go and get it from his hand."53 
Since the stone image closed its fist and did not give the stone to the greedy king, the king 
was frustrated and ordered his men to cut off the hand of the image, but the man who 
attempted to do so vomited blood and died immediately.54 Seeing this incident and fearing 
that the stone image would bring some harm, the local people enshrined it in gold which 
they obtained by pushing wires through the fingers. In the meantime, it became a most 
sacred shrine where both the non-Buddhists and Buddhists would come to worship and was 
known as Punyahara,55 the robber of merits and Sribalanätha,56 the glorious master of 
Power respectively. Kumara KärttikaP7 is bound by oath to maintain the offerings to that 
sacred image. This shrine of Sovanätha 58 is said to be situated in Sauras&a district of the 
modem Gujarat state in western India.
In the later part of Nägärjuna's life his main disciple was Äryadeva, and Virupa is said 
to have been a disciple of Äryadeva. It is an oral tradition amongst the Lamas that prior to 
his expulsion from Nälandä, Virupa also wrote a commentary on Aryadeva's Catuhsataka.59 
It is also said in numerous Lamdre historical texts that Virupa was a disciple of Asaiiga 
who came 900 years after the Mahäparinirväna and lived one hundred and fifty years. 
Säntaraksita, who came in the 8th century is said to have been a disciple of Virupa. 
According to the Lamdre sources Virupa came to the world approximately 1020 years after 
theMahäpannirväna, which is about 476 C.E. This will be 80 to 100 years too early to be 
accurate since he was in his late seventies when he left Nälandä and met Dombi Heruka. 
Notwithtsanding the difficulty in determining the exact lifespan of Virupa since he made at 
least three appearances in the world, it is important to attempt to date his first coming to the 
world with the relatively limited data we have in hand. The meeting between Virupa and 
Dombi Heruka is approximately fixed around 630 - 635 C.E. which occured soon after he 
left Nälandä when he was in his late seventies. This means he would have been born 
around 565/70 C.E. Approximately he would have lived until early in the 8th century as he 
was also a teacher of Sänataraksita. He is said to have appeared at least three times and his 
first appearance is the one whose life we have just discussed. He came for the second time
^  See F. G. S. D., in S. L. L. S., Vol. XIV, f. 26.
54 TäranStha says that the king became mad and also died. See S. I. L. in C. W. J. T., Vol. XVI, f. 570.
55 Tib. Bsod nams 'phrog byed.
^  Tib. Dpal stobs kyi mgon po.
^  Tib. Gzon nu kir tti ka. It is not clear whether Kumära Kärttika is a divine being or a historical ruler since
Kathika era is also mentioned as contemporary to Rudrasena III [348-378]. See Moray, M. S., History o f Buddhism in 
Gujarat, [H. B. G.] Saraswati Pustak Bhandar, Ahmedabad, 1985, p. 65.
58 Templeman identifes this with Somanätha temple in Sauraspra which was destroyed by MahmQd of Ghazni in 
1025 C.E. S. I. L. Tr. p. 108.
5 ^  Unfortunately it is not found in the Tibetan Buddhist Canon but his commentary on chapters nine to sixteen is 
extant in the Chinese Buddhist Canon: Taisho ed. Vol. 30, No. 1571, pp. 187-250.
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by the name of a Yogi, Siropa and subdued fii ma ’char ka,60 a wild elephant which 
destroyed trees, villages and cities in central India. According to Täranätha his third 
appearance came in an Iranian king's bed room:
At a later time, in the eastern land of Gora, as a king of Iran woke up he found a Yogin beside his 
bed-head. He (the Yogin) was thrown into the river time after time but came back every time. He 
was thrown into fire but he did not bum. As he was struck by various weapons they were 
shattered into pieces instead of hurting him. He was forced to drink six khals61 of poison and was 
guarded by many people a whole day and night. Having witnessed that the Äcärya's health and 
complexion became more splendid, they knew he had attained the siddhi, and they asked him who 
he was. "I am VirDpa," he said. There also he gave instructions to some fortunate people, whose 
mere utterence of the oath from their reverence to him, many of them attained the ordinary siddhis. 
During his approximate four months stay in Bhafigala,62 he made himself approachable to all to see 
him in person. Thereafter (I) do not know where he disappeared. It is about this time he went to 
China in person. VirDpa is renowned to have appeared on earth on three occassions and all three 
have been discussed.^3
The Lamdre sources are not clear with regard to his third appearance. Some say he 
specially came to re-subdue Bhimesara in the south while others believe that it is yet to 
come. In short, Äcärya Dharmakirti, King Asoka and Yogisvara VirDpa are the three most 
remarkable beings who propagated the teachings through debate, military power and magical 
power respectively as His Eminence Chogay Rinpoche sums up in his book:
In summary, just as no-one is parallel to the logician Dharmakirti’s ability to uphold the teaching 
through skill in debate, nor King Asoka 's ability to uphold the teachings through power, VirDpa 's 
ability to uphold the Dharma through magical power is unequalled.^
As we have seen, a large part of the story we have covered concentrates on Virupa's 
demonstration of magical powers after his attaining siddhi. The Lamdre hagiography has 
furnished all the names of VirDpa but other texts such as Caturasiti-siddha-pravrtti 65 do not 
indicate his other names. The problem of the historical identity of Dharmapäla has resulted 
from this. Since he had more than two or three names, it will be confusing if we do not
^  Sumpa Khenpo Yeshe Paljor [sum pa mkhan po ye ses dpal *byor] makes an interesting comment in his 
dpag bsam ljon bzaA about the elephant and its mysterious relationship with the Yogi Sira's [second manifestation of 
VirDpa] dirty water of his leg and the elephant, who was known as"Bhanäda" during the reign of the king Rämapäla. If 
the elephant drinks the dirty water of Sira's leg, it could conquer the troop o f one hundred barbarian kings. See Das, Sarat 
Chandra, History o f  the Rise, Progress and Downfall o f  Buddhism in India, Edited with a list of comments and an 
Analytical Index in English, Calcutta, 1908, p. 104.
61 A khal is a set of weight or measurement equal to 30 pounds or about 28 rgya mas. One rgya ma is slightly
over one pound. The difference between a 'degs khal [an average weight of a load] and a ru'u khal [an average
measurement] is that the latter is 10 rgya ma more than the former. See Das, S.C., Tibetan English Dictionary, Kyoto, 
1983, p.143. Also see bod rgya tshig m dzod chen mo atod cba, m i rigs dpe skrun khaA, 1981 p. 227.
62 Since the British rule, it became known as ’'Bengal", but Bhahgala was the original name.
63 See S. I. L. in C. W. J. T., Vol. XVI, f. 571.
64 See H. S. T., p. 12.
65 Tib. grub thob brgyad cu rtsa bzi'i lo rgyus No. 5091, The Tibetan Tipitaka, Peking Edition, Catalogue and 
Index, Tokyo, 1962, Vol. [195] rgyud ’grel LXXXVI [Lu], 173 - 1 - 1, [1 - 69a].
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know when and where his childhood or ordination name ceased to be used when he became 
a siddha, and subsequently adopted different names. Merely counting him as one of 
eighty four Mahäsiddhas and narrating a few magical and legendary accounts is unsufficient 
to understand him fully in the historical sense. One must remember that he was not known 
as Virupa until in his early seventies when he was expelled from the Nälandä monastery. 
One must question who expelled him and who succeded him in Nälandä.
As a Pandita of Yogäcära Cittamätrin School and since writing the commentary on 
Aryadeva s Catursataka, Virüpa attained the Path of Seeing of first BhUmi he had already 
realized the Prasahghika mädhyämika view of emptiness. The philosophical view that he 
preached after attaining siddhahood do not reflect Cittamätrin view he held during his 
abbotship. Virüpa himself has sung in his Dohä expressing his realization:
Having uprooted from self-grasping, one is victorious from the troops of the evil; Owing to the
self-disintegration of the grasping on to objects, one is entirely liberated from Samsara and
Nirvana
Unaware of Sridhamapäla's becoming of a siddha known as Virüpa at the later part of 
his life, scholars have failed to identify him with the MahäsiddhaVirüpa. There is 
interesting information about Dharmapäla's family background in the records of Chinese 
travellers as opposed to the Lamdre version. However he also appears as the abbot of 
Nälandä in Vidyabhusana's work,67 who claims to have based his version of the story 
according to the Chinese traveller's records, which in fact contradicts the reason why 
Dharmapäla chose to become a Buddhist monk to the reports in Hsüan Tsang's Travels in 
India.6^  What is important to note is that Hsiian Tsang tells us about "a mountain monastery" 
where Dharmapäla was admitted after he left his home. The Lamdre sources confirm that 
it was the Somapura monastery in the south where Dharmapäla was first admitted before 
going to Nälandä for further studies. Despite providing some contradictory details, scholars 
who rely entirely on the Chinese sources do not seem to know as to who ordained 
Dharmapäla and who gave him that name. This is an instance where we should not 
undervalue the traditional oral histories of Lamdre which were passed down from 
generation to generation. According to Täranätha the Äcärya Dharmapäla took ordination 
from Äcärya Dharmadäsa, a name which might be a mistranslation of Dharmamitra, from 
whom Dharmapäla took ordination according to the Lamdre sources. Since Taränätha has 
very little to say about Dharmadäsa as to whether he was a Pandita of Nälandä or not69 
this raises the doubt of his identity. It is plausible that there could have been more than one 
Pandita of Nälandä with the same name Dharmapäla, but the much talked about
00 See E. M. R. G. S. in C. W. G. S. M„ Vol. IX, 177 - 2 - 3 and also in S. L. L.S., Vol. XVII, f. 15.
7 See Vidyabhusana, S.C., History o f the Medieval School o f Indian Logic, Oriental Books Reprint Corporation, 
New Delhi, Second Edition, 1977, p. 302-303.
68 See Y. C. T. L, p. 226.
f f \
Bom in Bhahgala in the east, he was a disciple of of Asahga and his brother. He went around the countries all 
around and built in each direction a temple of ärya Manjusri. He is said to have written a commentary on the entire 
Yogacaryä-bhümi. See T. H. B. p.186.
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Dharmapäla of the Chinese travellers and Täranätha was in fact Sridharmapäla, who later 
became known as VirUpa. What happened to abbot Dharmapäla if he did not become 
siddha VirUpa ? The reason why Virüpa has not generally been identified as Dharmapäla 
is the fact that people who held Dharmapäla as one of the great luminaries of Nälandä and 
their abbot would not have possibly told their students as to what happened to Dharmapäla. 
Nälandä monks disapproved of his Caryä practices of Tantric realization and expelled him 
when he adopted the name "VirUpa”. Dharmapäla's refusal to return to the monastery at the 
request of the monks may have prompted their unwillingness to know of his eventual 
whereabouts. We neither find any record in the Lamdre histories as to who assumed the 
abbotship of Nälandä after him nor are we informed of his main disciples in Nälandä after 
he had taught there until the age of seventy. It is impossible that such a renowned scholar 
and abbot of the prestigious Nälandä would not have had successors. Sachen and Sakya 
Pandita's praise to VirUpa10 indicate that VirUpa had hundreds and thousands of Sthavira 
disciples. Historically the vast difference in the activities and behaviourial change between 
the period of his abbothood and siddhahood may have created two factions of followers 
which widened the gap of misunderstanding.
VirUpa’s two main Tantric disciples namely Dombi Heruka and Krsnäcärya do not 
appear to have known who were their teacher's successor in Nälandä. Neither Dombi 
Heruka nor Krsnäcärin became Pandita of Nälandä. Since Lamdre histories lack details 
of VirUpa's earlier part of life and his SUtra and philosophical disciples, Silabhadra [AaA 
tshul bzart po] who is dated 635 A.D. by Vidyabhusana71 appears to have been 
Dharmapäla's successor and Hsüan Tsang's preceptor. But Sarat Candra Das, who gives 
the names of several teachers of Hsüan Tsang, does not mention Silabhadra.12
Vinitadeva and Dharmamitra are mentioned as Dharmapäla's teachers in Nälandä 
according to the Lamdre histories. Jayadeva is said to be another name of Dharmamitra, a 
name he may have possibly received after defeating the Tirthikas. It is likely that it was 
Dharmamitra who gave VirUpa the name "Dharmapäla" since the abbot traditionally gives 
part of his name to the disciple during the Bhiksu ordination. Täranätha stresses that 
although VirUpa is also known as Sridharmapäla, he is not be confused with the Sthavira 
Dharmapäla , who was abbot of Nälandä ,73 Hence he identifies them not only as 
individuals but also contemporaries.74 Täranätha also shows no indication of having any 
knowledge of the Lamdre records on VirUpa and does not seem to remember that he had 
elsewhere said that the Nälandä monks expelled VirUpa15 when he says: "While studying 
in the monastery of Nälandä, he once went to Devikotta." Täranätha s assumption of
10 See Appendix B, pp. 82-89.
71 See H. M. S. I. L., p. 102.
72 See Das, S.C., Indian Pandits in the Land of the Snow, Calcutta, 1965, p. 41.
73 See S. I. .L. in C. W. J. T., Vol. XVI, f. 672.
74 T. H. B., p.197.
15 See S. I. L. in C. W. J. T., Vol. XVI, f. 569 and S. I .L . Tr. p. 15.
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Virüpa going back and forth between Devikotta and Nälandä proves that he was unaware 
of Äcärya Dharmapäla's dismissal from Nälandä. Since there is no record to prove that he 
returned to Nälandä after the dismissal, VirUpa's going back and forth between Devikotta 
and Nälandä could not have happened after the dismissal. If the Seven Instruction 
Lineage, which is said to have been written by Täranätha ten years before he wrote the 
History o f Buddhism, then he should not be contradicting what he has already said in his 
earlier work. This means that the author of Seven Instruction Lineage may have been a work 
of a later jo naA pa scholar who forged Täranätha's name.76
The absence of any reference to Dharmapäla's dismissal in either the Chinese sources 
or Täranätha's History o f Buddhism are the key factors which disassociated the identity of 
Dharmapäla from Virüpa. The author of Seven Instruction Lineage must have picked up 
the truth of Dharmapäla's dismissal from the Lamdre sources. To my mind this work is 
much later than Täranätha's History o f Buddhism whoever wrote it. In his History' o f 
Buddhism,Täränätha does not seem to have even heard of VirUpa's ordination name 
Dharmapäla. Of course there is no deliberate attempt from Täranätha to keep the 
dismissal secret even if he knew about it as the case might be with Silabhadra and followers; 
he simply did not know about it. Täränätha does not fail to mention Silabhadra as a 
scholar of Nälandä, but he is not shown as the successor to Äcärya Dharmapäla. 
Interestingly Täranätha too mentions the shortness of Dharmapäla's abbotship in Nälandä 
without giving any reason. According to him, Jayadeva became the upädhyäya of Nälandä 
after Dharmapäla,77 If we are going to accept this as a reliable source since he mentions 
Jayadeva as Säntideva and VirUpa's teacher, then this means that Täranätha's 
Dharmapäla is definitely different from Silabhadra's teacher. Although Täranätha is to be 
credited for at least mentioning Jayadeva 's name, I personally think it is a mistake to say that 
" Jayadeva became the upädhyäya of Nälandä after Dharmapäla." We can tell that the 
name "Dharmapäla " was much more popular than the name "VirUpa " in the history of non- 
Tantric Buddhist masters.
The uncertainty of as to whether Dharmapäla was dead or retired78 when Hsüan Tsang 
arrived indicates the non-disclosure of his dismissal by the orthodox disciple, namely 
Silabhadra. Why did Silabhadra not tell to Hsüan Tsang as to what happened to his teacher, 
Dharmapäla, if he succeded him? It is unusual and impossible for Hsüan Tsang not to 
mention how his teacher's teacher passed away when he went to great pains to explain 
almost about every single monuments and number of families he saw in a town as he 
travelled. What was the reason for Silabhadra to keep his teacher's death or retirement 
secret? As the Nälandä monks [including Silabhadra] failed to persuade Dharmapäla from
The Seven Instruction Lineages listed in the work which covers about some fifty Indian Mahäsiddhas by the 
author does not confirm all the traditions and lineages which have become the mainstream of Tibetan Buddhist traditions. 
The names of the Lineages neither distinguish between different classes of Tantra and their linages nor does it explain why 
and how such lineages came into existence. It requires careful investigation.
77 SeeT . H. B .,p . 214.
78 Sankalia, H.D., The Nälandä University, Oriental Publishers, Delhi, 1972, p. 130.
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returning to the monastery even at his request, as an elderly Pandita when he met Hsiian 
Tsang, ambitious Silabhadra must have deliberately kept secret about the later part of his 
teacher's life in fear of generating controversy and doubts in the minds of the foreign 
students. As a man of good moral-conduct as his name suggests, Silabhadra may have 
been one of the leading monks, who, unable to realize Dharmapäla's attaining of siddhi, 
expelled him, being unable to understand the unorthodox behaviour of his abbot. The word 
"retired" has a better connotation than "expelled" for the obvious reason of skilfulness in 
word choice but it does not prove the existence of the concept of retirement in those days.
Since the Chinese travellers have failed to report anything about Jayadeva in their travel 
records, Sankalia seems puzzled by Täranätha's reference to Jayadeva.19 Täranätha is 
correct in shedding light on the existence of a teacher named Jayadeva as it is confirmed in 
the Lamdre sources. However Jayadeva could not have been Dharmapäla's successor 
because he was one of his teachers as discussed above although this does not prove the 
implausibility of Jayadeva succeeding Dbarmapäla in certain teaching capacities. But if 
Jayadeva was still alive when Dbarmapäla was expelled, Täranätha may be right in 
pointing out Jayadeva succeeding Dharmapäla which would suggest that Jayadeva was not 
another name of Dharmamitra as suggested in the Lamdre sources, but they were two 
different teachers of Dharmapäla. Täranätha adds further confusion when he says: "He 
preached doctrine at Vajräsana for over forty years and succeeded Sri Candrakirti as the 
upädhyäya of S ri Nälandä."80
In conclusion, it is clear that Dharmapäla was one of the most influential abbot of 
Nälandä in spite of the different views as to who succeeded him in Nälandä. The 
disagreement as to who succeeded him may have derived from a narrow assumption that 
there was only one abbot or upädhyäya in a great monastic institution like Nälandä. 
Judging at the number of Panditas responsible for teaching in other institutions like 
Vikramalsila, Nälandä must have had many assistant abbots or Panditas to one main abbot 
and all of the suggested successors may have held similar positions. There are several 
reasons why the Lamdre sources have remained silent regarding Dharmapäla's successor in 
Nälandä. Firstly Lamdre, being an exclusive esoteric lineage of Vajrayäna Buddhism, it 
had no space to discuss non-esoteric matters, and also symbolically the enlightened 
Dharmapäla would not have found it amusing to tell his story prior to his siddhahood to his 
Tantric successors. Secondly, Dharmapäla never returned to Nälandä since his eviction 
and had very little to do with the place, and so the assistant abbots must have tried to make 
their own presence seem more important after the expulsion of their abbot. Thirdly, the 
successors in Nälandä had to make deliberate attempt to keep the matter secret as to what 
happened to their abbot, since they did not know of his enlightenment until after the eviction 
and failed to persuade his return. They kept this secret with a motive to avoid 
misunderstanding amongst the young and foreign student including Hsiian Tsang without 
any consideration of historical confusion it was likely to leave behind them. Just as all the
79
80
He is not to be confused with Rahulabhadra's sponsor Jayadeva mentioned by chag lo tsä ba chos rje dpal. 
See T. H. B .p. 213.
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Lamdre hagiographers have told us exactly what was historically seived throughout the time 
Ngorchen sums up in these words:
Formerly when he was the abbot of Nälandä, he had countless disciples who were mainly ripened 
though the Päramitäyäna Vehicle. After his attainment of siddhi he only had two disciples who 
were ripened through Mantrayäna: 1] The boatman who followed him, Mahäsiddha Dombi Heruka 
and 2] One Yogin, from Bimehasa [Bhimesara] country, who, out of the five hundred hair-platted 
[Yogins] followed is äcärya Krsnapa. ( This is thus said since there was no one else who held the 
lineage of teaching and meditation beside these two. Otherwise there have been inconceivable 
number of people within the Buddhist and non-Buddhist circles who had made spiritual contact [with 
him] due to his immense spiritual power.)81
Mahäsiddha Virupa
81 See E. M. R. G. S., in C. W. G. M. S., Vol. IX, 179 - 1 - 3, and also L.L., Vol. XVII, f. 22 [13b].
CHAPTER TWO
Virupa's Successors of the Lam 'Bras Lineage in India
Here we will note that the traditions of Lamdre transmission clearly distinguishes between 
two types of disciple.1 23 Dombi Heruka and Krsnäcärin were two of most outstanding 
disciples of Virüpa. They are described as the two model disciples with different 
predispositions and intelligence, and since the way the teachings were given to them varied 
due to their different predispositions and intelligences and intellectual backgrounds, the 
spiritual impacts that these two men have left on the Lamdre lineage are also interpreted on 
different levels. In this chapter we will investigate the identity and lives of these two siddhas 
and analyze the theory of two types of successors.
2.1. Life of Dombi Heruka According to Bstan 'Gyur
We have learnt that Dombi Heruka 2 was a boatman when he met Virüpa but 
Abhayadatta  states that he was a king of Magadha and has entirely a different story 
altogether. Here I have provided the translation of his version of Dombipa's biography as 
the basis for this investigation:
This is the story of Guru Dombipa: In the kingdom of Magadha, there was a king who attained 
siddhi from Hevajra. Since he had been initiated by the Guru Virüpa  ^ and having been granted the 
instructions, he practised their meaning. Although he regarded his subjects as a father thinks of 
his only son, the people did not know that their king had entered the door of the Dharma. 
However, on account of his natural loving-kindness to them, all the people unanimously declared: 
"This king is indeed a religious man."
However generally there are several types of disciples: An individual of highest of highest intelligence [dban po 
y«A rab], like King IndrabhUti, who can be liberated at the time of initiation, does not require to train in the gradual 
stages of path. On account of receiving the valid ripening initiation [smin byed kyi dban] from a Guru, such a 
disciple, free of doubts with great confidence takes the Guru as the embodiment of Four Käyas and Five Transcendental 
Wisdoms, and prays day and night without discrimination, being classed as a person of highest intelligence [dban po 
rab]. It is said that such a disciple will be self-liberated by the Profound Guru Yoga practice [lam zab mo bla ma'i 
mal ’byor]. Since he will guard the Root and Branch pledges [rtsa ba dan yan lag gi dam tshig] voluntarily, he or 
she will gain final enlightenment effortlessly on the Generation and Completion stage practices. On the other hand, the 
path of the mediocre [dban po ’briri] is known as liberation through the means of guarding the Samayas. Unable to 
avoid the transgression of minor Samayas, the practitioner has to practice the Yogas of Generation and Completion stage 
accordingly through the path of Five Interdependent Originations [rten *brel lila] to attain enlightenment, what is 
known as the"inferior" [dban po mtha' mi]. Either within one or at least in sixteen lifetimes a practitioner in the 
Vajrayäna path is said to attain the ultimate result of perfect Enlightenment
2 See Chapter I, p. 20.
3 Even though the Tibetan text provided by Robinson gives the name of the teacher "nag po spyod pa" ( see B. L. 
Tibetan Text p. 316 and f. 19) his translation based on the Peking edition of the bstan 'gyur gives the name of the 
guru " Virüpa" as it also agrees with sde dge edition. As will be discussed later, Dombi Heruka appears to have had 
another teacher other than Virüpa before he met Virüpa, and it is unlikely that Krsnäcärin was one of his teacher. There is 
no doubt about Virüpa and Dombi Heruka's Guru disciple relationship.
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One day, the king said to his minister: "In our country the thieves and robbers are plundering 
people's property, and because of the people's insignificant merit, there are increasing number of 
people who are ravaged by fear and poverty. In order to protect the land from fear and poverty, cast 
a big bell and hang it on the trunk of a big tree. Whoever experience a harm or suffer from 
poverty, let them strike the bell. But do not let those who do not witness these sufferings to strike 
the bell. " The minister did as he was commanded, and consequently fear and poverty in Magadha 
was brought to an end. After some time later, a group of low-caste singers came to the capital, 
who made offering of songs and dance to the king, and remained there. One of the singers had a 
twelve-year-old daughter who, untainted by worldly impurity was very pretty and attractive to look 
at. She had a lovely face and a good complexion; and she was endowed with all the qualities of a 
padmavati^ So the king said to the low-caste singer, "Will you give this daughter of yours to me 
? He (the singer) replied, "Your majesty is the great king, ruling the kingdom of Magadha which 
has 800, 000 cities. Because of your royal wealth, you have nothing to worry about. We are of 
low caste, disparaged and shunned by all other classes of people. It is improper for you to make 
such a request. In response to this request, the king forcefully took away the girl and gave her 
father an equal weight of gold of her body. Although she was the king's consort for twelve years, 
the people did not know this but after the passage of twelve years they eventually discovered. 
Soon it became known to everyone throughout Magadha that "the king consorts with a low-caste 
woman. So the king gave up his kingdom and gave to his son (by his queen, not by the low- 
caste woman) and (at the regency of) others. Having done this, he went into the forest with his 
low-caste mistress, and he practised there for twelve years.
In the mean time, since the fortune of the land was diminishing by degrees, the prince and his 
subjects, who were unable to hold the country together, held an urgent meeting. There they passed 
a resolution to search for the former king and request him to rule kingdom once again. A group of 
people went to seek the king in the forest where he was residing. There they saw him sitting at 
the base of a tree, while the girl had gone to bring some water. She stepped out on lotus leaf on 
the surface of the lake and, without sinking, drew water from the depth of fifteen fathoms; she then 
served it to the king. Seeing this, the amazed men returned home and reported what they had 
seen to the populace, who then sent an invitation to the king to call him back to the throne.
The king and his consort came riding out from the forest on a pregnant tigress, using a poisonous 
snake as a whip. The people were astonished and said, "Surely if you rule the country everything 
will prosper. Please take the kingdom ?" But the king repied," Since I am of low-caste, it is 
improper for me to rule the kingdom. However, since it does not matter whether caste is good or 
bad after death; bum us in the fire, and when we are bom again from it, I will do as you have 
asked." So the people burned the two, the king and consort, in a fire of Gosirsa sandal-wood. Due 
to excessive wood, the fire did not extinguish even after a week and they caught a glimpse of the 
couple transformed into Hevajra and his consort, in a self-produced body, shining like dew on top 
of a fully blossomed lotus. Seeing this, the people of Magadha arouse great faith, and the king 
became known as the Master Dombipa, ’He of the Low-caste Dombis.'
The king then spoke to his ministers and all his subjects: "If you are able to do as I have done, I 
will rule the kingdom. If you are unable to do this, I will not rule." Ail of the people were taken 
completely by surprise, and replied, "How could we do what you have done ?" At this the king 
declared, "In ruling this kingdom, there is little benefit and much that is of fault; rather, I will rule 
a kingdom of Dharma." Having said thus, from there he went to the realm of the Däkas for the 
sake of sentient beings. Here ends the story of Guru Dombipa.5
^ There are four classes of women according to the Buddhist Tantra. Padmavati [pad ma can], the "lotus race" is 
considered to be the most suitable class of women for Tantric consort.
5 See B. L., pp. 33-36 and pp. 316-317.
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2.2. Was He a King or a Boatman?
There are number of problems with the above story. Firstly it fails to give the king's name 
even if he was one, and raises the question of his correct identity since no Magadha king 
named Dombi appear in the geneology of Magadha. However, if we accept for the moment 
the possibility of Dombi Heruka being a king at some stage, this does not have to contradict 
his being a boatman, as he may have become one after leaving his kingdom with his consort. 
Secondly if Dombi Heruka was already a Tantric practitioner when he was a king and had 
special miraculous power to alleviate his people's fear and poverty, his subjects would not 
have denounced his taking of the low-caste girl as his consort. Even if he had a teacher other 
than Virüpa, this story does not indicate how and when did the meeting between him and his 
teacher took place. It would be most unlikely for Krsnäcärin to have been his teacher 
before he met Virüpa since Krsnäcärin became Virüpa's disciple after Dombi Heruka 
became Virüpa's disciple according to the Lamdre sources. Despite the lack of evidence, 
this does not however rule out the possibility of him having a teacher other than 
Krsnäcärin before he met Virüpa, although this view is not supported by Lamdre histories.
Another problem with the above story and also what is reported by Täranätha is that 
they have nothing about Dombi becoming a boatman when he met Virüpa, an event which 
in the Lamdres records is held to be most crucial in the development of Guru and disciple 
relationship between the two. The failure to explain where and how Dombi met Virüpa is 
one of major problems and drawbacks of the above story. This confusion is independent of 
whether Dombi was a king or a boatman when he met Virüpa ; how and why did he 
become a boatman or Virüpa's disciple if he was a king? This demands closer examination. 
If he was denounced by his subjects on account of his taking a low-caste girl as his consort, 
it is hard to believe that he had any miraculous power to alleviate the poverty of his people 
even if he had another teacher before meeting Virüpa. Furthermore, the taking of a girl of 
padmivati class as his Tantric consort is a practice of a highly realized master in the Tantric 
tradition, and he would not have had the need to seek any other teacher even if he disguised 
as a boatman after his attaining of the state of siddhi. If Virüpa met Dombi Heruka as a 
ruler of Magadha before the latter demonstrated his miracle powers and taking of the 
consort, there is no historical basis or reason that he could have appeared as a boatman to 
Virüpa at other times. While Dombi is well known as the boatman in Tibetan religious 
histories Täranätha rejects this and has said that he was a king instead.
Although the Äcäiya  is known as a boatman in Tibet, he in fact was a king of Tripura in the
East 6
6 See F. H. W. T., f. 385. David Templeman translates the word "ko mkhan" as "leather worker" without knowing 
what Täranätha was referring to. Another reason for this confusion may have been caused by the fact that in Tibetan, both 
leather and boat are called "ko ba". Furthermore most of the boats in Tibet are made out of Yak [gyag] hide or some 
other animal skin. In India, the boats were mainly made of wood. However the prefered Tibetan word for a leather worker 
or a tanner would be "mfled mkhan". In the Indian caste system, a leather worker or a shoe maker is closely associated 
with "Camaripa", which is the name of the 14th siddha of the eigthy four Mahäsiddhas. A shoe maker is termed "lham 
mkhan" in Tibetan but not "ko mkhan". The Tibetan word "ko ba", for a boat, when compounded with the agent 
suffix mkhan (equivalent to er in English), it becomes "ko mkhan" and drops its nominal suffix 'ba' in the process.
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His acknowledgement of Dombi Hemka at least being known as a boatman in Tibet is 
significant enough to question the validity of his supposed rulership of him as a king either 
in Tripura or in Magadha. Since there was neither indication of any surviving lineage of 
Dombi Heruka in India around Täranätha's time in 17th century, nor around Abhayadatta's 
period in 12th century, the traditionally respected oral history of Dombi Heruka as a 
boatman in the Lamdre tradition has better credibility since it has kept the transmission of 
his teachings unbroken to this day.
Furthermore, the subjects would not have denounced Dombi Heruka if he had already 
displayed his magical power to alleviate poverty of Magadha by striking the bell. A king, 
who not only loved his people as his own son, but who is believed to have had the magical 
power to alleviate poverty and famine of his people would not have been denounced even if 
he married a low-caste girl. Logically this gives no sound reason for his becoming of a 
boatman even though a Yogin would not hesitate to manifest as a boatman or whatever form 
if it was to prove to be beneficial to others. However this argument cannot refute his 
becoming of a boatman whatever other occupation he may have held previously. But it 
poses a serious problem to the suggestion of his rulership of either Magadha or Tripura.
According to Täranätha, Dombi Heruka attained siddhi ten years after VirUpa 7 which 
confirms that Dombi Heruka could not have attained siddhi before he met VirUpa even if 
he may have been a Tantric practitioner under another teacher. VirUpa left N älandä 
monastery soon after his attainment of siddhi and their meeting appears to have taken 
therefater. Lamdre sources clearly show that when VirUpa met Dombi Heruka, the latter 
was a boatman, but this is not confirmed in the other stories* 78 as we have seen above. 
Unfortunately in the History o f  Buddhism in India, Täranätha does not give any details 
whether Dombi was a boatman or a king when he met VirUpa. The eminent historian, 
gtsug lag phreri ba, although says very little about Dombi Hemka, he supports the Lamdre 
view that Dombi Hemka was a boatman who followed VirUpa and became his disciple.9
The sources say that after having blessed Dombi H emka  to the equal stage of his 
realization, VirUpa sent him on a mission to subdue a king, and this was said to have been 
carried out by riding a pregnant tigress10 and brandshing a snake in his right hand as a whip. 
Interestingly, this description of Dombi Hemka is also confirmed by the characters in which 
he is drawn and painted in the traditional Tibetan Buddhist iconography of the eighty four
Although Täranätha (or whoever is the author) does not specify the exact Tibetan sources of his reference, this indicates
that he was aware of the lam *bras version of the story that Dombi Heruka was a boatman. Also see S. I. L. p. 19.
7 See T .H .B . p.222.
O
See Introduction, f. no 56.
9 See F. S., Vol. II, p. 1363.
10 But in O. C. E. S. it does not say that it was a pregnant tigress but a tiger who eat humans [stag mi zan]. See S. 
L. L. S.,Vol. I, f. 99.
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Mahäsiddhas. The author of S. I. L.11 also shares the same view and agree with Lamdre 
sources that Dombi was sent by VirUpa to subdue an evil king but the previous story says 
he as a deposed king was invited to be reinstalled by his previous subjects. The confusion 
seems to be about the identity of the king who is associated with Dombipa's task of 
subdueing. Dombi Heruka, who was sent by VirUpa to subdue an evil king, as explained 
both in the Lamdre and S. I. L. work seems to have been misinterpreted as himself being 
invited to be reinstalled as a king in the earlier story. If the purpose of the invitation by the 
subjects was for his reinstalation as the king, he would not have accepted the invitation since 
he did not wish to become king as the story has depicted. Thus the story from the lives of 
the 84 siddhas seems to embody a confusion.
According to Abayadatta for twelve years the people did not know that Dombi Heruka 
had taken a low-caste girl as his Tantric consort.12 He is said to have been succeeded by his 
son and lived for another twelve years in the forest with his consort after the two had been 
banished from the palace as his subjects refused to tolerate his mishaviour. None of these 
stories are found in Lamdre and S. I. L. If he met VirUpa after all these incidents, he has to 
be at least in his late forties or early fifties, and could not have been a young man when he 
met VirUpa. The story' suggests that he was not known as "Dombi Heruka" until he asked 
his subjects to throw himself and his consort into the fire which action proves that he had 
already attained siddhi before the incident. This means that he would have met VirUpa at 
least ten years before this event as Täränätba informs us that Dombi attained siddhi ten 
years after VirUpa. The silence in the Lamdre and S. I. L. regarding Dombi Heruka being 
thrown into the fire at his own request dismisses the idea of his attaining siddhi in the fire 
pit. VirOpa would not have sent Dombi Heruka to subdue the king if the latter had not yet 
attained siddhi.
The contradiction as to when and how the two met and developed the Guru and disciple 
relationship can neither be resolved by acceptance of one version of the story nor rejection of 
the other. Let us see if we could accomodate both possibilities. Dombi Heruka may have 
met another less known teacher while he was a king of Magadha and practised Tantra 
before he met VirUpa. There is nothing to support the idea of his meeting VirUpa when he 
was a king since none of the sources give the pre-siddha name of Dombi Heruka to 
support the idea that he was a king prior to his becoming of a boatman. He must have 
attained siddhi to obtain the name "Dombi" since the use of the name seem to have become 
effective as soon as he took a young low-caste girl and after his subjects scandalized the 
relationship between the two as unacceptable. The problem with accepting the story 
according to Abhayadatta is that it does not give even the name of the king prior to all these 
incidents. What was his name when he was a king, if he was a king ?
11 Bka' babs bdun ldan gyi mam thar, ff. 576-577.
12 See E. F. S., p.136, and also B. L., p. 34.
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Let us enquire whether we can make any possible connection with the political scene in 
Magadha during that period. The Magadha king about that time was Harsa, who established 
diplomatic relations with China in 641 C.E. but he died in 646-7 C.E. Although there were 
other subordinate kings under his domination such as Pürnavarman, Harsa's death brought 
political disorder around Magadha which involved the Tibetan intervention and invasion of 
Magadha. After Harsa, the two kingdoms were ruled by Arjuna in Tirabhukti, and 
Mädhavagupta in Magadha. Unlike Arjuna who suffered the defeat from the Tibetan 
troops at the instigation of the threatened Chinese mission, B.N. Sinha says13 that 
Mädhavagupta needed peace of time to rejuvenate the emaciated, sick and old country of 
Magadha. It is indeed, very interesting to see why Sinha should use the passage "needed 
peace of time to rejuvenate the emaciated, sick and old country of Magadha" when we think 
of the subjects inviting Dombi Heruka when the country was in great trouble. If there is 
any truth in assuming Dombi Heruka to have been a Magadha king, is he perhaps to be 
identified with Mädhavagupta, who was succeeded by his son Ädityasena around 650s 
C.E.
Although the author of S. I. L. agrees that Dombi Heruka was a king, he disagrees with 
the above story as to the place of his kingship and also provides no name of the king. If he 
was known Dombi because he took a low-caste girl as his consort, he would have been 
known with that name before they were placed in a burning fire, which took place at least 
after twenty four years out of which they spent twelve years in the forest.14 If the reason 
why he became known as Dombi because he took a low-caste girl as his consort, then he 
must have had another name whether or not he was a king prior to meeting the girl.
Another problem with the story is that it does not explain how Dombi spent his twelve 
years in the forest. If he was a king according to the story, it is plausible and seems fitting 
(at least to me) to assume that Dombi Heruka must have lived as a boatman for those years 
before he met Virüpa. If he was accompanied by his consort, he could not have lived 
without making a living in the forest. In those circumstances, it is not difficult to imagine 
him working as a boatman for some period of his time. But there is no sign of him having a 
consort when he met Virüpa at the bank of Ganges. So the problem remains unresolved if 
we try to harmonize the two version of the stories. The notion of him spending twelve years 
in the forest is a calculation that might help to support Täränätha's idea of Dombi Heruka 
attaining siddhi ten years after Virüpa, and also his subjects inviting him after the passage of 
twelve years.15 This means that the meeting between the two would have taken soon after 
Virüpa left Nälandä.
n
^  Sinha, Bindeshwari Prasad, Dynastic History o f Magadha, cir. 450-1200 A.D., Abhinav Publications, New Delhi, 
1977, pp. 156-157.
14 Thereupon the king gave his kingdom to his son and he, with his low-caste mistress, went into the forest to practice 
for twelve years. See E. F. S., p. 136.
15 Ibid., p.137.
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On the other hand, there is one problem as o f how could he have recieved that name 
'Dombi" if we were to agree with the Lamdre sources that he was not a king before he 
became a boatman. Though Lamdre sources do not mention o f Dombi Heruka's 
background as a king of Magadha, it may have simply been excluded due to the brevity of 
their treatment of his story. It would be far more charismatic, enigmatic and realistic to give 
the name Dombi to a king, who became a boatman and finally attained siddhahood than to 
a boatman becoming a siddha. Furthermore, a boatman marrying a low-caste girl could not 
be called the act of an outcaste" since boatman's caste is not considered high enough to be 
affected. The story of Dombi Heruka's taking a low-caste girl as his consort appears crucial 
unless there is an alternative explanation as to why he recieved the name Dombi. This 
certainly poses a problem with reference to the Lamdre historical version. If he did not hold 
any higher position in the society prior to his being a boatman, if he always was a boatman 
and did not take a low-caste girl as his consort when he met Virüpa, then what could have 
been the reason associated with this name? Despite the seeming confusion and 
incompleteness of both versions of the story about Dombi Heruka, it is crucial that they are 
compared, analysed, compiled and collated. Nor chen kun dga' bzah po, although must be 
aware of the traditional Lamdre version of the story, gives a very interesting story about 
Dombi Heruka.
Bom in Bhaiigala in Eastern India, this äcärya was meditating in the forest in that region. In that 
country there was a big merchant town called "Rada." Its king named "Dehara", who had become 
the äcärya's sponsor, invited the äcärya on the roof of the palace. Revering him as his Guru, the 
king prostrated every day and received instructions. Having convened a discussion, the king's 
ministers passed a motion to agree that: "Since the äcärya's consort is an outcaste, the king who 
touches the feet of the äcärya on his head has become an outcaste. Hence his (the king’s) subjects 
have also become outcastes. It is necessary to discover a method to purification. Since there is no 
alternative methods that can purify, we must bum the Äcärya in the fire." Having said thus they 
requested the king to bum the äcärya in the fire. Although no consent was given, the ministers 
forcibly flung (the äcärya) into fire. In the meantime, as he (the king) wished he (the äcärya) would 
demonstrate skilful means of reversing their attitude of disrespectfulness, the äcärya, who was able 
to read the mind of the king, rode on a man eating tiger with the she outcaste (Dombini) on his 
back and adorning (his) body with many snakes, passed through the town. Seeing this everyone 
became faithful. Thereupon the äcärya flew in the sky and the king requested: "Please accept me." 
While reciting Amrtaprabha, the Nairätmyä Sädhana, he went higher and higher amidst the sky and 
as soon as the Sädhana was completed he vanished. It is known that the king wrote down 
Amrtaprabhä at that time.
According to another version, as he rode a tiger and went to the forest, the local inhabitants burnt 
him into fire prepared from acacia and other woods. The äcärya said to the king: "Guard the ashes 
for seven days." After having said this he was burnt to death by the fire. Early in the morning 
when the king saw the burning heap of fire, he cried and circumambulated the pyre. After the fire 
died out, he circumambulated the ashes for seven days and early next morning the äcärya arose in 
the form of Nine-Deity Hevajra and went into the sky. There when the king requested him to 
accept him as aforementioned it is said that Amrtaprabhä was given.16
16 See C. W. G. M. S., Vol. IX, 281 - 4 - 6, ff. 219b - 220b.
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From this we can tell that Dombi Heruka was burnt to death by fire but reappeared in the 
form of Hevajra and gave to Dehara, the king, the Sädhana of Nairätmyä. But this version 
does not indicate that he was a king himself as asserted in the other stories. While it does not 
explain the reason of his presence, it does give ample reasons as how the king venerated him 
as his teacher. Hence the reason why Dombi Heruka appeared on a tiger was not to frighten 
the king as explained in other versions. Instead we have a deliberate manifestation at the 
king's wish in order to subdue the ministers and subjects who threw the Acarya into the 
fire. This extract seems to have bridged the gap that has been left open between the Lamdre 
version and other versions as discussed. Judging from his silence, there appears to have 
been no doubt as to whether Dombi Heruka was a boatman or not during Ngorchen's time. 
This was a doubt raised by Täranätha later.
However, since we are discussing the hagiography of a seventh century Buddhist siddha 
in a purely religious context, a favourable thing to support the Lamdre version would be this: 
If a boatman can become an important lineage holder of an esoteric teachings of Tantra then 
there would be no difficulty in giving the name "Dombi" with its reversed meaning. The 
names of the siddhas are generally very gross and down to earth level and they do not have 
to be dignified in the relative world. To the siddhas, this world of ours is a crazy world, but 
to us in the world, who fail to know the nature of a siddha’s enlightenment, they appear 
insane. If there were any siddhas, who were to behave now-a-days the way they did in 
those days, they would be considered outcastes and would probably be imprisoned. 
Becoming a siddha or an enlightened being is becoming an outcaste or abnormal in this 
conventional world. Since the meaning of conventional terms are irrelevant to a Tantric 
realized master, the name we try to agTee or disagree and analyse is void and has no 
limitation whatsoever. A name is mere label.
The silence about his having a consort and the two being thrown into a burning fire at 
Dombi's request in the Lamdre sources raises the question as to why these aspects of the 
story were suppressed or excluded in the traditional hagiography. It must have been 
inappropriate to tell the new students. Perhaps these aspects of the story would not have got 
lost in the process of passing down the faithful oral tradition if ever told in the lineage. I 
suspect that the prevalance of an element of lack of confidence in the authenticity of Dombi 
Heruka's lineage caused by others' criticism, and the sharp discrimination by Lamdrepa 
themselves between the two lineages may have led to this suppression.
3.3. Dating of Dombi Heruka
The dating of Dombi Heruka can be determined from the fact that he met Virüpa when 
the latter was in his late seventies or early eighties.17 It is implausible for a king so young to 
seek a spiritual path when he left the palace. Moreover he could not have been very young 
as it is confirmed that he was already a father when he left his palace. If we agree that the 
meeting of the two took around 620 C.E., then Dombi Heruka s birth can be approximately
17 See Chapter I.
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fixed to a period between 550 and 570 C.E., despite not knowing how long he lived. 
Nägärjuna's disciple, in the latter part of his life was Asahga, whose date is fixed at 480- 
630 C.E. and he is said to have been Virüpa's teacher. Hsiian Tsang, the famous Chinese 
traveller is said to have reached Nälandä in 635 C.E. gives no report on the existence 
of VirUpa and Dombi Hemka although they would have been somewhere in India around 
that time. Hsiian Tsang may have been a well travelled man, but his reports appear rather 
incomplete and perhaps biased since he says very little about Vajrayäna practitioners in 
India considering that it was then the period of great diffusion of Vajrayäna Buddhism in 
India. While it is essential to know the exact or approximate dates of the masters, it will be 
wrong to assume that the disciples were necessarily younger than the teachers when one 
attempts to date the Tantric Buddhist masters. This is exactly what Bhattacharyaya does by 
allowing twelve years of gap between each master and disciple.18 According to his 
chronological calculation someone by the same name of Nägärjuna, the philosopher, lived 
around the time when Hsiian Tsang was travelling in India. Yet he does not question why 
did Hsiian Tsang not meet Nägärjuna if the latter lived at that period.
3.4. The favoured Successor Krsnäcärin
Krsnäcärin is said to have been bom in Karna^  and according to 'jam dbyai} mkhyen 
brtse bdari phyugs[1524-1568],20 he was also known as Karnapa, and mainly practised 
near mount Utsayana. The author o f S. I. L.21 does not mention VirUpa being his main 
teacher which also creates the problem of his true identity. Although he points out that 
Krsnäcärin's main teachers were Princess Laksmikarä and Jälandhara, the completeness 
of his account appears questionable when he says:
From the time of his youth he was sharp minded and became learned in linguistics, medical 
studies, and skilled in all kinds of creative arts. Since his previous residual karma had come to 
fruition, many wisdom-holding däkinis manifested themselves to him. Gradually he reached a 
part of Magadha, Glorious Nälandä, where five hundred Panditas lived, and where monastic 
colleges have been flourishing. Having reached there, he took Bhiksu ordination and stayed for 
many years. Through studying and contemplating on the Tripitaka and the Four Classes of 
Tantras, he mastered them fully in his mental continuum. Accordingly he became accomplished in 
Mantra and meditation at various levels.
Once when he was meditating in a secluded place, the fully perfected MahäyoginJ Princess 
Laksminkarä directly showed her face to him and with her blessings he was able to attain 
extraordinary stages of meditative absorption. In that same place Vajra Däkinis gave him
18 See I. B. E., p. 64.
^  It is not certain whether there were any places in Bengal with this name. Sachen confirms to identify Karna with the 
modem state of Karnataka in the south, which is associated with his birth-place, name and evetually where he met VirUpa.
20 See F. G. S. D.in L. L„ Vol XIV, f. 29.
21 David Templeman, who translated the Seven Instruction Lineage has also translated his biography into English. See 
Täranätha's Life ofKrsnäcSrya [T. L. K.], Library of Tibetan Works and Archives, Dharamsala, India. 1987.
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permission from the sky saying, "In the northern kingdom of Jälandhara is the Guru known as 
Jälandharipa. If you adhere to him, then you will accomplish the siddhis you desire."22
In order to consider the validity of the above passage, one must question what would 
prompt an intelligent Brahmin become a Buddhist monk without giving up his Hindu faith. 
The Lamdre sources confirm that he was a Brahmin, and that he was one out of the five 
hundred non-Buddhist Brahmin Yogis23 who begged Virüpa to accept him to be his 
disciple. The reason why he abandoned his faith is also mentioned. Unlike the above 
passage, there is nothing in the Lamdre of him taking fully ordained monk's vows from 
anyone and studying in Nälandä or Magadha 24 By the time when he met Virüpa, he could 
not have been ordained by Virüpa, who had already given up his ordination vows before he 
left Nälandä. If he did become a monk, who was his ordination master, and who taught him 
how to meditate and practice Mantra ? Apart from not knowing his ordination master, the 
above passage indicates that he had a Tantric Guru other than Princess Laksmikarä and 
Jalandharipa, since he is said to have been practising Mantra before he met Princess 
Laksmikarä. To my mind the implied Tantric master of Krsnäcärin can be no other than 
Virüpa, and it is groundless even to imagine of agreeing with Täranätha that Krsnäcärin 
became a Bhiksu in Nälandä.
In Abhayadatta's story of the Eighty four Mahäsiddhas, he is also said to have been a 
monk and lived in Somapuri25 This confusion perhaps has been developed due to the 
existence of many teachers with the same name as Täranätha has pointed out. It also speaks 
of him going in search of another teacher who was a weaver,26 but this happened after he had 
met Jalandharipa. If he had a Tantric teacher prior to his meeting with Princess Laksmikarä 
and Jalandharipa, who was this teacher if not Virüpa ? Since we have already seen 
Krsnäcärin succeeding both Princess Laksmikarä and Jalandharipa in two of the 
succession lineages of the Nine-fold paths,27 there is no doubt about his discipleship under 
Princess Laksmikarä and Jalandharipa.'2* These appear to have developed only after he left 
Virüpa and at a later stage of his life.
While it is clear from his History o f Buddhism in India, that Täranätha did not know or 
even if he did know, he did not mention oiVirüpa being a teacher of Krsnäcärin, yet he 
writes about Krsnäcärin being a practitioner of Mantra before he met the two other
22 See F. H. W. T., ff. 267-268. Also See T. L. K. pp. 6-7.
23 Other sources say that he was of the scriber's caste [rigs yi ge pa]. See B. L., pp. 81 and also 333.
24 In the story of the Eighty four Mahäsiddhas, he is said to have been a monk of the Vihära of Somapuri, which was 
built by King Devapäla [rgyal po lha sky on]. Ibid., p. 81.
^  See Robinson, J. B., E. F. S., p. 175.
26 Ibid., p.176.
27 See the lineage Tree of the Nine-fold paths in Appendix A, pp. 80-81.
28 Ibid.
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teachers. The reason why Täranätha had nothing to say about who Krsnäcärin's first 
Buddhist teacher was, but yet describes him as already a practitioner of Mantra before 
meeting Princess Laksmikarä and Jalandhara, strongly suggests that the eminent historian 
was unaware of certain details. In fact, Krsnäcärin is said to have had the vision of 
Vajradäkinis before he met Princess Laksmikarä and Jalandharipa, and such experiences 
do not arise easily until one has been a realized practitioner in the path of Tantrayäna. Since 
it is confirmed that he had a Tan trie Guru before these incidents, there should be no doubt 
regarding his discipleship with Virüpa. We do not know why Täranätha does not to 
mention Virupa as a teacher of Krsnäcärin.
In the Seven Instruction Lineage, which is believed to have been written by him some 
eight years before writing "History o f Buddhism in India" at the age of 26, Täranätha 
however talks about someone whose name is composed of the partial name of both 
Krsnäcärin and Virupa. He calls Krsnävirüpa,29 who, after committing four Brähmanic 
sins, became a disciple of Jalandhara, and later becomes a disciple of Virupa at the 
guidance of Vajrayogini. Although no Lamdre sources mention about such Brahmanic 
offences being committed by Krsnäcärin, we could perhaps suggest that this was invented 
as a reason for his abandonement of his faith and following of Virupa, which may have been 
denounced by his friends and teachers. In the following story, Täranätha talks as if the so- 
called "Krsnävirüpa " was the second most important successor of Virupa, the other one 
being Dombi Heruka. But he seems to identify Krsnävirüpa as a different person from 
Krsnäcärin, who the Lamdre sources regard as the foremost disciple of Virupa. On one 
hand, Täranätha agrees with the Lamdre histories by saying that Krsnävirüpa was 
Virupa 's second most important disciple, but on the other hand he does not even mention 
any relationship between Krsnäcärin and Dombi Heruka. Since Täranätha could not have 
made such a grave mistake, this has aroused suspicion in my mind as to the authorship of the 
work, Seven Instruction Lineage. Since there was no other disciple of Virüpa with similar 
name or anyone else who held the Lamdre lineage, I suspect that Krsnävirüpa was 
Krsnäcärin:
His disciple is Krsnävirüpa [nag po vi rO pa], who appeared in Uddiyana. It was said that 
when he was bom in the Brahmin caste, the sooth-sayers prophesied that he would commit four 
sins. He was thus named Krsnä, the black. Around the age of seven, he was then sent to wander in 
other lands so that he might not commit the four sins. After a long time has elapsed, his mother, 
Brahmini Laksmi, whose husband and parent-in-laws since died, also wandered into other lands. 
Having abandoned her caste, she became a wine seller in the Eastern land of Odivisa. After some 
time, her son also reached Odivisa, and went into his mother's tavern. Since they did not recognize 
each other, they lived together. On account of being very thirsty, he wanted some water, and 
gulped down a herder's drink which happened to be alcoholic. Being intoxicated he became very 
angry and flung the pot at the herder but it missed and killed a cow. Having thought the ways of 
keeping these secret, in the night he flung the corpse of the cow from the roof top for the jackles 
to eat. But it hit on the head of a wandering Brahmin, who also died. Being doubtful of the 
incidents, he enquired and realised that the wine seller was in fact his mother. The previously
® Tib. Nag po vi rü pa. There is no one with this name associated with Vinipa mentioned in the Lamdre texts as 
his disciple. It is quite likely that outstanding disciples of famous masters could have given the name of the master and 
respected as "Junior so and so". But I haven't seen this name elsewhere.
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predicted four sins i.e. murdering of a Brahmin, cow murder, co-habitation with one's mother and 
consumption of alcohol are the four sins out of the sixteen sins which violate a Brahmin's ability 
to expound the Vedas. Having realised that he had committed all four sins at one time, he went 
to both Buddhist and non-Buddhist pilgrimage places and inquired ways of purifying his misdeeds. 
He could not trust anybody, but he met Jalandhara who gave him the instruction of Vajravärähi 
and said that it would purify his sins.
"....Over many lifetimes you have karmic affinity with Virüpa. Go to him, he now lives in 
Marahata...."^0
Since this story states that Krsnävirüpa met Virüpa after he was recommeneded by 
Jalandhara, it suggests that Krsnäcärin, who becomes Jalandhara's disciple is different 
from Krsnävirüpa. But according to his biography of Krsnäcärin, Täranätha does not 
mention Virüpa becoming the former's teacher. It is also difficult to accept why Täranätha 
would not know the details of Krsnäcärin's earlier life if he himself remembered 
Krsnäcärin as being one of his own many previous incarnations.31 There seems to be a 
parallel between Täranätha's unconvincing approach of compiling the accounts on Virüpa 
and Krsnäcärin.
Based on our observation and discussion on the dating of Dombi Heruka, we can now 
roughly suggest a time 630-35 C.E. when Krsnäcärin met Virüpa. The latter would then 
have to be in his late seventies or early eighties. In another words the meeting took place 
after Dombi Heruka became Virüpa's disciple and the three would have met for the first 
time when Krsnäcärin was a Hindu Yogi in Bhimesara. Strangely the Lamdre sources not 
only fail to state how long Virüpa stayed with the five hundred Hindu Yogis but also say 
nothing about how Dombi Heruka spent his time during that period. However, it is clear that 
Krsnäcärin's foremost Buddhist Tantric teacher was Virüpa and his encounter with the 
Princess Laksmikarä and Jalandharipa, though important in other practices, was perhaps 
not so significant for the development of the Lamdre tradition.
The Lamdre sources say that even though Krsnäcärin met Virüpa in the south, he 
himself was from the East (presumably East Bengal, modem Bangladesh) and he is known 
as the Krsnäcärin, the Easterner [sar phyogs nag po pa].32 He is said to have been given 
the name Karna, not only because of his very long ear lobes [sflan sal rin ba] but also 
because he is named after his birth-place, Karna. According to the Mahäkala lineage [mgon 
po mrton byurt gi rgyud pa], his name is spelled Känhapa. I have no doubt that his birth­
place is called Karna in Karnataka State in the South India.33 But we may discuss
S. I .L. S., ff. 572-573. Also see S. I. L. Tr. pp. 17-18.
He has written an invocation in which he lists all the names of his previous incarnations which includes Krsnäcärin 
as the first one in the list. See C. W. T.,Vol. 16, ff. 1011-1012. Also kon sprul bio gros mtha' yas [ 18i 3 - l 899 
C.E.] is said to have described himself as an incarnation of the lineage that passed from Krsnäcärin through to Täranätha in 
his autobiography compiled and edited by gnas gsar bkra 'phel.
32 See O. C. L. S., f. 100.
33 Täranätha says that äcärya Krsnäcärin is said to have bom in Kamboja, and Templern an assumes this is somewhere in 
North Western frontier of Pakistan. See T. L. K., p. 83 and footnote 182. Also see O. C. L. S., f. 100.
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something about the name "sar phyogs nag po pa" being associated with his "native town 
or birth-place." The word "from the East," [sar phyogs] appears to be associated with his 
hermitage in Mount Utsayana in East Bengal, where he practised after having travelled and 
studied with VirDpa for some time.34 Hypothetically speaking, if Krsnäcärin ever took 
Bhiksu ordination and studied in Nälandä as asserted in the above passage, this would have 
happened on his way to or from Mount Utsayana after he left Virüpa. Mount Utsayana is 
regarded as his hermitage rather than his birth-place. Nälandä lies on the route from Gujarat 
to Mount Utsayana assuming it is somewhere in East Bengal. Krsnäcärin's reputation as 
the siddha Krsnäcärin, the Easterner would not have spread before he left Virüpa and until 
he perfected various Mantras and meditations. If the name "From the East" [sar phyogs] 
was associated with him while he was still as a practitioner in Utsayana, this would mean 
that he came from further east than Utsayana. This is not plausible. Therefore the name sar 
phyogs nag po pa would have become known after he met Guru Jalandharipa of 
Jalandhara,35 from where Mount Utsayana would be geographically in the distant East. I 
would say that by then he was already a siddha, but would have gone to see Jalandharipa as 
the Vajradakinis encouraged him to meet him. Although Täranätha says that Jalandharipa 
knew that Krsnäcärin  was a fortunate being and gave him full and complete 
empowerments, teachings and follow-up teachings in their entirety, he does not specify on 
which deity he was initiated. Even though Jalandharipa may have given him the 
empowerment of Hevajra along with other initiations, since Jalandharipa is not considered 
to be as a recipient of the Vajra Verses from Virüpa, he is not canonized within the lists of 
Lamdre lineage masters.
As a learned Yogi of the Hindu tradition, Krsnäcärin met Virüpa in the south and since 
accompanied him to Sovanätha, staying with Virüpa until he was ordered to achieve those 
three tasks. Dpa' bo gtsug lag phrert ba also supports the Lamdre historical view of 
Krsnäcärin when he says:
To the less intelligent Yogi, who with his hair-platted had followed him, he (Virüpa) gave the
Märgaphala Vajragatha, and was sent to the East.36
As one of his three main tasks, he is also said to have subdued a king who was attached 
to his seventy two queens. When Kamapa or Krsnäcärin socialized amongst the queens, 
they instigated the king who, being disturbed, ordered his men to punish the Yogin. As the 
king's army chased him outside the palace compound he would go inside the palace; when 
the army came inside, he would go outside. Meanwhile the king's chief army officer 
deployed many soldiers both inside and outside the palace compounds, subsequently
34 In one of the famous lam 'bras Lineage Guru Prayers, "gnas sbyar ma" by brag phug pa, the prayer to 
Krsnäcärin reads as follows: gnas ri bo u tsa ya na'i dur khrod du / brtun bzugs nag po spyod pa la gsol 
ba 'debs /  I pray to Caryäpa Krsnäcärin, who dwells at the cemetery of Mount Ucayana, in the East. See
The modem city of Jullunder in Haryana State. It is also recognised as one of the twenty four sacred shrines of 
Cakrasamvara practice.
36 See F. S., Vol. II, p. 1363.
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Krsnäcärin multiplied himself from one to ten, ten to one hundred, and one hundred to one 
thousand manifestations of troops. Seeing this, the king realized that the Yogin had attained 
siddhi and begged to forgive him. Subsequently the siddha converted the king and his 
subjects into the Vajrayäna path. His secret name is Padmavajra. As we have already 
discussed, he was one out of the five hundred hair-platted Yogis, who voluntarily gave up 
his faith and followed Virüpa and became the main expounder of Lamdre teachings. Viriipa 
gave the Vajra Verses to Krsnäcärin and according to the prophecy of Virüpa, he went to 
western Uddiyana and brought five partial texts of the 500,000 slokas of Hevajra Tantra on 
basis of which the Vajra Verses were taught. But these do not appear to have translated into 
Tibetan.
2.5. Why Did Viriipa Have Two Successors ?
The Lamdre masters in Tibet have held a tradition of making a sharp discrimination 
between the two successors of Virüpa. In the context of what we already know of Dombi 
Heruka and Krsnäcärin, we can briefly analyze what may have been the reasons for 
creating this concept. It is not surprizing to imagine differences in their intelligence and 
aptitude, but how do we explain Dombi Heruka's superiority over Krsnäcärin. The concept 
and distinction between 'sudden' and 'gradual' school became well known in Tibet since the 
Samye debate37 and presumably the Lamdre masters may have adopted this idea to explain 
the theory of two types of disciples. 1) Skal ldan cig car du 'jug pa (Fortunate disciple 
entering the sudden path) : This approach is explained as being relevant to those disciples 
who are not required to train in the common teachings and are suitable to enter the path by 
receiving ripening empowerment.38 They are eligible to train in the main practices of the 
path, including the Completion Stage.39 Traditionally Dombi Heruka is regarded as a highly 
intelligent and a sharp minded disciple who fit in this catagory. We find number of 
difficulties to regard Dombi Heruka as "fortunate one suited to enter the sudden path" [skal 
ldan cig car ba] in relation to his story. An intelligent disciple suited to attain siddhi on the 
sudden path, would neither require to adhere to more than one Guru nor would it take long to 
attain siddhi, but his biographies have suggested its contrary. But if we accept that he was a 
king who abandoned his kingdom, ran away with a low-caste girl, worked as boatman and 
became a siddha, he was indeed courageous and flexible person who was able to live a 
spontaneous life. Furthermore, he refused to accept the ferry-fare which he previously 
demanded but instead became a disciple of his unfriendly customer Virüpa after he had 
witnessed the magical power of reversing of the Ganges.40 His instantaneous change of 
perception and ability to exchange the opposites appears to have demonstrated his rather 
unique character of superiority and spontaneity. The incident at the bank of river Ganges
37 See P. H. T., pp. 37-39. Also see Bell, Charles, The Religion o f Tibet, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1931, pp. 40-41.
38 Tib. Smin byed kyi dbari.
39 Skt. Sampannakrama (?) Tib. rdzogs rim.
40 See Chapter II p. 20.
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must have been a premeditated plan by VirUpa to find his suitable successor, D om bi 
Heruka. Therefore it was not necessary for Dombi Hemka to receive preliminary teachings 
on renunciation and the enlightenment thought. That incident was sufficient for the two 
parties to develop the spiritual affinity. This however does not explain suddeness of his 
attaining enlightenment, although he may have been directly admitted into the Vajrayäna 
path.
2) Skal dman rim gyis 'jug pa (Less fortunate disciple entering the gradual path): This 
approach is said to have been for those disciples who are initially not interested in the secret 
Mantrayäna path and whose ordinary mental approach needs to be made more serious by 
hearing the teachings on the difficulties of obtaining the precious human rebirth, the 
infallibility of law of Karma, shortcomings of the worldly existence and the law of death and 
impermanance. It is important that firstly they are trained in the above four teachings of the 
common path41 including taking Refuge, and gradually introduced and trained in the secret 
Mantrayana teachings. Krsnäcärin is regarded less intelligent than Dombi Heruka to fit in 
this catagory; hence he was said to have been given the basic teachings in detail. However, 
one would not hesitate to admire his confidence and sharpness of mind since he had to 
courageously abandon his own faith without attachment and follow VirUpa. He appears 
rather equally intelligent to be able to see the truthfulness of other teachings. Furthermore, 
the fact that VirUpa gave a longer version of Lamdre to him does not prove that he was less 
intelligent than Dombi Heruka.
While we know the relative difference and similarity of intelligence of the two successors 
of VirUpa, the striking question which will remain to be answered is: Did Virüpa give them 
the same or different transmission together or separately ? According to the Lamdre 
sources VirUpa gave a shorter teachings to Dombi Heruka and an elaborate to Krsnäcärin 
respectively. In fact the teaching was same in content, varied in length and was taught 
individually. It is commonly understood that the detailed teaching comprises the brief 
teachings and brief teachings can be elaborated to give detailed explanations. Some 
intelligent people may not necessarily believe that they can understand brief teachings more 
easily than elaborate teachings. Similarly less intelligent people may not believe that 
elaborate teachings are easier to understand than brief teachings. Since the difference in their 
sharpness of mentality does not seem easy to analyse from the historical point of view, this 
concept was probably a convention by the later Lamdre commentators to legitimize the 
branching o f common and uncommon Lamdre traditions in Tibet. This system of 
discrimination between the two by later Lamdrepas may have provoked the accusation from 
other traditions that there was the so-called Lamdre without script in the Sakyapa tradition. 
This notion of "Lamdre w ithout a script" [rtsa ba med pa’i lam ’bras] has been 
misinterpreted by others as if the teachings lacked textual root. On the contrary, VirUpa 
wrote down the Vajra Verses as notes [brjed tho] from his teachings for the sake of 
Krsnäcärin  whose comprehension may have been slower than Dombi Heruka. The
41 Tib. Thun mon ba'i srion 'gro bzi ni 'khor ba'i ftes dmigs, dal 'byor rfied dka', 'chi ba mi rtag 
pa. las rgyu 'bras.
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argument that Virüpa prepared a note [brjed tho] for Krsnäcärin from the lectures he 
delivered previously does not prove the difference of high and low intelligence between the 
two. If this was considered to be true, it contradicts the idea of the Lamdre teaching being a 
whispered lineage [sfian brgyud], which has to be transmitted orally from the teacher to one 
disciple only. This argument does not pose any threat to the authenticity of the Vajra Verses 
teaching since it would have been transmitted orally and remembered by the disciple. 
However there must have been a time before the time of Drogmi and Gayadhara 42 that it 
was handed down in a written form of the original writing on Lamdre since they have 
actually translated it into Tibetan.
However from the textual study point of view, there is a fundamental difference between 
the two traditions. The 'grel pa lugs, "Commentarial Tradition" or the Dombi Heruka 
lineage is rather brief in the path of ripening [smin] and liberating [groll but has detailed 
explanation of the Tantric expositions. The teachings for intelligent disciples are usually said 
to be detailed and it would be fair to say that it is a scholastic tradition within the Lamdre 
lineage. The Krsnäcärin tradition, otherwise is known as man ftag lugs, "Instructional 
Tradition" is mainly a path of practising the pithy instructions rather than relying excessively 
upon commentarial works. It is a contemplative order with greater emphasis on the practice 
rather than scriptural study. The honorific title of Lamdre teachings has thus become [gsurt 
flag rin po ehe lam ’bras bu daü bcas pa’i gdams dag], "The precious words of the pithy 
instructions on the Path, including its Result." Subsequently most of the Lamdre teachings 
are said to have remained in a whispered lineage until Sachen wrote them down for the first 
tim e.43 There were no Indian Lamdre classics other than the Vajra Verses. All the 31 
volumes44 on Lamdres teachings currently preserved in Tibetan are mainly the works written 
after the twelth century.
D ombi Heruka45 and Krsnäcärin have strictly followed the predictions by Virüpa, 
keeping the teachings secret and transmitting the Lamdre instructions to their chosen 
disciples only. Krsnäcärin was succeeded by Mahäsiddha Damarupa or Dharmapa. There 
are two Dharmapas listed [#36 and #48] amongst the eighty four Mahäsiddhas in their 
biographical dictionary by Abhayadatta.46 I would assume that they are in fact one person. 
In the Lamdre sources it is said that he constantly rattled his Damaru wherever he went and 
became known as ''Damarupa", "the Drummer." He demonstrated his Cärya practices by 
wandering in all the twenty four cities and thirty two sacred shrines 47 He subdued aTirthika
42 See Early Diffusion of Lamdre Tradition in Tibetin Chapter m , p. 50.
43 See Introduction, p. 9.
44 See Appendix D.
45 See APPENDIX A, p. 72.
^  See B. L., pp. 134-135 and also pp. 166-167.
47 Tib. gnas fti su rtsa bzi yul sum bcu so gftis.
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king sert ge mam par rtsen pa,48 who abandoned the heretical doctrine of sacrificing animals 
to the gods. The king eventually renounced his kingdom as one throws spit on the ground 
and engaged most of the time playing with the city's children in the streets by adopting the 
behaviour of gfiis spaüs kyi spyod pa. Hence he became known as AvadhUtipa 49 who 
transmits Lamdre to Gayadhara.
Dombi Heruka
48 Skt. Vikramäditta.
49 See Chapter DI, p. 56. His secret name is: Tib. mi mfiam rdo rje, SkL Atulyavajra.
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CHAPTER THREE
3.1. Early Diffusion of Lam 'Bras Tradition in Tibet
In terms of Buddhism the history of Tibet can be divided into three main periods. During 
the pre-Buddhist period Tibetans practised an indegeneous religion called "Bon." The period 
from the introduction of Buddhism to Tibet in the early seventh century until the persecution 
by king Lang Darma [glaA dar ma] in the mid-nineth century is called "The Early Diffusion 
of Buddhism" [btsan pa sAa dar gyi dus]. The period after the revival of Buddhism in tenth 
century until recent times is called "The Later Diffusion of Buddhism" [bstan pa phyi dar 
gyi dus]. The Lamdre tradition was introduced to Tibet by Pandita Gayadhara and Drogmi 
during this latter period. Drogmi, Marpa and Goe are regarded as the three prominent 
founding fathers o f "bstan pa phyi dar." Traditionally the history of Lamdre in Tibet is 
divided into three stages of development:. A) The Preliminary introduction of Lamdre 
tradition in Tibet by Master Gayadhara, B) The Early diffusion of Lamdre in Tibet by
Drogmi and his successors and C) The flourishing of Lamdre in Tibet and beyond by rje 
btsun sa skya pas. 1
In this chapter, we will briefly look how Drogmi, who studied in India approximately 18 
or 22 years during his two trips2 established appropriate conditions in Tibet, while waiting 
for his future Guru to come to his door. Gayadhara, who outlived Drogmi, gave Lamdre 
during his second trip to Tibet, leading to its preliminary introduction in Tibet. Owing to the 
persecution of Buddhism by Lang Darma, there were considerable doubts and controversies 
regarding the authenticity of the Buddhism practised in Tibet. This inspired the despatch 
and selected young monks to India, who brought back many new translations and carried out 
special revisions of earlier translations. Lo tsä ba rin chen bzaA po [958-1055 AD] and 
some 20 qualified monks were sent to India for higher studies in Buddhist teachings by the 
then king of Western Tibet, Lha bla ma ye ses 'od. Special Tibetan embassies were sent to 
invite prominent Indian Panditas and some uninvited Indian Buddhist missionaries also 
found their way to Tibet. This was the period when the three royal brothers of Lhatse3 were 
seeking a spiritual preceptor. Having heard about Loton Dorje Wangchuk [lo ston rdo rje 
dbaA phyugs]4 and Chetsun Sherab Senge [Ice btsun ses rab seA ge] of Shalu [za lu], 
whose activities greatly contributed to the renewal of the doctrine, they requested to assist in 
their spiritual matters. Loton sent rgya sä kya gzon nu, se ye ses brtson 'grus and flaA
1 See S. L. L. S., Vol. XV, ff. 42-43.
2
See Chronology of Drogmi in this chapter.
3 Dpal lde, 'od lde, sky id lde were known as "lha rtse'i mched gsum," the three royal brothers as they were 
the princes of Tri Tashi Tsekpa pal [khri bkra sis brtsegs pa dpal], who was the prince of King Palkhor Tsan [dpal 
'khor btsan]. They were descendants of king glan dar ma's son, 'od sruns. The three royal brothers are also known 
as smad kyi lde gsum, the three Ides of lower region in gtsaA province.
4 As he was said to be in his 37th year when Marpa was bom in 1012 , he must have been bom in 975 A.D. See B. 
A., p. 405.
rdo rje rgyal mtshan accompanied by five Bhiksus, five Sramaneras and two Upäsakas to 
establish the grand temple of grom pa rgyad. The number of Sanghas studying in the 
temple soon increased.
3.2. Life of Drogmi Lotsäwa Shakya Yeshe (993-1074 C.E.)
Drogmi was bom in the Water Female Snake year (993 A.D.)* 5 in a wealthy nomadic 
family (as indicated by his family name '"brog") in the region of Mangkhar Chude [mart 
mkhar chu sde] .6 He was first ordained in the aforementioned temple, grom pa rgyafl and 
received the name "$fl kya ye Ses," derived from the names of the two abbots from whom 
he took his ordination. Although the temple was firmly established in the practices of 
Vinaya, both the patrons and the preceptors felt the importance of sending some young and 
intelligent monks to India in order to bring the complete teachings of the Dharma to Tibet. 
One day they offered a special feast to the entire monastic community and announced their 
plan to send some monks to India. They asked if anyone would volunteer to go on this 
important project. Drogmi Sakya Yeshe, Leng Säkya Tsondru [lert sä kya brtson 'grus] 
and Tak Yeshe Shonu [stag ye ses gzon nu]7 promised to go to India. Everyone praised 
them for their courage and promised to give all the financial support that was necessary. 
They were instructed to study Vinaya, the root of the doctrine, Prajnäpäramita, the essence 
of the doctrine, and Vajrayäna , the quintessence of the doctrine. Although they planned to 
travel together by sharing all the gifts they had received, the abbot had secretly given some 
ten gold ounces, ten musks8 *(of ten musk deers) and a donkey load of salt to Leng and had 
sent him ahead.^ Drogmi and Tak could not leave on schedule since they didn't have enough 
provisions but Drogmi learnt some basic coversation from a wandering Atsara.10 He 
became well versed in the ordinary spoken languages of India so that he does not have to 
depend upon interpreters.
 ^ See Lo tshig re'u mig in the Collected Works of Sum-pa mkhan-po ye-ses dpal-'byor, Vol. 1, f. 546 in
Sata-Pitaka Series, International Academy of Indian Culture, New Delhi, 1975, Vol. 214.
^ The Mangkhar valley is situated south of Lhatse and is famous for its caves where the pioneers of Tibetan translators
and Indian Panditas did their first translation works. In many of the caves i.e. Dragyur Lotsaphuk [sgra bsgyur lo ts& 
phug] and Sungak Lamdre Phuk [gsun nag lam Tjrad phug] have been used as meditation caves by many great 
masters including Sakya Pandita, Jetsun Drakpa Gyaltshen etc. according to Khyentse's Guide to the Holy Places of Central 
Tibet See Dowman, K., Power-Places o f Central Tibet, Routledge And Kegan Paul, London, !988, p. 279.
H _
The author of the Blue Annals does not mention Leng Säkya Tsondru and has thus misconstrued the name of stag ye 
fes gzon nu as "stag lo gzon nu brtson ’grus," a clear indication of his limited knowledge of Leng's
involvement. See B. A., p. 205.
8 Tib. Gla rtsi, Skt kasturi. See Das, Sarat Chandra, Tibetan English Dictionary, Compact Edition, 1983, p. 254.
°  As a possible protest to the abbot for nepotism, not many scholars include the name of Leng in the group including
hag dbari chos grags. See Blossoming of Lotus Grove, [B. L. G.] in S. L. L. S., Vol. XXV, p. 163.
^  The word Atsara is corrupted form of the Sanskrit word ’äcärya’. Tibetans who do not know that an Atsara actually 
means "slob dpon" in Tibetan call all Indian Yogins 'Atsara,' and paint an image of an old man with long beards, who 
knows some evil spell. Mothers tell white lies to children of an Atsara's presence at the door if they cannot put their 
children to bed.
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In the meantime, Se Yeshe Tsondru, the deputy abbot had organized and collected 
necessary provisions for their departure and gave them 100 ounces of gold, 1, 000 musks as 
well as Yak [gyag] tails and many material possessions. Drogmi and Tak, with two 
attendents were also accompanied by the Atsara and set out for India via Mangyul 
Gungthang [mart yul gurt thart], a convenient border town and route where all the Lotsawas 
acclimatize to the weather and food of a lower altitude. They set out for India when Lotsawa 
Rinchen Sangpo was fifty years old.11 On their way in Mangyul, they met Leng and the trio 
stayed there for two months and journeyed together to Nepal. In Nepal they met Balpo 
Dzahum [bal po dzah huih] or better known as "Säntibhadra," one of the four Phamthingpa 
brothers and studied Sanskrit, logic and many Secret Mantrayäna teachings. By the time 
when Drogmi was able to understand lectures in Sanskrit language, he asked: "Who is the 
most famous teacher in India that I should go to study with ?" Säntibhadra replied: "For the 
sake of auspiciousness, first go to Vajräsana and make offering to the Mahäbodhi Temple. 
After that you should go to the monastery of Vikrämasila, where there are Six Great 
Scholars.12 Go and study with Säntipa, the Second Omniscient Being, who is the Pandita of 
the Eastern Gate and is also my own teacher." Having said thus, he send his younger 
brother, Balpo Adepa as a guide for them to go to India. The party reached Vajräsana, 
where they made their offerings and everything went very smoothly. Drogmi studied mainly 
under Santipa and other dvära Panditas for eight years in Vikrämasila.^
Before returning to Tibet, Drogmi visited Khasarpani, a sacred shrine in the southern 
mountains of Devikotta. There, if a faithful person fasts for one week and prays in front of 
the shrine wholeheartedly by kneeling down on the floor and fold hands on one's head, all 
the wishes were said to be granted. Drogmi performed this practice known as "Kneeling on 
the ground" [sa sde pus btsugs] and Khasarpani predicted thus: "On the way back you will 
be received by a siddha, who is a lineage holder of Virüpa. Also in Tibet, a certain Guru, 
who possess the entire pithy instructions of Virüpa will deliver them to you at your door 
step. At that time you should one-pointedly devote yourself to practising the instructions 
without wasting time in searching for another Guru and more instructions."
Subsequently one day, when Drogmi was passing through Kuba Grove in South India, 
he heard a noise of monk's staff ['khar bsil]. Thinking that there must be a town nearby he 
looked carefully in the forest, and he saw an attractive Bhiksu, who was wearing the three
11 See B. A., p. 205.
u  The Six Great Scholars [mkhas pa ago drug] are: 1) Santipa, the Pandita of the Eastern Gate, who specialized in 
Linguistics and Logic, 2) Vagendrakirti [paij grub nag dbari grags pa], the Pandita of Southern Gate, who received 
direct guidance from Tärä, 3) £es rab byuri gnas, the Pandita of the Western Gate, who specialized in the Doctrines of 
Tirthikas, 4) Näropa, the Pandita of Northern Gate, who specialized mainly in Vajrayäna, 5) Ratnavajra [rin chen rdo 
rje] and 6) Inanasri, were known as the two pillars of center. Ratnavajra collaborated with Drogmi on number of 
translations as cited in Appendix C, Section C. Also see F. G. S. D. in S. L. L. S., Vol. 14 f. 53.
13 See F. G. S. D. in S. L. L. S. Vol. XIV, f.
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Dharma robes,14 carrying his begging bowl and a monk's staff. As Drogmi looked carefully 
he saw this: The Bhiksu touched his staff to a tree trunk and suddenly a woman's hand 
adorned by many jewelleries stretched out from the tree and poured nectar in the begging 
bowl of the Bhiksu. After seeing this wondrous vision, he developed an uncontrived faith in 
the Bhiksu. While remembering the prediction, he developed the confidence that the Bhiksu 
was the Siddha mentioned. Drogmi prostrated himself, touched the Bhiksu's feet on his 
head, circumambulated and requested to be accepted as his disciple. Immediately the Bhiksu 
accepted his request and gave him some nectar to taste. Drogmi experienced one hundred 
flavours from the nectar and his mind was filled with meditative realizations. Just before the 
Bhiksu was about to go, all the leaves of the trees came together and sprinkled dew drops to 
rinse the Bhiksu's mouth. By witnessing this yet another wondrous vision, Drogmi 
established unshakable confidence in him. "In order to give instructions, you must receive 
initiation, said the Bhiksu. "I have already received initiation from Santipa and Nepalese 
Dzah hum, replied Drogmi. ' In order to receive my instructions, you must receive the 
initiation from me. Having said thus, he gave him a three day Hevajra initiation1^  at a 
town nearby Kuba Grove. He also gave instructions on numerous Tantras. In reply to 
Drogmi s request for more teachings, he said: "All of my food and necessities are provided 
by higher, medium and lesser mi ma yin,16 I do not have the need of any wealth. However, 
since interdependent conditions are extremely important17 in the Vajrayäna path, you must 
go to your country and bring wealth if you wish to receive some more instructions." "Where 
will I find you," asked Drogmi. "I had originally planned to go to Sriparvata [dpal gyi ri] ,18 
but the king Tsanaka invited me to stay at his court at least three years, so I will be there for 
seven years. You should come directly to me there." This Bhiksu Mahäsiddha is identified 
with Prajhendraruci, the disciple of Äcärya Durjayacandra. His secret name is known as 
"Viravajra"  [dpa'bo rdo rje].
As they were making preparation to return to Tibet, Taklo said, "I will stay back in 
Vajräsana [rdo rje gdan] so that I can do more circumambulation. However he returned at 
the persuasion of Drogmi and Leng and accompanied them home. When they reached grom 
pa lha rtse, the abbots, monks and devotees gave them a warm welcome. Drogmi had 
become an ultimate scholar, Leng had become a mediocre scholar but Taklo was just able to 
read Heart Sutra in Sanskrit. Someone asked: "How is it that he has learnt so much yet you 
do not know much ?" "He goes elsewhere by carrying a Kapäla. Since I had great devotion 
to the Mahäbodhi Temple, I spent my time circumambulating there," replied Taklo.
14 The three Dharma robes, Tib. chos gos mams gsum [Skt. tricivara] are: 1 . chos gos, an upper robe worn by 
four ordained monks and nuns, 2. mam sbyar, an upper robe worn by only a Bhiksu and 3. than gos, the lower robe.
^  Tib. kye' rdo rje'i dbaA nub gsum pa.
16 Skt. Amänusa, lit. one that is not a human being, a spirit. See Das, Sarat, Chandra, Tibetan English Dictionary, 
Compact Edition, 1983, p. 959.
17 Tib. GsaA shags rten 'grel gnad du che baa.
18 It is sacred mountain in Southern India where Nägärjuna is said to have spent his last days absorbed in deep 
meditation.
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However it is said that since Taklo was sanctified by the blessings of Mahäbodhi Temple, 
he was pure with his Vinaya vows and was able to establish a great monastery known as 
"stag lo'i sde pa." Leng returned to India by saying: "Since the Tibetans are stupid like 
oxen, and make no distinction between learned and fools, I must return to India." Though he 
became very learned later, it appears that he did not become very influential in spreading the 
Dharma. Drogmi, who had become an incomparable scholar and master, was honoured by 
everyone including the three brothers of Lhatse. King dpal lde offered his princess lha gcig 
mdzes ldan to Drogmi, who married her and received her as his consort.19
In the meantime Drogmi encouraged his patrons and disciples to collect more gold to 
enable him to return to see Viravajra in India in order to receive further teachings to bring to 
Tibet. They offered him the much needed gold and this time Drogmi went to India together 
with his wife. He met his Guru at King Tsanaka's court, and Drogmi offered him gold, 
musk and unimaginable offerings. He received Hevajra and thirteen major initiations and 
instructions on Mahänuttara-yoga-tantra Mandalas. Furthermore he received the entire 
lineage instructions transmitted by Dombi Heruka, 80 major Tantras, 160 minor Tantras and 
as well as 50 Anujnä [rjes gnaA] during four years.20 As Drogmi was planning to return to 
Tibet, his Guru said: "It has been quite a long time since you have been here. You two 
should practice Caryä for three months and then go around and have a holiday for three 
months."During this suggested holiday, Drogmi witnessed three important spectacles:
A) At one time, there was a big crowd at a market place. All of a sudden the crowd 
dispersed due to a panic fear. Drogmi asked the reason, and he was told: "Since king 
Tsanaka is famous for having conquered many countries, a war has been declared by king 
Bhojantahara and fifteen other kings of western countries, whose powerful troops have now 
reached as near as five days journey from the palace. It is all due to our king's deceitfulness. 
Now we will all be killed and our city will be destroyed and emptied. What shall we do ?" 
Having heard this, Drogmi found that everyone in the city were distressed and frightened. 
When Drogmi asked about this to his Guru, the latter said: "King Tsanaka is faithful to the 
Triple Gem and is a fortunate man. He will not be defeated at any time." In spite of the 
Guru's omniscient prediction, Tsanaka was saddened since everbody else predicted that he 
would be defeated in the war. In the meantime, King Tsanaka mounted on a huge and strong 
elephant to go to battle. On top of the elephant there was a Buddhist shrine of the Triple 
Gem with beautiful and extensive arrangement of offerings, managed by ten Bhiksus and
19 The sources do not point out the exact conditions under which the transition of Drogmi's monkhood into a married 
life occured or was allowed. It appears that king Palde married his princess to Drogmi as a reward for the latter's 
achievement in his studies in India. However the above remark on how Taklo became successful in keeping his Vinaya 
vows pure implies a comparison with either Drogmi or Leng's monastic life. We know that all of the three were ordained 
at least as Sramaneras before their departure to India in 1008. In Drogmi's case, he could not have been a Bhiksu when he 
left for India as he was only sixteen years old. Leng returned to India and there is no mention of his disrobing. We do not 
know whether they took Bhiksu ordination or not in India.
20 'Gos lo ts& ba gzon nu bio gros does not seem to know of Drogmi's second visit to India and thus asserts that 
Drogmi spent three years with Bhiksu Viravajra after he spent eight years with Santibhadra. This is incorrect, as shown 
above, according to the Lamdre sources. The same miscalulation is also shared by modem scholars such as Snellgrove and 
others who have used Blue Annals. See B. A., p, 2 0 6 ,1. T. B., p. 491 and also chronology of Drogmi in this chapter.
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ten Brahmins. In front of the shrine, the king sat on his throne with many attendants around 
him. On top of the elephant's head sat a big fighter [gyad chen po] who was holding a big 
hammer made out of molten thunder-bolt weighing 20 khals21 of Magadha. On the 
elephant's neck were ten fighters armed with iron hooks and other reinforcements behind 
them. The main fighter elephant was surrounded by 25 fighter elephants who were also 
surrounded by 50 ordinary elephants. Each of these elephants were mounted by 50 armies. 
Outside the elephant troops were horse-carts, horse-cavalries and foot soldiers. These are 
known as the four contingents of force" [dpurt tshogs yan lag bzi] in ancient military 
warfare. There was a tradition in those days that first of all, two kings would fight until one 
of them was defeated, and until then all the others would not engage in battle. Even after 
fighting for half a day, King Tsanaka and his wrathful opponent could not reach any 
conclusion. As the fighting continued, when his exhausted elephant nearly fell over, 
Tsanaka invoked the name of Mahäsiddha Viravajra three times and commanded the big 
fighter. Now is the time that you should display your strength and power. If you are able 
to win this battle, I shall let you marry my princess and will give you whatever property you 
desire. Having heard this, the big fighter hit on the forehead of the opponent's elephant with 
his big thunder-bolt hammer and killed it instantly. Thereafter the Tsanaka's soldiers 
conquereu the fiiteen kingdoms. However soon after the fighting ended, the king gave his 
kingdom to his elder prince and renounced his kingdom. He sailed and migrated to an island 
accompanied by five queens, seven ministers, two hundred and fifty retinues. He took 
provisions that would last for fifty years. There he and his retinue lived and pratctised the 
instructions received from Viravajra,22
B) An eight year old Jhänadakini [ye §es kyi mkha' 'gro ma], who had lost the sense of 
shamefulness appeared naked, and acted as if she had gone mad. She talked nonsense, flew 
up into the sky and danced on the floor.
C) A wild elephant ran into the forest and destroyed all the trees, picking up creatures 
with his trunk and killing them by throwing them far away. As the elephant was about to 
enter a town to cause destruction, the aforementioned girl appeared and the elephant 
suddenly picked her with its trunk and, circumambulating the town three times, placed her on 
top of a stupa. By the blessings of the girl the elephant's madness was cured and it returned 
to the forest. The girl vanished into space thereafter.
These so-called "three spectacles" had special reason for instilling strong faith in Drogmi 
towards his Guru Viravajra. Demonstration of miracles by teachers to disciples at the 
conclusion of Lamdre transmission seems to have been practised all along. After Drogmi 
returned to Tibet, he built the monastery of Mugulung [mu gu lurt] in Mangkhar [mart
2* See Chapter I, Footnote No. 56.
22 It would not be wrong to assume that king Tsanaka and his ministers sailed to some island in the east o f India and 
propagated the lineage there. Perhaps in Indonesia. No question has been raised by early Lamdre historians as to the 
possible survival of the lineage through king Tsanaka and his followers. Was it because it was a lineage transmitted from 
P om bi Hernka ?
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mkhar] but mainly lived in Lhatse Rocks, where he later met Gayadhara. Marpa, like Goe 
and many others came to Mugulung to study with Drogmi and stayed with him three 
years.23
3.3. Life of Pandita Gayadhara (970-1090)24
Gayadhara was the last Indian Lamdre lineage master but was the first to come to Tibet. He 
brought the Lamdre lineage known as "man frag lugs," which came down through 
Krsnäcärin and was transmitted to Drogmi. The Lamdre lineage known as "'grel pa lugs," 
which came down through Dombi Heruka was brought to Tibet by Drogmi Lotsäwa 
himself and here we will examine how he received the Krsnäcärin  lineage from 
Gayadhara. Gayadhara is also known as "pan <Ji ta dmar po" Red Pandita or " atsa ra 
dmar po'i zabs", The Venerable Red Äcärya in Tibet, and is well known for his repeated 
visits to that country. He is not to be confused with the other A tsa ra dmar po in the lineage 
of dmag zor ma. It is during his third visit to Tibet that Gayadhara became known as 
Gyalbu Tringyi Shukchen [rgyal bu sprin gyi lugs can],2^
AvadhUtipa, who was Gayadhara's teacher lived and practised near the bank of river 
Lohita in central India. AvadhUtipa was guided by Arya Avalokitesvara and his Guru 
Damarupa, who prophesied that he should one day give the instructions to a Bhiksu Vajra 
Holder,26 who was a royal preceptor. This person is identified with Gayadhara, who was 
bom in Bengal27 then ruled by kingCandarupäksi. He was known as Kayastha since he 
was the king's scribe but his actual name is Gayadhara. The meaning of his name is Cloud 
Holder [sprin 'dzinl or Serpent Holder [klu ’dzin] as interpreted by Drogmi and other early
See Chronology of Drogmi in this chapter.
0/1
Tib. Grub chen ga ya dha ra. His name is not enlisted in the names of the eighty four Mahäsiddhas according 
to Abhayadatta's biographical dictionary of the Mahäsiddhas. The Sakyapa tradition has canonized him as the prominent 
Indian master to bring Lamdre to the door-step of Drogmi. But it should be pointed that not all Indian Panditas earned the 
title of a Mahäsiddha necessarily. Regarding the chronology of Gayadhara, we know that he definitely outloved Drogmi 
who died in 1074. His first visit to Tibet occured before Atisa's visited Tibet in 1042, and he made three subsequent visits 
and died there. His year of birth 970 is tentative.
A C
a  Ngawang Kunga Sonam's vagueness about this name's association with Gayadhara's third visit to Tibet is briefly 
discussed by Ngorchen, who seem to regard this as one version of the story asserted by Goe and his followers but he also 
does not analyse far enough to support or refute it when he says: "gsan 'dus 'gos lugs pa mams slob dpon 'di 
dan rgyal po sprin gyi lugs can giiis gcig pas bzed la..."Those who follow he Guhyasämaja Goe tradition 
assert that this master and king sprin gyi sugs can are the same person." This is plausible since it is at Goe's 
invitation that Gayadhara made his third visit to Tibet. See C. W. G. M. S., Vol. IX, p . l l l ,  leaf 2, Line 2. Lamdre 
historians regards Gayadhara to have been a prince and quote the following verse from the praises to the eighty four 
Mahäsiddhas by Vajräsanapada : rgyal rigs rig pa’i gnas la mkhas / nam mkha'i lha la the tshom gcod / 
sprin gyi lugs can zes bya ba'i /  bla ma de la phyag 'tshal lo // The royal prince who is learned in sciences, 
Clarifies his doubts with the gods in the sky; To the Guru who is known as Gayadhara , I pay my homage! See Appendix 
A, Footnote 1.
26 Tib. Dge slon rdo rje 'dzin pa.
27 Dowman erronously calls Gayadhara, "the Kashmiri Pandita Gayadhara " which is groundless. This way of giving 
random names to past scholars can be very misleading as most Tibetan Buddhist historians familiar with Indo-Tibetan 
scholars will identify Kashmiri Pandita with Kashmiri Pandita $äkyasri, from whom Sakya Pandita [sa kya paij di ta] 
received his Bhiksu ordination. Gayadhara is neither a Kashimirian nor have been known with this name. See P. P. C. 
T., p. 278.
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masters. Since he was a well known scholar in all five sciences,28 he taught and served in 
the royal palace of the king. One day he recieved a message from Avadhütipa  
saying,"Please come to see me as you will make a suitable disciple of mine." Gayadhara 
happily went to see Avadhütipa who consquently bestowed him all the four whispered 
lineage instructions of Lamdre. He is said to have accomplished the stability of Generation 
Stage practice, with the ability see the numerous manifestations of Nirmanakäyas and to 
place his Vajra and bell in space. He possessed the unobstructive ability to go astral 
travelling or by resurrecting other dead body by transferring his consciousness29 and 
numerous pyschic abilities.
According to his teacher's prediction, Gayadhara came to Tibet30 in search of his future 
disciple. At that time he first met Shonu Sherab [gzon nu ies rab], a Lotsawa from Purang 
[pu hrari] district in south western Tibet, to whom he gave some instructions. This Lotsawa 
became a faithful devotee and requested him to give more teachings. However Gayadhara 
said to him, "I must first go to U-Tsang [dbus gtsart] in central Tibet, where I have some 
important things to do. After that I shall return here to give you the desired teachings and 
instructions." They made an arrangement that the Lotsawa would offer 50 ounces of gold 
and that Gayadhara will return in three months time. We will notice from here onwards how 
strictly Gayadhara aiTanges his time and makes prior agreement with students as to how 
much they should offer him when he bestows initiations and instructions. This approach has 
found many critics in Tibet. Thereafter Gayadhara proceeded to look for Drogmi.
When Drogmi was in retreat in Lhatse Rocks [lha rtse’i brag],31 what is now-a-days 
known as Gayadhara Caves [ga ya dha ra'i phug pa] one night he had some special 
dreams. His prophetic dream is not discussed anywhere except in the Lamdre history written 
by Jamyang Khyentse Wangchuk, who says: "When Drogmi was in retreat in Lhatse 
Rocks,what is now-a-days known as Gayadhara Caves, one night he had some rough and
special dreams..... Sometime after he had this dream, he heard someone blow an Atsara’s
trumpet at his door."32 The dreams are:
a  Generally there are eighteen fields of study, but the five sciences refered here are the five major fields of study "rig 
gnas che ba lha", [pancam ahävidyästhäna] : 1. bzo rig pa [silp a v id ya ], Fine Arts, 2. gso ba rig pa [eikitsä]. 
Medicine, 3. sgra rig pa [sabdavidya ], Linguistics, 4. gtan tshigs rig pa [nyäyavidya]. Logic, and 5. nan don rig 
pa [adh ya tm avidya ]. Philosophy. See bod rgya tsh ig  m d zo d  eben m o sm ad cha, m i rigs dpe sprun khan, 
1981, p. 2682 and T. E. D., p. 1178.
29 Tib. Gron 'jug.
30 There is no indication how soon after Drogmi returned from India did Gayadhara come to Tibet. Whether Drogmi had 
built his monastery or not he had become very famous when the two met for the first time. There are some sarcastic 
remarks made by the associates of Atisa about Indian Panditas going to Tibet to collect gold. Gayadhara and others have 
been criticized for their desire to obtain gold in return of instructions. It has to be before 1042 when Atisa came to Tibet 
hence I would approximately date 1038 as the year when Gayadhara first came to Tibet and met Drogmi.
31 This cave is situated in Lhatse about 151 kilometers west of Shigatse [gzis ka rise].
32 See F. G. S. D., in S. L. L. S., Vol. XIV, f. 44.
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There was a terrifying giant black man, who came to him flying in the sky saying: "I have come 
from the south." Having said thus he vomited a conch lion [duti gi sert ge] and from the 
conch-lion's mouth came out a golden Vajra. From the center of the Vajra arose a vase filled with 
water which soaked into his [Drogmi] body, giving him an inconcievable transcendetal wisdom of 
great bliss. After that three balls of light issued from his body which illuminated three houses 
which again dissolved into light and were absorbed into his own body. Subsequently his body 
dissolved into light and absorbed into his feet. His feet eventually vanished like rainbows into 
space and with these vivid dreams, he woke up.33
This indicates that Drogmi had the dreams night before he met Gayadhara during latter's 
first visit to Tibet. However Gayadhara did not offer the following explanation and 
interpretation of the meanings of the dreams until bestowing the entire Lamdre to Drogmi. 
This happened some eight years after they first met.34
The three houses represented the three realms of existence [khams gsum Ichor ba].3  ^ The 
black man who came from the south represented Yogesvara (VirUpa). The conch-lion vomited 
from its mouth represented Gayadhara, who was Yogesvara's emanation. The whiteness of the 
conch represented Gayadhara's white garment.3  ^ His Lion of Speech, which is incomparable to 
anyone's (speech) is represented by the lion. The golden Vajra which came out from its mouth 
represents the precious Lamdre instructions, the essence of Vajrayana doctrine. The golden vase 
filled with water represents the unbroken four whispered lineages as the undried initiation water 
[dbaA gi chu bo ma numb pa]. The absorption of this into Drogmi's head symbolized 
that the aforementioned instruction is appropriately transmitted to him. The three light rays 
issuing from his body which illuminated three houses symbolized that he would have three 
perfected disciples, who would benefit the three realms of existence by propagation of the 
instructions. The dissolution of three realms into himself represented that he and all his 
disciples' minds will become indistinguishably merged into one. The dissolution of his body 
into his feet symbolized that Drogmi would have two sons. The vanishing of the feet into the 
space indicated that his two sons will die young and will neither become his spiritual nor his 
hereditary successors.37
Having been woken up by the trumpet noise Drogmi, being fond of Atsaras, sent an 
attendant to see who it was. It was an Äcärya wearing a red gown, who said to the 
attendant, "I need to have an audience with Drogmi since I have come all the way from India 
to see him and also I should be given some material wealth." To this Drogmi sent a note in 
Sanskrit saying, "Since I am observing a strict retreat, I cannot meet you. I have no wealth 
to give you but have some food to eat." While handing the note the attendant gave plenty of 
food to the Äcärya, who would not even look at the food let alone accepting it. He sat there 
showing his extreme unhappiness. Having heard the Äcärya's unexpected reaction,
33 Ibid., ff. 4344.
34 Ibid., f. 63.
o c
According to the Buddhist teachings, the cyclic existence known as "Samsara" consists of the three realms: Skt. 
Kämadhätu, Tib. 'dod khams; Skt. Rüpadhätu, Tib. gzugs khams; Skt. Arüpadhätu, Tib. gzugs med khams.
'Y f.
Even though Gayadhara is nick-named as the "red pandita," and may have occasionally worn a red garment, he is 
traditionally painted wearing a white garment.
37 See F. G. S. D. in S. L. L. S., Vol. XIV, f. 64.
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Drogmi came out of his retreat to meet him and asked what was the matter with him. "You 
have insulted me by using abusive words," the Äcärya said. "I said that I do not have any 
wealth to give you but eat some food," Drogmi replied. In the meantime the Ac ary a 
touched his right leg on his navel and streched out the left leg and while resting his two 
hands on the waist and said, "You did not say that. This is what you have said. " Black 
hands etc." When Drogmi's note was carefully rewritten on the ground and translated 
properly, its correct translation came to be as follows: "Cover your black hands on your 
bottom and leave." Having seen this, Drogmi realized how little Sanskrit grammar had he 
actually learnt even after studying with eight Panditas for such a long time in India, he 
lamented and cried. Seeing this the Pandita said: "Since the depth of Sanskrit grammar is 
unfathomable like the ocean, even I do not know exact details. How could you know 
everything ? You already know this much, you are an exceptional scholar compared with 
other Lotsawas."38 Thereupon they had some discussion on the teachings and Drogmi 
realized that Gayadhara was not only well versed in Vajrayäna and Mother Tantra in 
general but especially in Hevajra Tantra. He became extremely happy to discover that 
Gayadhara also had the whispered lineage transmission of Lamdre. Suddenly Drogmi 
remembered Khasarpani's prophesy in India and he touched Gayadhara's feet and requested 
to be accepted as his disciple. "I have come here to look for you according to the prediction 
by the Great Compassionate One. Do you have enough gold for the instructions?" asked 
Gayadhara. "I will make sure I can fulfil your wishes" replied Drogmi. "I came from India 
with other two Panditas who had gone to China according to their karmic affinities. As for 
myself even though I was asked by Purang Lotsawa to stay with him, I came to look for you 
according to the guidance of my tutelary deity," said Gayadhara. Having said this, they went 
to a cave and Gayadhara first gave him the Fifty verses of Gum Devotion [bla ma lAa bcu 
pa] as an elementary teaching to develop teacher and disciple relationship between the two, 
who were mutually pleased with the outcome of their meeting. It is said that during this 
period (approximately three months) they translated bla ma lrta bcu pa and other texts into 
Tibetan which are found in bstan ’gyur. Drogmi received the Amoghasiddhi Gum Yoga 39 
as the first transmission and some other teachings from Gayadhara. He offered ten ounces 
[srart] of gold for the teachings and requested him to bestow Lamdre. Having heard this 
request Gayadhara said:
"In the meantime I must go to see a Lotsawa in Purang to whom I have already promised 
to return. With all the offerings I may receive from him, I will then go on pilgrimage to India 
and visit some of my teachers to make offerings of Ganacakra for the accumulation of
38 See F. G. S. D. in S. L. L. S. Vol. XIV, ff. 44-45.
39 Tib. Don yod grub pa'i bla ma'i mal ’byor.
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merits. I will also have to bring back Indian texts40 for the instructions you have just 
requested. In three years time I shall return to give you the complete transmissions. During 
that period while I am away you have to make necessary arrangements so that you can give 
me 100 ounces of gold for the commentarial teachings on Tantra and approximately 400 
ounces of gold for the pithy instructions. If you can provide that, then I will stay for five 
years. You should come to meet me in Kyirong [skyid groA]." Drogmi requested to accept 
silver coins, bronze, Yak tails and musks in case if he was unable to arrange enough gold 
coins. Here Drogmi strikes a bargain. Gayadhara also left a bibliography of instructions 
related to Virüpa which he would be giving after his return from India. At that time five 
men with horses arrived from Kyirong to escort him. Drogmi made a farewell offering of 
ten ounces of gold, a complete set of new clothes and two horses loaded with meat and butter 
to Gayadhara. He travelled as far as Parphuk [bar phug] to see them off. Gayadhara left 
Lhatse for Purang with the escorts. After reaching Purang he gave some teachings to 
Purang Lotsawa and then went to India.
Drogmi was invited by a rich nomad family in Padro Namthang Karpo [spa gro gnam 
thari dkar po] to conduct a religious ceremony. He stayed in retreat in Mangzang [mart bzaA] 
Caves. During the period of three years since Gayadhara returned to India, Drogmi received 
large sum in gold as a result of giving teachings. In the meantime Gayadhara had already 
returned from India (about five months earlier) via Dromo [gro mo], near modem Sikkim. 
Two Atsaras came to meet Drogmi, via whom Gayadhara sent a message to Drogmi saying: 
Please come to receive me. I am on my way to see you". Drogmi was happy to hear the 
good news about his coming and sent a reply saying: "I will come to receive you in two 
months time." Having sent this message Drogmi went to Lhatse, where he made special 
preparations, sponsored by the three royal brothers of Lhatse, for a grand reception to 
welcome the Pandita. Drogmi and his reception party consisted of thirty disciples and his 
patrons, who earned banners, parasols, throne and all appropriate articles for receiving a 
Pandita. Together with Gayadhara's party they returned via South Latoe [la stod] to North 
Latoe and from there through Gephu pass [dge phu'i la] to Lhatse. Since both the Pandita 
and Lotsawas were famous, numerous wealthy people in the region came to make offerings 
of gold. From there the party eventually reached Mugulung [mu gu luA] in Mangkhar [maA 
mkhar]. It is said that Gayadhara chose Mugulung as the appropraite site where Lamdre 
should be given after he was being inspired by hearing "Mu Mu" echo of a stream which
AT\
™ Ngawang Kunga Sonam makes an interesting comment regarding where Gayadhara was going to get his Indian texts
from He says: ".. J  have to go to Nepal to get the texts etc...... ' which suggests that Gayadhara could have left his texts in
Nepal. See O. C. E. S. in S. L. L. S. Vol. XXI, f. 131. Although it is difficult to know which texts he was referring to, 
it is possible that this is the same Sanskrit text on Tantra [rgyud kyi rgya dpe] said to have reached Sachen's hand 
later on. See this Chapter, p. 66. From this it is indicative that there were some form of written text which Gayadhara 
had to resort to even though he should know everything by heart as far as the Lamdre instructions were concerned. He could 
have also said that as an excuse of not disclosing why he was going to India or Nepal as we know that Gayadhara purposely 
did not tell the truth to his disciples. There are similar comments made by later Lamdre masters such as Shangton 
Choebar [zaA «ton chos *bir], who told Sachen that he had to first consult some texts before he can give Lamdre 
instructions. It appears to me that these teachers were deliberately using such techniqes as a way o f examining the 
genuiness and patience of their disciples [snod brtag pa]. There is also a tradition within Lamdre that the instructions 
should not be given to disciples who have not made at least three formal requests to test the suitability and devotion. 
During the formal teaching of Lamdre instructions, disciples have to make at least three mandala offerings to request the 
instructions at the beginning of the session and one at the end.
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had its origin in Mangkhar [mart mkhar] of Mugulung valley in central Tibet. Gayadhara 
interpreted the echo "Mu Mu" of the stream into 'mukta,' the Sanskrit word for liberation. 
He gave the Lamdre transmission of Krsnäcärin to Drogmi, who made the offerings of 
three gold ounces as a Mandala offering on the first auspicious day of the Lamdre 
teachings.41 Although he finished giving the entire Lamdre teachings within three years, he is 
said have stayed five years during the second trip in Tibet. Gayadhara and Drogmi translated 
many Tantric texts which preserved in the bka' 'gyur and bstan 'gyur collection of Tibetan 
Buddhist Canon.42
After having received the entire instructions from Gayadhara, Drogmi realized that he did 
not have enough gold to make the offerings he had promised. So he sent a message to his 
wealthy and famous disciple named Zurpoche [zur po ehe],43 saying: "Come with lots of 
wealth and gold, I shall give you teachings." Since Zurpoche was busy conducting a special 
Vajrakilaya ritual at the behest of Zurchungpa [zur chuA pa]44 in Shang region [saA] at that 
time, there was some unexpected delay in receiving the message. However when he 
received the message, some of Zurpoche's companions, who were afraid that this might 
interrupt the ritual, tried to dissuade him from going. Zurpoche however, told them: "My 
main purpose of performing this ritual is to attain siddhi, and the root cause of attaining 
siddhi is Dharma. Drogmi is an excellent repository of instructions of the Dharma and 
especially I have heard that he has been receiving more instructions from Gayadhara lately. 
He must have got some special instructions for me. Since he has invited me, I must go. It 
cannot be an omen of obstacles, it is in fact an omen of attaining siddhi."45
Having said this, he appointed Zurchungpa to officiate for the remaining part of the ritual. 
Before his departure he subdued the serpent of Sampa Wadong [sram pa wa gdoA], and 
ordered it to bring gold in the shape of various animals. It is believed that serpents either 
brought gold from there or from the sea, and gave gold to Zurpoche, who thereafter went to 
Mugulung and made an offering of one hundred ounces of gold to Drogmi. Drogmi gave 
him numerous instructions including the Sädhana of Saroruha and made special preparation 
to thank Gayadhara for having given him the most precious teachings. His offerings 
included: 500 ounces of gold which he put in a beautiful tray, 1, 000 musks, 200 long white 
Yak tails, 1, 000 black Yak tails as well as many rolls of silks and brocades. Gayadhara 
found it very difficult to believe as Drogmi's massive offering of gold appeared rather like a 
magical show and so he took all the offerings to a fair in Mangkhar and asked a crowd of 
people: "What could you see here ?" Everyone in the crowd unanimously said: "Here you
41 This tradition of making special offerings on the first day of Lamdre is still practised as explained in the lam ’bras 
'chad thabs, the procedures of preaching Lamdre. Sponsoring a whole Lamdre teaching is considered very meritorous 
deed as it requires a strong financial commitment to make it happen.
42 See Appendix C, Section C.
43 Zur po ehe sa ky& 'byun gnas.
44 Zur po chun ses rab grags.
45 See F. G. S. D. in S. L. L. S., Vol. XIV, f. 61.
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have got the best quality of gold." Gayadhara, who was very pleased to confirm that it was 
real gold asked Drogmi "Now, what do you want ?" "I request you to give me any 
remaining instructions of Lamdre if there are any," Drogmi replied. "There is no part of 
Lamdre instructions left unrevealed to you. Though it is unnecessary for you, this is my 
way of doing things," saying thus Gayadhara covered his back with a Thanka of Vajra 
Pahjara [rdo rje gur], put his prayer beeds around his neck, placed the Torma [gtor ma]46 
on his head and swore that there is no teachings unrevealed to him. Again he said, "What do 
you want now ? Drogmi insisted that he did not mean to ask for more teachings if he had 
already given. Gayadhara also insisted: "What do you want ?" Drogmi requested 
Gayadhara not to give Lamdre instructions to anyone else. Hence it is said that Gayadhara 
was very pleased to hear this as he interpreted that Drogmi had realized the profoundly and 
preciousness of the teachings. According to another version of the story Gayadhara said: 
You made a mistake by making such a request: "Do not give this Lamdre instruction to 
anyone else, as it would suggest that you will not have any hereditary successors who will 
be able to preserve the transmission. But the actual lineage will spread in its purity." This 
comment is seen as parallell to what Naropa said to Marpa.
Having freed himself from seeking other teachers, as Khasarpani had advised, Drogmi 
now concentrated on his practice and benefitting others by propagating the teachings. After 
Gayadhara had returned to India, one day Guru Viravajra came flying in the sky. Drogmi 
asked: For what purpose have you come here ?" I came here to see the country of snowy 
mountains and also to clarify your doubts," replied Viravajra. Having said this he stayed 
for one month4^  during which he composed the Sädhana Rantajvala [sgrub thabs rin chen 
'bar ba]. One afternoon he flew through the beams of the sun set to a city in the kingdom of 
Uddiyana where dakinis were having a Ganacakra feast. Soon after that it is also said that 
Maitripa also came to visit Drogmi and gave him Vajrayogini instructions.
After having given the complete Lamdre instructions, Gayadhara returned to India with 
all the offerings he had recieved from Drogmi in order to dedicate his meritorous deeds.
^  A Torma is sacrificial cake used as a medium through which the deity is invoked in it in order to bestow initiations. 
There are many types of Tormas including those which are used as effigies of evil demons and obstacles.
47 Some say that he stayed in Tibet three years or more.
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Soon after Gayadhara made his third48 visit to Tibet at the invitation of Goe Lotsawa, who 
was Drogmi's disciple. In spite of Goe and Drogmi's previous student and teacher 
relationship, some misunderstanding and discord developed between the two. Drogmi's 
tight-fistedness or rather strictness in giving instructions and his eagerness to obtaining gifts, 
failed to impress potential students like Marpa49 Incidentally Goe is said to have disparaged 
Gayadhara by saying: "What kind of Pandita is he ? He is a greedy and vagrant Atsara 
who only wants to collect gold and wealth." Having disparaged Gayadhara, Goe decided 
that he should compete with Drogmi by inviting someone more famous and learned Pandita 
than Gayadhara from India himself. After making some inquiries he left for India to invite 
Mahäpandita Maitripa,50then the most famous Pandita in India. He put all his gold in a 
human skull and sealed it and made coloured chalk drawings on it and he went to India 
accompanied by Se Sherab Monlam [se ses rab smon lam]. They safely reached Dromo as 
he earned it on his back by saying that he is a Tibetan demon. In a frontier province 
inhabited by barbarians in North India they met a Pandita, who was accompanied by two 
attendants. One of them was bearing a parasol and fan made out of peacock feathers and the 
second one was carrying his bedding. The mysterious Pandita, who was in fact no other 
than Gayadhara, knowingly asked: "Where are you two going ? Are you looking for 
anybody ?" We are going to see Maitripa in Magadha, the two replied. "I am Maitripa,
AQ
Jamyang Khyentse Wangchuk correctly asserts that Pandita Gayadhara visited Tibet four times. All the other Lamdre 
historians as well as all Tibetan historians beleive that Gayadhara visited Tibet only three times. The first visit took place 
at the prediction and guidance of his teacher and Khasarpani during which, he meets Drogmi, but he did not give Lamdre. 
It was mainly hosted by Purang Lotsawa but Drogmi and Gayadhara first met during this visit They made preliminary 
arrangements to bestow Lamdre after three years time. During the second visit, he gave gsun nag lam *bras to Drogmi 
and stayed five years in Tibet In spite of his detail account of all the four visits which agrees with other accounts, 
Ngawang Kunga Sonam and others seem to treat the first and second visit as one. It is important to differentiate between 
the first and second visits. Notwithstanding the maturity of Drogmi, it is unlikely that Gayadhara would have given 
Lamdre during his first visit. We have to accomodate Gayadhara's expanation that he had to collect his Indian texts [gya 
dpe] fom India. Drogmi also would not have managed to collect sufficient gold if Lamdre was given during the first visit. 
Gayadhara told Drogmi that he was going to India to visit his teachers to offer the golds to accumulate merits and to bring 
back his texts. Though he may have left his texts in Nepal, there is no mention of his teachers living in Nepal. Even if 
he went as far as Nepal, his return from there to Tibet would still be treated as his second visit See Ngawang Kunga 
Sonam's O. C. E. S. in S. L. L. S., Vol. za, f. 135. The third and fourth visits were respectively invited by Goe Lotsawa 
and Gyijo Daway Oser.
^  A popular phrase used by Drogmi to his potential students was: "If you wish to receive teachings, go and bring some 
wealth from your home" [chos dgos yul du son la na nor 'khyer la sog]. It is this effective approach of 
Drogmi, undoubtedly taught by Gayadhara which has been interpreted unfavourably by scholars such as Tsang Nyon Heruka 
who reports what Marpa thought when he faced Drogmi's strict approach: "Even if I stayed a long time with this guru 
[Drogmi] in order to complete the four abhisekas of NairStmyä, I would have to give fifteen dris [female Yak]. To receive 
the permission-blessing of the devi Ekajati, I would surely have to give at least one yak or dri. Without offerings, it is 
impossible to fill one’s mind completely with the dharma. Even if I had such offerings and completely received the dharma 
in this way, I couldn't say that I had received the teachings from a great pandita. In particular, I have asked again and again 
to borrow the däkini-vajrapahjara-tantra to look at briefly, but Drogmi would not give it to me. I should give this guru as 
many offering as will please him, and exchange the rest of my provisions for gold. Then I should take my share of the 
inheritance from my parents and go to India to study the dharma." See L. M. T., pp. 6-7. Although Marpa may have 
thought that in the beginning, it is the skillful means of Drogmi which actually led him to go to India and became what 
he is renowned for. Marpa himself appears to have used this approach later to his students. This is the same with Goe 
Lotsawa.
^  He does not seem to be included among Abhayadattas eighty-four siddhas. Maitripa was one of the main teachers of 
Marpa and Khyungpo Naljor. Since he is not only known as Avadhutipa but also "mria' bdag mei tri pa", he appears 
to have been a king previously. This raises the question whether he is to be identified with Gayadhara's teacher Avadhutipa 
or to someone else. See p. 62 of this chapter.
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what do you want ?" replied Gayadhara. Having heard thus, Goe was very pleased and said, 
"I wish to invite you to Tibet."
After they spent few days discussing Dharma, Goe was impressed, thinking that this was 
a very learned Pandita. Thinking that he was actually Maitripa, Goe invited him to come to 
Tibet by offering seven ounces of gold. The Pandita accepted the invitation. However since 
the Pandita asked about the health of Drogmi several times on their journey, Goe suspected 
why the Pandita was asking Drogmi's health. By this time some former disciples had 
already recognized the true identity of Gayadhara and addressed him by his name. Puzzled 
Goe asked, "Venerable sir, you have told me a lie. You are not Maitripa." Gayadhara 
replied: "Aren't you wishing to receive Dharma teachings or not ? I am far more learned than 
Maitripa. When I was teaching Drogmi in the past you have belittled how stupid Drogmi 
was and how greedy I was. But there is no comparison between you and Drogmi. If you 
do not wish to accept me as your teacher, I can give back your gold and I can go to U 
[dbus]." Goe offered him one ounce of gold as the Mandala offering and begged: "I did not 
mean to disparage you. Please forgive me and accept the invitation at any rate." Gayadhara 
finally accepted Goe's request and said: "I will come to Tibet as you have asked. You were 
one of Drogmi's disciples yet you are jealous of him. How can you do this to your own 
teacher ? This is unacceptable."
As Goe and Se were about to go ahead so that they can prepare to give an appropriate 
welcome to the Pandita, they were advised that a gang of Mon bandits were waiting at a road 
curve to rob them. So they left the gold with a merchant and started their journey. Se 
however, was very concerned of his teacher's [Goe] safety, so he disguised himself in his 
teacher's clothes so that if robbers attack, they will attack him instead of his teacher. He 
became famous for his great dedication to his teacher they reached home unharmed. They 
gave a grand welcome at the arrival of the Pandita. After their arrival Goe received the 
initiation of Guhyasamäja Aryä School51 and some other commentaries on Tantra from 
Gayadhara. Together they also made numerous translation on Tantra as preserved in bstan 
'gyur.52
At one time both Goe and Pandita Gayadhara were staying in Shong [sort] with 
Zurpoche Shakya Jungnay, who had invited them. One day Drogmi paid a visit to 
Gayadhara who was very pleased to meet him again. Gayadhara asked Drogmi to interpret 
the teachings that he was going to give. Goe became very angry and jealous of Drogmi and 
complained to his teacher: "Let two of us take turns to interpret your teachings." Hearing 
this Gayadhara laughed and laughed and said: "Here in Tibet, you seem to take what is 
designed to be helpful as harmful. Don't you? I would be happy if you could do the whole 
interpretation by yourself, but I am afraid that Drogmi will pick up all of your mistakes. 
You will be unable to find even one mistake in Drogmi's interpretation, and yet you are 
complaining because of your jealousy. I was hoping that you will learn by observing how
51 Tib. Gsari bsdus 'phags lugs.
52 See Appendix C, Section C.
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Drogmi translates and improve your ability to translate properly. If you are not nervous and 
afraid of Drogmi pointing to your mistakes you could do the entire translation from today 
onwards." Having heard thus it is said that Goe did not dare to translate.
One day some time after that, Gayadhara secretly gave a Hevajra initiation to Drogmi 
and others but he did not permit Goe to attend. Next day, Goe was again upset and 
complaint for excluding him. Gayadhara gave some water from his initiation vase to Goe 
and said: "Since it is better for you to drink some water from my vase than receive initiation 
from evil Gurus, drink this water for your purification." Gayadhara repramanded Goe for 
his disrespectfulness to Drogmi, and also asked: "Have you not disparaged me as being a 
greedy man ? Why did you behave like that ?" Goe tried to explain that he said that in order 
to hurt Drogmi but not to disparage Gayadhara. Goe had to apologize by making more 
offerings of gold to Gayadhara.
Lamdre historian Ngawang Kunga Sonam definitely asserts that although Gayadhara 
gave Hevajra initiation, commentary of Hevajra Tantra and Guhyasamaja etc. to Goe 
Lotsawa, he didn't give him the Lamdre instructions. He writes: "At one time when Drogmi 
paid another visit to Gayadhara, Drogmi doubted that Gayadhara may have given Lamdre to 
Goe, and asked: "Has there been any hindrances to your pledge?" Gayadhara replied: "Do 
not act as if you want to transgress your own pledges. He (Goe) is so contented and 
involved with his scriptural study that he did not even ask for any instructions." It is clear 
from this that Gayadhara did not give Lamdre to Goe.53
3.4. Gayadhara Passes Away in Tibet
Gayadhara again returned to India. When he made his fourth and final visit to Tibet at the 
invitation of Gyijowa Daway Oser [gyi jo ba zla ba'i 'od zer],54 Drogmi had already 
passed away. Gyijo Daway Oser received many teachings and made many offerings. One 
of his disciples named Nyoe [gfios] also invited Gayadhara and honoured him with great 
respect. There have been numerous other interested and potential disciples who brought 
many offerings of gold and begged him to accept them as his disciples. The Pandita once 
said: "Since you have very good fresh water, favourable weather conditions, few creatures, 
and nutritious food, now I must devote my time to do intensive practices of virtue here in 
Tibet. I will neither return to India nor will I wish to obtain more gold nor would I have the 
time to give instructions." One day when he was translating a text on Kalacakra, he 
lamented: "If Drogmi was still alive, we the father and son, would have sat together to do 
this translation. But now he has already departed to Khechara." Saying thus Gayadhara 
carefully dedicated all the offerings he had received for the beneficial application of virtues. 
After remaining there several years, Pandita experienced signs of his death and said: "I do 
not wish to stay here. Take me to Thophu [thod phu] where my spiritual descendants live."
53 See O. C. E. S. in S. L. L. S., Vol. za, f. 138.
54 There are number of texts translated by him with the collaboration of Gayadhara and many other Indian Panditas. See 
Appendix C, Section C.
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Nyoe replied: "Nobody lives there except some foolish but great meditators who include 
Phakpa Choenang ['phags pa chos snaA], one of Drogmi's disciples and Serok [se rog], one 
of Drom Depa Tonchung's rbrom des pa ston chuA] disciples. On the other hand, we are 
also your spiritual descendants." "Though that is true, you may transgress your pledges if 
you fail to take me there," replied Gayadhara. In the meantime Nyoe and his companions 
took the Pandita to Thophu according to his wish, and as soon as they reached there 
Gayadhara said: "Now, display all the symbols of the Triple Gem and arrange the offerings. 
Perform the Ganacakra ceremony if you have not broken the pledges." At the conclusion of 
the ceremony when everyone was satisfied with the feast of Ganacakra, the Pandita held 
the Vajra and bell in his hands which he crossed at his heart, sat in full meditation posture 
and then said:
All of my sons! You must diligently practice meditation without being distracted. Having spent 
most of the time travelling back and forth between Tibet and India and having become involved in 
teaching, I did not give sufficient time to strive and meditate properly, but this is how a Yogi must 
die.55
Having heard thus the disciples witnessed this after three breath rounds: First there 
appeared a pellet sized ball of light emerging from Gayadhara’s crown. Amidst the light 
there was crystal clear image of Heruka which issued bright lights illuminating the whole 
space. While hearing the melodious sounds of celestial music and seeing the showers of 
flowers falling from the sky, filled with rainbows, they saw an image of Heruka go towards 
the South West direction.
Bodong Panchen [bo doA pan chen]56 makes an important remark regarding some 
personal meditational aids of Gayadhara, who gave them to Serok via whom they eventually 
reached the hands of Sachen some two generations after Gayadhara had passed away. They 
became some of the main relics inherited in the Sakya monastery. According to him 57 some 
time after Se and Rog had passed away, Phagpa Choenang [’phags pa chos snaA], who was 
their relative and their student was given a bronze Stupa, a Thanka of Hevajra , a Sanskrit 
copy of Tantra, Vajra and bell [which all belonged to Gayadhara]. Later on Chagthangpa 
[lcags thaA pa] a student of his offered the Sanskrit copy of the Tantra and the Thanka to 
Nagton Lotsawa [nags ston lo tsä ba], who was disciple of Gyichuwa [sgyi chu ba] .58 It 
is said that Gyichuwa offered these to Sachen from whom he received the Lamdre teachings. 
Others say that although he [Nagton Lotsawa] invited Sachen, Lopon Rinpoche Sonam
55 See O. C. E. S. in S. L. L. S., Vol. XXI, f. 139 and also F. G. S. D., Vol. XIV, f. 49.
^  He was bom in 1306 and died in 1386. See B. A., pp. 778-779.
S7 See Lam 'bras bla ma tsbad ma'i lo rgyus, Encyclopedia Tibetica, The Collected Works of Bodong Panchen 
Choklay Namgyal [Bo doA paij chen phyogs las mam rgyal], Tibet House, New Delhi, 1973, Vol. 106, ff. 439- 
440.
58 Sgyi chu ba dgra lha T>ar was also a teacher of Sachen Kunga Nyingpo.
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Tsemo59 came instead. While he hesitated to offer the Sanskrit text himself, it was later 
offered by his son [probably to Sonam Tsemo].
3.5. Chronology of Drogmi
In spite of the lack of details in one source, it will be important to review the chronology 
of Drogmi on the basis of several Lamdre and non-Lamdre sources. Goe Lotsawa Shonu 
Pal tried to date Drogmi's translation of some Tantras and the time when Marpa went to 
study with Drogmi in the following passages: " The Tantras belonging to the Yogini class 
such as the Samvara, Hevajra and others were translated by bLa-chen 'Brog mi, when the 
great lo-tsä-ba was nearing his fiftieth year."60 The great lo-tsä-ba he is referring to is 
Lotsawa Rinchen Sangpo, who was bom in 958. The fiftieth year of the great lo-tsä ba falls 
in 1008. Drogmi, who was bom in 992 would have been only sixteen years old when 
Rinchen Sangpo was fifty. Hence the time indicated by Goe Lotsawa, is far too early for 
Drogmi to translate those texts. Drogmi was only making preparations to go India to study 
at that time and could not have been undertaking those translations. Furthermore Goe 
Lotsawa says:
At that time, the boy (Marpa) had reached the age of fifteen and had a strong desire to learn the 
profession of a translator. With 'Brogmi he studied assiduously the "language of translations" 
(lo-tsä’i skad, i.e. Sanskrit) and mastered it thoroughly. Later, he used to say: "I had studied 
the interlinear and literary translations from Sanskrit under 'Brog-mi Lotsä ba at the 
hermitage of my-gu-luü (near Sakya in gTsaA). I think his kindness (towards me) was not 
little, but great."61
If Marpa, who was bom in 1012 came to meet Drogmi when he was fifteen years old, 
then Drogmi would be thirty five years old and Rinchen Sangpo would be sixty nine years 
old. Here we find the discrepancy of 19 years. Goe also believes that Drogmi spent thirteen 
years in India and does not seem to know about the second visit. According to him, Drogmi 
went to India in 1008, reached India in 1009 and returned to Tibet in 1022. He does not 
realize that Drogmi was only sixteen when Rinchen Sangpo was fifty.
According to Jamyang Khyentse Wangchuk, Drogmi spent eight years in India62 during 
his first visit to India, but he does not mention how old Drogmi was at that time. 
Supposedly Drogmi was sixteen when he went to India, took one year to reach India and 
spent only eight years in India then he would have returned in 1017, ten years before the 
segagenary cycle was introduced in Tibet. He married after his first return from India and 
this would have occured in 1018 or in 1019 when he was 26 or 27 years old. He stayed at
® Slob dpon rin po ehe bsod n&ms rtse mo He is one the five founding masters of Sakyapa tradition and elder 
son of Sachen.
60 S eeB . A., Pt. I, p. 205.
61 See Ibid., Pt. n, p. 399.
62 Ngawang Choedak says Drogmi studied in India 12 years with the six scholars including Säntipa, but does not mention 
about the second visit. See B. L. G., in S. L. L. S., Vol. f. 163.
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least three years before returning to India. This means he went back to India in 1020 and 
stayed four years with Viravajra, returning to Tibet around 1024. Jamyang Khyentse 
Wangchuk does not indicate that Drogmi had undertaken those translations prior to his 
meeting with Gayadhara, who collaborated in the translation works. Gayadhara did not go 
to Tibet until Drogmi had returned from India and the great Lotsawa Rinchen Sangpo would 
be in his late sixties around that time. Goe Lotsawa's attempt to determine Drogmi's 
chronology of the translations in relation the age of Rinchen Sangpo has resulted this 
contradiction. It appears that either Goe had the wrong birth year of Drogmi or his scribe 
made an error. According to Ngawang Kunga Sonam, Drogmi spent eighteen years63 during 
his first visit in India which would delay further everything what Jamyang Khyentse 
Wangchuk has said by ten years.
A similar contradiction is also created by Chogyam Trungpa (or must I say Nälandä 
Translation Committee?), who attempted to date Drogmi's founding of Mugulung monastery 
in conjunction with Marpa's chronology. Marpa's chronology may help to determine 
Drogmi's chronology since he was a student of Drogmi. When did Drogmi found his 
monastery, Mugulung? When did Marpa come to study with him? While attempting to 
answer these questions, Trungpa creats an obvious discrepancy with regard to the time 
when Marpa met Drogmi in his introduction and notes to the translation of Life of Marpa 
the Translator. He says:
Drogmi had established his monastery in Nyugu Valley in 1043.6  ^ He was well versed in 
vajrayana Buddhism, but his speciality was the teachings of "path and fruition" (T: 1am- 
T>ras), which later became the philosophical foundation for the teachings of the Sakya lineage. 
Drogmi was also a "lotsawa," a translator, and while in Tibet, he translated great number of 
texts now found in the Tibetan Buddhist canon. Marpa came to Nyugu valley to study with 
Drogmi around 1054 and stayed three years with him, learning Sanskrit and several colloquial 
languages of India.65
According to Trungpa, Marpa was in his early forties when he first came to study with 
Drogmi. This is highly unlikely to be true. Would it not be too late for Marpa to meet 
Drogmi at that time ? Marpa is said to have made three journeys and spent eighteen years in
^  See O. C. E. S. in S. L. L. S., Vol. XXI, p. 124. But Ngawang Kunga Sonam contradicts with his earlier work 
written in 1616 where he says: rgya che'i dam chos lo brgyad bar du bslabs / de nas dpa' bo rdo rje'i zabs 
druri du / dban khrid rgyud gsum bsad pa man po gsan / mdor na rgya gar bal yul dan be as par / mi 
lo bcu gsum bzugs nas mkhas par gyur /  Its translation is: He (Drogmi) studied extensive sublime Dharma 
during eight years. After that he listened many initiations, instructions, explanation on Tantra etc. from Viravajra. In 
short, he became learned after having spent thirteen years in India and Nepal. See Gratifier o f the Readers in S. L. L. S., 
Vol. XXÜI, f. 563. We find that the same author is making conflicting facts in between different works or even paragraphs. 
Khetsun Sangpo, a modem Tibetan scholar repeats the same mistake regarding the number of years Drogmi spent in India. 
He copies a large passage from Ngawang Choedak's B. L. G. and says Drogmi spent eight years in India. See Biographical 
Dictionary of Tibet and Tibetans, Vol. XI, pp. 34-44. In an earlier volume he copies Ngawang Kunga Sonam’s O. C. E. 
S. and says Drogmi studied with Santipa for eighteen years. See B. D. T. T., Vol. X, p. 44. Although it is evident from 
where he copied them from, but since he does not credit his sources, they are naked mistakes. Since these scholars simply 
copied without examination they are clearly unaware of contradictions in the sources.
^  Even though he does not cite his sources, he must have based this on the chronological table by sum pa mkhan 
po ye ses dpal 'byor's history. See S. P. S. Vol. 214, f. 547.
65 See L. M. T., p. xxvi.
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India all together and he was in his early fifties after his last journey. Having forgotten what 
he has already said in the introduction of the book, Trungpa contradicts himself by saying 
Marpa was fifteen years when he studied with Drogmi.66 This means Marpa met Drogmi in 
1027 and studied with him until 1030. Since there is no mention about any relationship 
between Gayadhara and Marpa, Gayadhara could not have been in Tibet around the time 
when Marpa was with Drogmi. Hence the meeting between Drogmi and Gayadhara has to 
be later by at least three years. If Drogmi had his monastery built when Marpa came to him, 
Marpa could have only met Drogmi after Gayadhara had given the Lamdre instructions to 
Drogmi. According to Lamdre sources the site where Drogmi built his monastery was 
chosen by Gayadhara, where he gave Lamdre instruction.67
CONCLUSION
The origin of Lamdre tradition in India is not only crucial for the greater understanding of 
the history o f Tantric Buddhism in India, but also its continuation in Tibet. Since its 
introduction to Tibet, Lamdre has been and is still a living tradition within the Tibetan 
Buddhism, and this can be found from the ten or more volumes of hagiography of the 
masters and history of the tradition. We hope that this study would motivate others to 
closely look into the early history of Lamdre in Tibet before it became the central teachings of 
the Sakyapa tradition. Although neither of Drogmi's son succeeded him, he had numerous 
disciples who branched their own traditions, which are forgotten amidst he glory of Sakya 
supremacy. It will be a challenging task to explore the lives and influence of Drogmi's 
Lamdre disciples with the exception of Khon Konchog Gyalpo. This will enable us to fully 
understand and appreciate the historical significance of Lamdre in the entire religious history 
of T ibet There must be ample Tibetan works beside the Lamdre from where one may find 
how Lamdre tradition also became the central teachings of some other traditions, whose 
teachers themselves had never been to India. Although they are based on Lamdre teachings, 
there may have been some twisting and turning in the formation of the names of those new 
traditions to conceive them as separate traditions. This is yet to be explored.
66 Ibid., p. 199.
67 Seep. 60.
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APPENDIX A
The Origins And Founders Of The Nine-Fold Paths
In the Vajrayäna tradition there have been at least some eighty four Mahäsiddhas, who 
came to the world between 2nd and 10th century. Once they appeared in the meditative 
vision of the 10th century Äcärya Vajräsanapadä1 when he invoked them in a special 
Ganacakra 2 offering. They represent the main authors and commentators of Mahay ana 
philosophy as well as the lineage masters of the Tantric Buddhist traditions. There are 
numerous collection of transmissions brought to Tibet from India by dedicated translators 
and scholars between 7th and 11th century. Just as some 59 masters are discussed in 
Täranätha's "The Seven Instruction Lineages" [bka' babs bdun ldan], here we will briefly 
construct the succession lists of some 47 masters of the "Nine-fold Paths" [lam skor dgu] 
according to the Lamdre tradition. The Nine-fold Path is one of such collections consisting 
pithy instructions from the highest Tantras.* 23 4 In spite of some partial translations of the 
Nine-fold Paths provided by pa tshab lo tsä ba fli ma grags [1055 b. ] and ’gos lo tsfi 
bä/* Drogmi brought the complete transmissions of all the Nine-fold Paths including their 
pithy instructions to Tibet. The order of the Nine-fold Paths set below do not necessarily 
reflect their historical order. We will try to identify the masters, the succession of their 
lineage and will outline the primary texts and their commentaries associated with the Nine­
fold Paths which are extant in the bstan 'gyur of Tibetan Buddhist Canon. Unlike the Seven 
Instruction Lineages which is said to have been written by Täranätha and the Four Special
Tib. Slob dpon rdo rje gdan pa zabs. He spontaneously composed one verse prayer to each of the eighty 
four Mahäsiddhas which will be quoted where suitable in this chapter. See Caturasiti-siddhäbhyarthanä [grub thob 
brgyad cu rtsa bzi’i gsol ’debs], Sde dge bstan 'gyur, rgyud, Vol. Tshu, Title No. 3758, ff. 110a - 113b. 
Also Peking ed. rgyud 'grel, Vol. 81, Tide No. 4578, 238 - 4 - 5, ff. 326a - 330a.
2 Tib. Tshogs kyi 'khor lo. It is a periodical feast offered to the lineage Gurus, Triple Gem, Dharma 
protectors and to the deities in order to fulfil one's vows and purify trasgressions of Pratimoksa, Boddhisattva and Tantric 
vows. It is also performed as a thanksgiving offering [gtan rags] at the conclusion of major ceremonies and teachings. 
The receiving of certain initiation commits the practitioner to make regular Ganacakra on the 10th and 25th of every month 
of the lunar calendar.
3 Basically there are four classes of Tantra in Buddhist Tantra. They are: Kriya, Cärya, Yoga and Mahanuttarayoga 
Tantra. Drogmi is regarded as one of the prominent masters who brought the latter Tantra in Tibet
4 Also known as 'Gos khug pa lhas btsas pa , he was also a student of Drogmi. Some scholars say he 
bears the name as he was bom in a cattle enclosure [lhas btsas]. Although he is also known as 'Goe lo tsä ba, he is 
not to be confused with 'Gos lo tsä ba gzon nu dpal [1392-1481], the author of Blue Annals. He found Drogmi 
rather too strict to be his teacher and made his own way to India and became very influential in Guhyasamäja practices in 
Tibet. Drogmi may have foreseen the importance of insisting to give him lots of gold for instructions and initiations a 
skilful way of encouraging people like Marpa and Goe to be motivated go to India and study in depth. See chapter HI for 
more details regarding the relationship between Drogmi and Goe. See Appendix C, Section C for list of texts he translated 
with numerous Indian collaborators.
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Transmission5 of Tilopa, the lineages of the Nine-fold Paths are clearly defined as to which 
Tantra the primary texts written by the founders of the paths belong to.
1. Y ogisvara Viriipa6 is not to be confused with the another Virüpa, named "sar 
phyogs Virupa," who was the Guru of Sukhasiddhi, and the author of 'phyi mcd ’khrul 
khor and phag mo dbu bead ma? Yoglsvara VirUpa wrote numerous works on 
Anuttarayoga Tantra in general and has especially written "Vajra Verses" [rdo rje’i tshig 
rkafi] on the Two Section Hevajra Root Tantra [kye rdo rje rtsa rgyud brtag pa gtlis pa]. 
The pithy instructions on the practices of the Hevajra Tantra are what came to be known as 
the Precious Lamdre tradition.
2. Nägärjuna8 is prophesied in the final verses of the Ärya Lankävatära Mahäyäna 
sütra [theg pa chcnpo 'phags pa laA kar giegs pa'i mdofi and Ärya ManjusrimUla Tantra 
['phags pa jam dpal rtsa rgyud] 10 Tibetan sources explain that Nägärjuna came four 
hundred years after the time of Buddha's decease and lived six hundred years.11 This would 
roughly be in the first quarter of the second century [125 C.E.]. When he was bom in 
Vidarbha, in South India his parents were told by the sooth-sayers that the child would not
The bka brgyud pas have so-called Hbka' babs bzi," the Four Special Transmission of Tilopa which became 
primary source for the six Yogas of Nampa, is divide into two, common and uncommon, which are preciser than the Seven 
Instruction Lineages though named in a similar fashion. See Tsang Nyon Heruka, The Life o f Marpa The Translator, 
Prajna Press, Boulder, 1982. pp. xxxii - xxxiii.
Chu bo chen po gyen la zlog / chan la fii ma sten bar beug / bir wa pa zes bya ba yi /  bla 
ma de la phyag tshal lo // Parting the great river to flow upwards, (you) stopped the course of the sun Tot wine; to 
the Guru who is called virüpa I pay my homage. This verse is found in the praises written by AcäryaVajräsanapäda 
[slob dpon rdo rje gdan pa zabs] to all the eighty four Mahäsiddhas when he had their vision during a prayer 
ceremony. See Footnote 1.
7
See Appendix C, Section A for a complete list of works by Virüpa. As Täranätha has indicated that there were 
more than one Virupas, the Lamdre scholars also stress here the importance of not confusing the author of " Tib.: dbu 
bead ma'i sgrub thabs zes bya ba, SkL: Chinnamundasädhana-näma who is known as sar phyogs vi rfl pa with 
Yogisvara Virüpa, the author of Tib.: lam 'bras bu dan bcas pa'i gdams nag, Skt.: Märgaphalänvitävavädaka and 
ex-abbot of Nälandä. The editors of Tohoku Catalogue of sde dge edition and the catalogue of Peking edition of the 
Tibetan Buddhist Canons shows no indication of knowing the existence of more than one Virüpa. and thus list the works 
of two authors under one name. See Prof. Hakaju Yi and Co., C. C. T. B. C. p. 247 and Suzuki, Dr. Daisetz T., T. T. C. 
I., p. 204. Robinson and Chattopadhyäya also repeats the same mistake in their list of works by Virüpa. See E. F. S., p. 
359 and T. H. B., supplementary notes, p. 404 respectively.
8 dge slon lus la drios grub bsfies /  nags kyi lha mos bdud rtsi phul /  klu sgrub sfiiii po zes 
bya ba'i /  bla ma de la phyag 'tshal lo // Having accomplished the siddhi as a Bhiksu, the forest goddess offered 
(you) nectar, to the Guru who is called "Nägärjunagarbha", I pay my homage. See Footnote 1 and Lineage Tree (2), p. 80.
^ See Peking ed. bka' 'gyur, mdo sna tshogs, Vol. 29, Title No. 775, ff. 60b - 172b.
10 Ibid., rgyud, Vol. 6, Tide No. 162, ff. 45b - 255a.
11 Tarän5tha explains this further with two different calculations: According to one calculation, this äcärya lived for
seventy one years less than six hundred years; according to another, twenty nine years less than that [i.e. less than six 
hundred years]. See T. H. B., p.110. There are some scholars like Benoytosh Bhattacharya, who misdates Nägärjuna 
about 645 C.E. based on the assumption that there were two Nägärjunas. This confusion is shared by M. Walleser, who 
also presumed that the Tibetan sources mixed together the accounts of Nägärjuna, the disciple of Asvaghosa, with 
Nägärjuna, the disciple of Saraha.
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live beyond the age of seven. Afraid to witness his premature death, his parents sent him 
to a Buddhist monastery where he learnt to recite the Äparimitäyurhrdaya-dharani [tshe 
dpag med kyi gzuAs], the life-prolonging sacred mantra and succeeded in escaping his fate. 
He entered the great university of Nälandä12 and became a disciple of Mahäsiddha Saraha, 
who is also known as Rähulabhadra.13 Saraha wrote Doha songs based on the second 
chapter of Guhyasamäja Root Tantra and Nägärjuna wrote great commentaries on the 
chapter o f  the Guhyasamäja Root Tantra [gsaii 'dus rtsa ba'i rgyud kyi le'u] and the 
Bodhicitta chapter o f Vairocanäbhisambodhi [mam snaii miion byafi gi byafi chub sems 
kyi le'u]. His main disciple was Äryadeva who accomplished his practice, which he 
realized in front of a stupa and is therefore known as [mchod rten druA thob].lA This 
lineage has come to Drogmi (10th in line) through an unbroken succession of lineage 
masters as shown here:
1] Vajradhara, Tib. rdo rje 'chaA [Holder of the Vajral, 2] Vajrapäni, Tib. phyag na rdo 
rje[Vajra in the hand], 3] Saraha, 4] Ärya Nägärjuna, 5] Äyadeva [alias Karnaripa]15
According to the dating of the founding of Nälandä University accepted by some non-Tibetan scholars it is 
difficult to accept Nägärjuna entering the University as a student. However, it is difficult not to see some kind of 
relationship between Nägärjuna and Nälandä at some stage of his life. One must not forget that since the site where 
Nälandä is situated is Säirputra's birth-place as well as where he passed away, and it was held in reverence even before the 
Mahäparinirväna of Lord Buddha. Säriputra passed away before the Buddha and Nägärjuna came four hundred years after 
the Buddha's death. Hence it is a shortsighted argument to rely entirely on what the Chinese pilgrim, Fa-hsien had to say 
about Nälandä's existence or not as he may have failed to visit it himself. Sankalia appears very convinced that there were 
no connection between Nälandä and Nägärjuna but I must say that it is easily dismissed if he remembers Säriputra’s 
connection with Nälandä and even if the actual monastery took sometime to develop.
^  According to Pad ma dkar po, Saraha and his younger brother were both ordained by the Enlightened One's
son Rahul a and were given the names Rahulabhadra and Viryabhadra respectively. One would find it difficult to accept the 
accuracy of this account for one cannot be certain how old Rahüla and Saraha lived to fill the long time gap of four 
hundred or so many years between Buddha and Nägärjuna. Enlightened One’s son Rahüla [gras sgra gcan 'dzin] and 
Bhadanta Rahüla [btsun pa sgra gcan ’dzin] are two different people and Saraha's upadhyäya is the latter, not the 
former. Viryabhadra later became known as the Mahäsiddha Kukkuhpa, the Dog lover as he was accompanied by one 
hundred bitches during the day, who became his consorts in the night time. Since other accounts i.e. Abhayadatta's 
biography on the eighty four Mahäsiddhas fails to draw the close relation between Kukkuripa and Saraha, this needs further 
investigation. See Prof. Dr. Chandra, Lokesh, Pad ma dkar po's Tibetan Chronicle, New Delhi 1968 f. 143.
14 The primary works and their commentaries on the last eight of the Nine-fold Path [lam skor phyi ma 
brgyad] have been preserved in Volumes XI and XX in S. L. L. S. and also in bka' brgyud gdams nag mdzod. The 
commentaries are written by ’jam  mgon kon sprul bio gros mtha' yas. See S. L. L. S.,Vol. XI [da], ff. 399-406 
and Vol. XX [wa], ff. 374-397 and also T. I. T. S. R.x Vol. IV, New Delhi, 1971, ff. 555-561 and 700-723.
15 Täranätha says Aryadeva was a contemporary to King Candragupta. Aryadeva was miraculously bom out of a 
lotus in a garden of King of Sinhala Island. He becomes the main disciple of Nägärjuna and received the Guhyasamäja 
initiation and instructions in this lineage. There is no such thing as Tan trie Aryadeva and äcarya Aryadeva. There was only 
one Aryadeva, who is also known as "Kaneri," and mig geig pa, the One Eyed one. He became known with the latter 
name after he gave his right eye to a woman, who he met in a forest while he was on his way to subdue a Tirthika named 
Durdharsakäla [thub dka' nag po]. The monks of Nälandä had to propitiate Mahäkäla, whose emenation, a black crow 
took the letter inviting Nägärjuna, who was in the South. Nägärjuna sent Aryadeva to engage in the debate with the 
Tirthika and advised to endure any difficulties on the way to Nälandä. Having defeated his opponent, Aryadeva wrote many 
important texts on Sutra and Tantra, which have become text books of Advanced Buddhist Studies in many countries.
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6] dge sloü nag po[?], 7] Candrakirti,16 8] Sridhara,17 9] dge slori dpa' bo rdo rje18 and 
10] *brog mi lo tsä ba Sä kya ye Ses.
3. Dombi Heruka19 is not to be confused with [dpal mchog Dom bhi pa] Sri 
Dombipa,20 a pupil of Naropa, who also wrote Sädhanas on a Lone and Nine Deity 
Mandala of Hevajra. Dombi Heruka wrote a Sädhana named "Amrtaprabha " [bdud rtsi 
’od] and the Completion Stage commentary [lhan cig skes grub] 21 on the basis of Hevajra 
Triple Tantra. The practices are the instructions on the three spontaniously bom Dharmas. 
He became one of the two main disciples of Virupa through whom two lineages of Lamdre 
tradition developed in India. Täränätha places him as a contemporary to Mahäsiddha 
Vajraghanta [grub chen dril bu pa] and says: "Dombi Heruka attained siddhi about ten 
years after Virupa. About ten years later Vajraghanta attained siddhi."22 He also believes 
that Dombi Heruka brought the Kurukullä-kalpa and the Aralli-Tantra in addition to his 
extensive commentarial works on Hevajratantra, Nairätmä-devi-sädhana and Sahaja- 
siddhi 23 Lamdre histories describe Dombi Heruka24 as a boatman who met Virupa when 
the latter parted the river Ganges, but not as a king, who received a daughter of a low-caste 
singer as his Tantric consort and became a great Yogin. The interesting thing about the
Tib. Zla ba grags pa [Famous moon]. Unlike Aryadeva, Candrakirti is not listed among the eighty four 
Mahäsiddhas of India. He is renowned for his madhyamaka-avatära-kärikS which is regarded to second to no other works 
even by his own teachers. There are over a dozen of important works by him in btstan 'gyur, the Tibetan Buddhist 
Canon which mainly deals with madhyamaka philosophy. See T. H. B. pp. 401-402.
17
He is listed as one of the twelve main Tantric masters to have reigned in Vikramalasila Monastery and said to 
have succeeded LarikSjayahhadra. In Tibetan he is known as bram ze dpal 'dzin and was also a disciple of Krsn Scann in 
the Saroruha Hevajra Lineage. Täranätha says this is historically an error but assumes that Sridhara received the 
transmission from KrsnScSrin in his meditative pure vision. He also became known as the "buffalo head äcärya"after he 
had given his head as a ransom to rescue a Bhiksu from an evil king who was about to cut off the Bhiksu's head and 
replaced his own head with a buffalo head. As a prominent commentator on SriyamSri Tantra [dpal gsin rje gsed kyi 
rgyud], there are over thirty works by him in the bstan 'gyur.
1 Skt. Bhiksu Viravajra. This is his actual Tantric secret name. However, bio gter dbari po gives the secret
name PrajnS Indraruci [Prajnendraruci] instead. Other lam bras »lob bsad histories i.e. that of Jamyang Khyentse 
Wangchhuk ['jam dbyari mkhyen brtse dbari phyugs] also confirms Gelong Pawo Dorje's [dge slori dpa' bo 
rdo rje] secret name as Prajha Indraruci. Secret name [gsari miri] is given to the initiates as a part of the Fourth 
Empowerment. Chos rgyal 'phags pa lists the two names as two individuals which must be an printing error. See 
C. W. G. M. S.,Vol. VI, f. 365 and p. 32 See Chapter HI.
19 Gdiri ba btiri nas gari ga brgal /  stag la gzon nas drios grub bsftes /  {lorn bhi he ru ka 
zes~pa'i /  bla ma de la phyag 'tshal lo // Seated ona mattress (you) crossed the Ganges and attained siddhi while 
riding a tiger. To the Guru is called "Dombi Heruka", I pay my homage. See Footnote 1, and also chapter II for details of 
his life.
20 See T. H. B., p. 305.
21 See S. L. L. S., Vol. XI [da], ff. 387-399 and Vol. XX [wa], ff. 287-301 and also T. I. T. R. S., Vol. IV, Delhi, 
1971, ff. 507-517 and 631-644. Beside this, many of his other works are also found in bstan 'gyur. See Appendix C, 
Section B.
22 See T. H. B. p. 222.
^  Ibid p. 246. See Appendix C, section B for the details of his works.
24 Dombi means outcast, a name the king received when he took a young twelve year old girl of low-caste as his
consort
confusion is that Lamdre texts fail to explain why a boatman would receive the name Dombi 
and fails to mention of his taking a low-caste singer as his consort.25 Following are the 
main texts written by Dombi Heruka found in the Lamdre collection, but the list of his 
works found in the bstan 'gyurare listed elsewhere. 1) The Commentary Kumuti on the 
Root Tantra [rtsa rgyud kyi 'grcl pa ku mu ti]. 2) The Ripening Mandala Rites "Holder o f  
all that is good" [smin byed dkyil khor gyi cho ga bzaA po yoAs bzuA]. 3) The six-limbed  
Sädhana o f  the Father Deity suitable for people o f  superior intelligence for the Generation 
Stage o f  Liberation Path [grol lam bskyed rim dbaA po rab la yab kyi sgrub thabs yan lag 
drug pa]. 4) Amrtapräbha, the Sädhana o f the Mother Deity [yum gyi sgrub thabs bdud 
rsti 'od] 26 5) The minor-commentary on Tummo Completion Stage [rdzogs rim gtum mo'i 
'grel chuA]. 6) Sädhana Ratnajvala [sgrub thabs rin chen 'bar b a ]e tc .27 Since the 
following succession of this path is mainly based on the commentary Kumuti it is known
as "The Commentary Tradition" ['grel pa lugs] and also "The Dombi Heruka tradition" 
[<Jom bi'i lugs] :
1] Vajradhara, 2]Vajranairätmyä, 3] Virüpa, 4] Dombi Heruka, 5]  Alälavajra,2* 
6] Nags khrod pa, 7] Äcärya Garbharipa 29 7] Jayasri, ,30 8] Durjayacandra,31 9] dge slori 
dpa' bo rdo rje and 10] 'brog mi lo tsä ba sä kya ye ses.32
25 See Chapter II, pp. 35-41.
According Ngorchen, Dombi Heruka recited and gave this Sädhana to King Dehara while he was burnt into fire by 
the subjects of the king. See Chapter II, pp. 39-40.
According to the bstan 'gyur catalogue, this text was not written by Dombi Heruka but by Prajnendraruci. 
See sde dge bstan 'gyur, Vol. fla, Title No. 1251, ff. 214a - 241b.
Tib. flo mtshar rdo rje wrote an Abhisamaya on Käyavajra Nine Deity and a Sädhana on Two-handed
Hevajra. Ibid., Vol. Ta, Title No. 1298, ff. 190b - 196a. 
no
Tib. Slob dpon garbharipa is said to have written an Abhisamaya on the Sole Hero Käyavajra known as 
'dran-pa gcig pa'. Ibid., Vol. fla, Tide No. 1236, ff. 71b - 73a.
T A
In the lamdre lineage texts, someone by the name of Sindapa is mentioned instead of Jayasri. See Loter 
Wangpo's [bio gter dbari po] gsun nag rin po ehe lam 'bras bu dan bcaa pa nor lugs thun min slob 
bsad dan thun mon tshogs bsad tha dad kyi smin grol yan lag daA bcas pa'i brgyud y ig  gser gyi 
phren ba byin zab 'od brgya 'bar ba zes bya ba bzugs so Vol. XX [Wa] f. 456. Also Ngorchen Kunga 
Sangpo [nor chen kun dga' bzari po] gives slob dpon bsod sfloms pa as Garbharipa1s successor, who wrote a 
Sädhana of Sole Nairätmyä. See E. M. R. G. S. in S. L. L. S.,Vol. XVII, f. 22. Also chos rgyal 'phags pa gives 
bsod sfloms pa as Garbharipa's successor and another unusual name rgyal ba dpal gyi ye ses as bsod sfloms pa's 
successor which could have been the translation of Jayasri. See C. W. G. M. S., Vol. VL, f. 365 and p. 32.
31 Tib. Mi thub zla ba is also recognized as one of the twelve main teachers of VikramasAa in Täranätha's works. 
He succeeded Lilavajra [sgeg pa'i rdo rje]. See T. H. B. pp. 18, 327. See Chapter IV. Numerous important works 
by Durjayacandra include: 1] The Ripening Mandala Ritual known as "bzari po yoris bzuri", A Sädhana of Five Races 
for Liberating Path [grol lam bsked rim la rigs lna'i sgrub thabs]. See sde dge bstan 'gyur, Vol. fla. Title 
No. 1240, ff. 130a - 154a. 2] Abhisamaya of Abridged Panjara Races [gur rigs bsdus kyi mnon rtogs], 3] Six- 
Limbed Sädhana of Father Hevajra of Aksyobha Race [mi bskyod rigs can kyee rdor yab kyi sgrub thabs yan 
lag drug pa]. See Sde dge bstan 'gyur, Vol. fla. Title No. 1239, ff. 126b - 130a. 4] Abhisamaya of Mother 
Nairätmya [yum bdag med ma’i mnon rtogs] etc. Also see bstan 'gyur, Vol. rgyud ya, Title No. 1622, ff. 
170a-180b and Vol, na, Title No. 1241, ff. 154b - 155b.
32 See Lineage Tree (1), p. 80.
4. Indrabhüti: There have been at least three Indrabhütis [some say nine] in the land of 
Uddiyana. All three are said to have been emanations of Vajrapäni. Historically it is 
middle Indrabhüti, who received the first initiation of Guhyasamäja directly from 
Sakyamuni Buddha together with his one thousand queens. After having attained the 
supreme siddhi, he wrote a commentary called [dbaii yon tan rim pa] on [ye Ses thig le], 
the subsidiary Tantra of Hevajra. The practice is known as [phyag rgyas lam rdzogs7.33 
There is a historical lineage34 of this path coming through the junior Indrabhüti 35 down 
from Brahmin Ratnavajra to Prajhaguhya etc. but the succession of the near lineage36 is as 
follows:
1] Indrabhüti, 2]Laksminkarä ,37 3]Prajnaguhya and 4] T>rog mi lo tsa ba sä kya ye 
ses.38
5. Mahä siddha Saroruha:39 There have been three famous persons with the name 
Padmavajra in Uddiyana. The senior or chronologically the first is Anahgavajra [yan lag 
med pa'i rdo rje]40 and the third one is Uddiyana Padmavajra (Padmasambhava), who 
established Buddhism in Tibet. The M iddle Padmavajra, who is better known as 
Saroruhavajra wrote the Hevajra Sädhana [sgrub thabs mtsho skyes] 41 for the liberating
33 See S. L. L. S., Vol. XI. ff. 461-479 and Vol. XX. ff. 333-350 and also T. I. T. S. R., Vol. IV, Delhi. 1971, ff. 
613- 630 and 765-769.
34 Tib. RiA brgyud. Choegyal Phagpa, whose list of lineage masters of the Nine-fold Paths are slightly different 
from the traditional Lamdre historical sources, give the following as his version of historical lineage of this Path: 
Vajradhara, Srimahäsukha, Indrabhüti, Sribrahmapäda, Brahminiviravajra Indrabhüti II, slob dpon gos bral, King 
Jnanabhüti, Sriyobhüti, Padmavajra, Dombi Heruka, yan lag bar ma'i zabs, lha mo bun ba'i pad ma, Sister 
Laksmi, Indrabhüti III, Ratnavajra, Kasmiri Prajhaguhya, *brog mi lo ts i ba etc. See C. W. G. M. S., Vol VI, f. 366 
andp. 33.
33 Rgyal rigs o rgyan gnas la bzugs / lcam arid gftis kyis dnos grub bsfies /  in dra bhü ti zes
bya ba'i / bla ma de la phyag 'tshal lo // The royal clan who dwells in Uddiyana attained siddhi with (your) sister. 
To the Guru who is called "Indrabhüti", I pay my homage. See Footnote 1.
36 Tib. fie brgyud [Skt. Upatanttra], Near lineage is based on teachings, initiations and instructions one can 
receive in pure vision[s] from the deity or one of the previous lineage Gurus. It could be repitition of an initiation or 
teachings one has received historically or it could be a totally new set of teachings. However most fte rgyud teachings 
are based on a rin rgyud teachings.
37 Tib. Legs smin ka ra. This is a typical compound of Tibetan and Sanskrit names. Laksmikarä is the only 
female siddha who appear in the lineages of the Nine-fold Paths. There are four female Siddhas among the eighty four 
Mahäsiddhas. Bom in the royal family of Uddiyana, a sister of Indrabhüti, she is one of his main successors in most 
lineages. One short work by her entitled the Advayasiddhi sädhana -n5ma [No. 2220, WL, 60b - 62a] is preserved in the 
Tibetan Buddhist Canon.
38 See Lineage Tree (4), p. 81.
39 Zla ba'i rigs la dnos grub bsftes / pad ma can dan lhan cig bzugs / mtsho skyes rdo rje zes 
bya ba'i /  bla ma de la phyag 'tshal lo // The candra race, who attained siddhis live with a Padmavati. To the 
Guru who is called "Saroruha Vajra" (Padmavajra), I  pay my homage. See Footnote 1.
40 Sachen identifies him with äcärya Jalandhara and says he was a renowned teacher from Bahgala [Bengal]. See 
slob dpon mtsho skyes kyi lo rgyus, C. W. G. M. S., Vol. I, ff. 380-381. However Debiprasad Chattopadhyaya 
identifies the siddha Goraksa with Anahgavajra presumably on the basis of Abhayadatt's story on siddha Goraksa. See T. H. 
B., p. 227.
41 See Sde dge bstan 'gyur, rgyud, Vol. fia, Title No. 1218, ff. la - 7a.
path of Generation Stage42 and "Tip o f  the Lam p" [mar me'i rtse mo]43 based on the Two 
Part Hevajra Root Tantra. According to Sachen, he was bom in Odivisa (modem Orrisa), 
south of Vajrasana (Bodh Gaya) in the Candra clan. Since he yearned to practice Mantra, 
he left for madyädesa and gradually reached Uddiyana, where he became the teacher of 
king IndrabhUti, the third. His childhood name was Candrahindu [zla ba’i thig le]. He 
later met his main teacher Anahgavajra through the guidance of the latter's sister Yogini 
Cinto. The practice of the latter is known as "the Nine Profound M ethods” [zab pa'i tshul 
dgu]44 for the Generation Stage45 practices. Other works related to this include: 1] The 
Mandala Rite known as "Nas glih m a” for the path o f  ripening the disciples [slob ma smin 
byed kyi lam ston pa dkyil 'khor gyi cho ga nas glifi ma].46 2] The Five-Fold Samäya 
Ganacakra [tshogs !khor dam tshig lAa pa].41 3] The Burnt-Offering Ritual [sbyin srcg gi 
cho ga].4%4] The Twenty Praises [bstodpa Hi su pa]49 5] A nd the Commentary Pad-ma- 
can For The D ifficult Points O f Root Tantra [rtsa brgyud kyi dka’ 'brel pad ma can].-3® The 
succession of this lineage is as follows:
1] Vajradhara, 2] Vilasyavajra, 13] Anahgavajra,51 4] Saroruha, 5] IndrabhUti, 6]
Sister Laksmihkara, 7] Krsnäcärin, 8] Sridhara, 9] Gayadhara and 10] 'brog mi lo tsä ba 
sä kya ye ses.52
6. Kotalipa, tog rtse pa: Native of Ramesvara, Kotalipa [Pick-man]53 was a peasant 
who hoed the fields with his pick for living. He became a student of Ä c ä r y a  
Ratnakarasanti-pa, the Eastern Gate scholar54of Vikramasila monastery when the latter was 
returning from his visit to Sihhala (Sri Lanka). He obtained siddhi after twelve years of
42
43
Tib. Grol lam bikyed pa'i rim pa.
See sde dge bstan 'gyur, rgyud, Vol. fta, Title No. 1220, ff. 19a - 20b.
See S. L. L. S.,Vol. X, ff. 419-443 and Vol. XXI, ff. 301-333 and also T. I. T. S. R., Vol. IV, Delhi, 1971, ff. 
518-540 and 645- 674.
45
46
47
48
49
50
Tib. Bskyed rim, Skt. Utpattikrama.
See sde dge bstan 'gyur, rgyud, Vol. Ta, Title No. 1263, ff. la  - 14a.
Ibid., Vol. fta. Tide No. 1224, 26b - 28b.
Ibid., Tide No. 1223, 23a - 26b.
Ibid., Tide No. 1222, 22b - 23a.
Ibid., Vol. Ka, Tide No. 1181, ff. 173b - 275a.
5 * His works include Srihevakjrasädhana [dpal kye'i rdo rje'i sgrub tbabs], See Ibid, Vol. fta, Title No. 
1249, ff. 209b - 210b.
52 See Lineage Tree (5), p. 81.
53 ziri pa'i rigs pa thar ru'i lus / mu dra ma dan dnos grub bsftes / tog rtse pa zes by a ba yi / 
bla ma de phyag 'tshal lo // Thre peasant, who has a body of a Tharu attained siddhi with Mudrama. To the Guru 
who is called "Kotalipa", I pay my homage. See footnote 1.
54 Tib. Sar sgo sruft ba'i par) <Ji ta slob dpon rin chen 'byuft gnas zi ba.
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practice on the basis of Santipa's teachings. He travelled to the madhyädesa55 and became 
the teacher of Savari and Lavapa. He wrote a treatise on Samputa Tantra known as "The 
Complete Path o f  the Five Inconcievables" [bsam mi khyab Mas lam rdzogs]56 containing 
the practices which are instructions on the Five Inconcievables. His work is generally 
regarded as Completion Stage Practice of general Anuttarayoga Tantra. The succession of 
the lineage of The Five Inconcievables teachings is as follows:57
1] Buddha Vajradhara, 2\Jnänadäkini,5% 3] Äcärya A sva59o f  Odivisa, 4] Äcärya  
Vinapa,60 5]King Indrabhüti, 6] Sister Laksmihkarä, 1] Lilävajra,61 8] Gundhiripa, 8] 
Junior Padmavajra, 9] Sridharmasena,62 10] Bhadrapadä,63 11] Kotalipa, 12] SiA lo 
pa[?], 13] Karnaripa [Aryadeva], 14] dpa’ bo rdo rje and 15] 'brog mi lo tsä ba sa kya ye 
ses.64
7. Krsnäcärin: Generally there have been number of teachers under the name of 
Krsna, Kanha, Krsnäcärya or Krsnäcärin in India. Krsnäcärin,65 originally one of the 
five hundred devotees of Mahädeva was converted into Buddhism by VirDpa and became 
one of the two most important disciples of Virüpa. Better known as sar phyogs nag po pa 
of M ount Utsayana in the Lamdre histories, he wrote four stages of Olapati in the language 
of the D ä k in is  based on the Cakrasamvara Tantra ['khor lo sdom pa'i rgyud]
55 Tib. Yul dbus.
30 See S. L. L. S., Vol. XI, ff. 348-386 and Vol. XX. ff. 263-287 and also T. I. T. R. S., Vol. IV. Delhi, 1971. 
ff.575- 612 and 741- 764. There are several other works by Kotalipa entitled 'Tib.: bsam mi khyab pa'i rim pa'i 
man riag ces bya ba , Skt.: Acintyakramopadesa-näma " in bstan 'gyur [No. 2228 Wi. 99b - 104b], 'Tib.: bdag 
gi mal *byor zes bya ba, Skt.: ätmayoga-näma" [2339 Shi. 304b - 305b], See C. C. T. B. C.
Choegyal Phagpa gives his version of the lineage: Vajradhara, Asvapäda, Vinapata, King Indrabhüti, Laksmipata, 
Lilavajra, Ghundhiripa, Padmavajra, Dharmabhadrapada, Kotalipa, Bhusanapa, Dharmapa, Karnapa, Viravajra, 'brog mi 
lo ts i  ba etc. See C. W. G. M. S., Vol. VI, f. 366 and p. 33.
58 Tib. Ye ses kyi mkha' 'gro ma.
^  Tib. Slob dpon rta mchog.
bU Lamdre texts spell Vinasa, but both of these are printing errors. According to the the stories of the eighty four 
Mahäsiddhas, Vinapa means one who plays Vina, a kind of Indian lute. Tibetan call it pi van. He is said to have been a 
prince of Gahura who was very attached to his lute.
6 1 Tib. Sgegs pa'i rdo rje. As a main disciple of Laksmikarä and also Viläsyavajra, there are number of his 
works found in the Tibetan Buddhist Canon.
^  Tib. Dpal ldan chos kyi sde.
® Tib. Bzah po'i zabs. He was a brahmin and native of Manidhara. Snellgrove assumes him to be a teacher of
Tillopa and author of Srihevajravyäkhyävivarana. See H. T. p. 14.
64 See Lineage Tree (6), p. 80.
65 Bla ma'i bka' bcag spyod pa mdzad / srid pa bar dor rdzogs saris rgyas / nag po spyod pa 
zes bya ba'i /  bla ma de la phyag 'tshal lo // Having disobeyed the Guru's order, you attained enlightenment in 
the intermediate state. To the Guru who is called "Krsnäcärin”, I pay my homage. See footnote 1.
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commentaries. This practice is known as [gtum mo'i lam rdzogsh66 the Complete Path of 
gtum mo Fire. The succession of this lineage is as follows:
1] Vajradhara, 2} Vajrayogini, 3] Vajraghantapa,61 4] Kürmapäda68 5]Jälandhara,69 6] 
Krsnäcärin,70 7] Sridhara, 8] Gayadhara and 9] 'brog mi lo tsa bä sa kya ye ses.71
8. Ucitämara: While nag po rdo rje72 was journeying towards Jälandhara and 
enacting his Cärya practices, Yoginis were walking before him. He overheard in a street of 
a big city someone by the name of Ucitämara, who, free of sickness and death, could fly in 
the sky. As he enquired his whereabouts, a young man pointed his finger and said: "With 
great sense of uncertainty he sometimes dwells in the rocks but sometimes in the forest." The 
Yogin entered the forest and received the teachings from this dark and naked ascetic, who 
introduced himself as a disiple of Mahädeva. Subsequently the Yogin wrote verses in 
praise of bringing the vital energies into the central channel based on entire Mother Tantra 
such as [nag po u tsi fa chi ba med pa'i rgyud]. The practice is known as [yon po sroii 
ba],13 "Straightening the Crooked" and its succession lineage is as follows:
1] Vajradhara, 2] Mahädeva, 3] nag po u ci ta 'chi ba med pa, 4] Krsnäcärin, 5] 
Sridhara, 6] Gayadhara and 7] brog mi lo tsa ba sa kya ye ses.* 7^
9. Vagendrakirti75 is the great Pandita who was the Western Gate-Keeper of 
the Vikramasila monastic university and was blessed by goddess Tärä. He wrote numerous 
texts based on Hevajra Tantra and Predictions of Tärä known as bstan bcos bzi pa snaA
See S. L. L. S., Vol XI. ff. 445-456 and Vol. XX. ff. 350-367 and also T. I. T. S. R.f Vol. IV. Delhi, 1971, ff. 
541-551 and 675-691.
Tib. Dril bu pa Choegyal Phagpa does not list Vajraghantapa and Kürmapäda. See C. W. G. M. S., Vol VI, f. 
366 and p. 33.
Tib. Rus sbal zabs.
w  Tib. Chu 'dzin zabs.
70 Snellgrove says in his footnotes of the introduction to his translation of The Hevajra Tantra: He was certainly a 
pupil of Jalandhari [also adept of Hevajra-tantra] and the succession is given [EM, p. 43] in a manner which accords 
completely with my present requirements. See p. 13.
7 * See Lineage Tree (7), p. 81.
72 Bka' thub bor nas spyod pa mdzad / lta starts mdzad cirt drtos grub bsftes /  nag po rdo rje 
zes bya ba'i /  bla ma de la phyag 'tshal lo // Having abandoned austerity you practiced Cäryä and attained siddhi 
through ritual gazing. To the Guru who is called "Krsnävajra", I  pay my homage. See footnote 1.
73 See S. L. L. S., Vol. XI, ff. 457-460 and Vol. XX, ff. 367-374 and also T. I. T. S. R., Vol. IV, Delhi, 1971, ff. 
552- 554 and 692- 699.
/4 See Lineage Tree (8), p. 81.
75 Rgyal rigs Hi ma'i zer la gsegs /  ril bu mig sman sa 'og spyod / nag gi dbart phyugs ces 
by« ba’i /  bla ma de la phyag 'tshal lo // The royal traveller, who walks through the sun beams, and goes 
underground with pills and eye-ointment. To the Guru who is called "Vagendrakirti", I pay my homage. See footnote 1.
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ba yan lag bdun ldan, "The Fourth Treatise o f  Seven-Fold Illumination" and de kho na tiid 
rin po ehe, "The Precious Thatness". The associated practice is known as phyag rgya chen 
po yi ge medpa,76 "The Mahämudrä without script" being the essence of Dombi Heruka's 
Sädhana on Vajranairätmya. The succession lineage of this path is as follows:
1] Vajradhara, 2] Goddess Tärä, 3] V agendrak lrti, 4] D evakaracandra77 , 5] 
A m oghavajra78 and 6] ’brog mi lo tsä ba sä kya ye ses.79
The last eight-fold succession of teachings and as well as the Lamdre which belonged to 
the Anuttarayoga Tantra [mal T>yor bla na med pa'i rgyud] were all transmitted to Drogmi, 
one of first three founding fathers of the subsequent diffusion of Dharma in Tibet, the other 
two, Marpa80 and Goe being his disciples. He thus became the confluence and repository of 
the Nine-fold Paths. In conclusion, the lineages of the Nine-fold Paths are mainly associated 
with Cakrasamvara [bde mchog], Hevajra [kye rdor] and Guhyasamäja [gsaft 'dus], the 
three main Tantras of Mahänuttarayogatantra. All the Mahäsiddhas associated with the 
Nine-fold Paths have been identified, their master and disciple relationships have been 
established and their written works preserved in the bstan 'gyur, lam *bras and gdams flag 
mdzod have been cited. Excluding Va jradhara, the primordial Buddha from whom all the 
Vajrayäna lineages were originated, there are 47 Mahäsiddhas who have represented in the 
lineages of the Nine-fold Paths upto Drogmi. Not all of them belong to the list of the eighty 
four Mahäsiddhas but all of their works are still preserved. In all of the lineages it 
is Vajradhara from whom the lineages generally begin and the second one in the lineages is 
usually a form of a diety or a Bodhisattva, who makes a brief appearance in the meditative 
vision of an adept, who receives the initiation [dbaft] and the instruction [gdams Aag].He 
becomes the first human Guru of the lineage. Except some lineages, these lineages are not 
necessarily named after the first human Guru of the lineages. Generally the transmitter of one 
lineage such as VirDpa, who brought [spyan drafts] forward the transmisson is the third one 
in each lineage and it is in whose name the transmission is attributed to. However we have 
seen that this pattern is not shared by all the lineages. There are lineages which are named 
after Nägärjuna or Kotalipa, who are not the third in the line since there have been other 
predecessors i.e. Viläsyavjra. Saraha, Vajraghantapa etc. who received the transmission 
from a deity or Vajradhara. The main reason of doing this is that name of the lineage is 
ascribed to the master who wrote the main text.
' 0 Ibid. Vol. XI, ff. 406-519 and Vol. XX, ff. 398-415 and also Ibid., Vol. IV. ff.562- 574 and 724- 740.
77 Tib. Pai> chen lha y i 'bytin gnas zla ba.
78 Tib. D on yod  rdo rje.
79  See Lineage Tree (9), p. 81.
8 ® Marpa Lotsawa Chokyi Lodro [mar pa lo ts& ba chos kyi bio gros] is the founding father of the bka' 
brgyud pa tradition and celebrated teacher of Milarepa. When he was fifteen he came to see Drogmi and became a 
Sanskrit language student Although he hoped to be initaited by Drogmi, Marpa did not have enough gold and did not have 
the right karmic affinity to become his student. It is however, Drogmi’s guidance and encouragement that Marpa made 
decision to go to India and became very famous. He is also regarded by the Kagyupa hagiographers as the incarnation of 
D om bi Heruka. See Chaper DI, pp. 66-67.
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As shown in the following lineage charts, Indrabhüti, Laksmikarä and Viravajra appear 
in three lineages;Krsnäcärin, Sridhara and Gayadhara appear in four lineages; and Virüpa 
transmits two lineages succeeded by Dombi Heruka and Krsnäcärin. Other prominent 
siddhas i.e. Nägärjuna, Dombi Heruka, Saroruha, and Vajraghantapa appear only in one 
lineage. Since Drogmi received all the transmissions of the lineages of the Nine-fold Paths 
from four Indian Panditas and brought them to Tibet, and transmitted as a collection of 
lineages it became known as the Nine-fold Paths. It is clear that he did not give all nine 
transmissions to any one individual disciple though he passed down all to different 
successors.
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Translation of Tibetan text
Here Begins the Praise to Sri Viriipa 
By
Master Sachen1 (1092-1158)
Namo Virupaya !
A-la-la ! This unimaginable and magnificient torch of brilliance 
Which, devoid of elboration arose from the simultaneously bom;
It is wonderful indeed that you are called Holy VirUpa 
Have now become my Lord ! 1.
Parted from all the conceptions through your glory,
And having expanded the three vital channels2 by the four blisses,3 
Ansen from hazy perception, transforming into bliss-void (experience),4 
I offer this praise to you, however little I can recall. 2.
O Lord, you possess the wealth of dual perfection of happiness and good.
With wisdom and compassion you reveal the supreme path 
To the fortunate disciples, and establish them in Nirvana.
To you who dwell in the supreme unshakable state, I bow down. 3.
You who in this world renounced royal life and received ordination,
Mastered the five sciences5 and were revered as preceptor by ten million Sthavira 
monks.
To you who were famed as Sthavira Dharmapäla, I bow down. 4.
Sachen is an abbreviation of sa skya pa chen po [the great Sakyapa], and it refers to Sa chen kun dga' 
fliri po, the first of the five Sakya masters known as "sa skya gon ma mams lna". Since later Sakyapa masters 
ave also been called by this name to recognize as his embodiment, it became as a honorific title for most great masters 
om Sakya monastery.
Three Doorways of air in this context refers to body, speech and mind.
The four blisses are: 1. Joy [dga' ba], 2. Complete Joy [rab dga'], 3. Supreme Joy [mchog dga'] and Joy 
eyond Joy [dga' bral gyi dga' ba].
Bde ba dan stori pa dbyer mi phyed pa is a deep meditative experience representing the non-duality of 
liss [method] and void [wisdom].
See Chapter IU, p. 56, footnote no. 28.
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You, benefecial to [those undertaking] the three trainings
The powerful exponent of the Great Warrior's treatises, have not been defeated in
debate.
To you, the pillar of the teachings, like a Second Omniscient One 
Unrivaled on this earth, I bow down. 5.
By day you satiate the hosts assembled from all quarters 
With the nectar of Dharma according to graded vehicles;
And at night you attained liberation through devotion to secret practices.
To you who attained the sixth Bhümi through the grace of Nairätmyä, I bow down 6.
In order to guide beings through the practice of vows 
You left the place of the Saiigha, and with dispecable acts 
Entered and wandered through the villages.
Thereby you became known in the world as "Virupa," to you I bow down. 7.
Having reversed the flow of Ganges, you subdued the wicked king.
Eclipsing the sun, you drank the intoxicants of the provinces.
Yet not inebriated, completely shattering the liriga, you subdued Candäli.
To you who is famed as "Balesvara" The Lord of power, I bow down. 8.
Thus having displayed your unfathomable power 
Thereafter you subdued Kärttika in Saurästra,
Having pervaded all space with your non-conceptualized compassion 
You engage in the play of unified great bliss; to you I prostrate. 9.
As a means to make them swiftly realize the suchness 
Of the perfect purity and bliss-void of all Dharmas,
You have shown the profound path through the four whispered lineages.
To you who matures and liberates the fortunate ones, I bow down. 10.
Ah ! Until mind attains the pure realm,
The stage of perfect liberation,
O Holy One, may your direct manifestation 
Grace me again and again in this manner. 11.
If in this way, may the continuous flow of nectar
O f these [verses] arising from the power of your compassion
Should be augmented,
May the benefit too be completely fulfilled! 12.
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Also may the disciples, who in following you,
Not part from the two stages (of generation and completion),
Be unimpeded by the path's obstacles.
May they benefit the doctrine ! 13.
Having completly filled with the four blisses 
The three perfectly pure vital channels,
And being absorbed by the four quintessential paces 
May I attain the stage of the chief Vajra bearer ! 14.
May also this place which I have closely resorted to my dwelling 
Having filled the earth and the space with its fame,
Shining white like the moon and Kumuda [lotus] flower 
May it be prosperous with the splendour of its virtues! 15.
Sachen wrote these praises by way of a spontaneous expression of his experience 
which occurred when he had the direct vision of the Great Holy Yogesvara (Virüpa), 
who , in the preaching gesture sat cross legged between the ravine of T>al grog and mon 
grog and was leaning on the background of the white earth; on his right was 
Krsnacarin; on his left was Gayadhara; on his rear was Kokalipa\ and in front of him 
was Vinasa. It is during this time that he taught the initiation, explanation of the hidden 
path, initiation of Vajravidärana, the oral transmission of seventy two Tantras, the 
instructions of lam 'bras, ten Mahäsiddhas and eight minor.
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Translation of Tibetan text
Here begins the Praise to Virüpa 
By
Sa[kya] Panfdita] Kunga Gyaltshan (1182-1251/52)
I respectfully bow down to the Supreme Guru's fe e t!
These flowers of praise [blossomed] from the water of faith 
I respectfully strew at the lotus feet 
Of [you] renowned as "Sri Virüpa."
Whatever virtue accrues from this, that also I dedicate for the living beings. 1.
You, the Glorious One, who have fully realized
All knowable [objects] without exception
And hold sway over the composition of all Sastras;
To you, I bow down. 2.
Become the ornament of all the world,
You are famed as "The Great Warrior."
You are endowedwith the name "Sri Dharmapäla " [Glorious protector of the Law] 
To you, the Fearless One, I bow down. 3.
Having mastery over all that is knowable
Your ever illuminating wisdom radiates everywhere.
To you, who, despite thousands of disputations from within and with others, 
Cannot be defeated, I bow down. 4.
Through the activities of teaching, debating and composing 
You graciously assemble Sahgha during the day.
To you who acquired liberation through diligence at night,
The incomparable One, I bow down 5.
Who is able to estimate
Your inconceivable [Enlightened] activities!
[If one were to recount] even a part, it is inexhaustible in a hundred Kalpas.
To you, I bow down. 6.
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Even a part of your activities
When reported to the Lord of the world,
He also praised you in the manner of counselling.
To you, I bow down. 7.
The prominent but arrogant teachers of the Tirthikas 
Fainted after hearing about you.
To you who made them seek refuge in the Triple Gem.
I bow down. 8.
Dharmapäla, a name you formerly [held]
Was blessed into "Virüpa."
To you who causes those who merely hear it 
To relinquish all the obscurations, I bow down. 9.
Should any person, who practises in your footsteps,
And merely remember your name, which is meaningf ul,
And think of your body, possessed of whatever form 
He could never ever be defeated 
By one hundred million Maras.
Hence I have realized with certainty
That there is no supreme Lord other than you. 10-11.
When one sends instructions to others in letters 
Imagining that they are non other than your blessed instructions 
The fire which arose from their friction of suffering 
Becomes undoubtedly pacified.
Since this is witnessed by the Triple Gem,
If there are any Holy Ones 
Other than you, please tell me. 12-13.
You are no other than the Triple Gem 
The Triple Gem is no other than you 
There is no Guru other than this 
There is no Refuge other than this. 14.
Therefore out of your compassion for sentient beings
You have especially blessed your name
In order that those who hear it will be liberated from evil. 15.
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Hence by remembring you at all times 
Whether I am walking, sitting or sleeping 
I will not abandon [this practice]
Until I become equal to you. 16.
Therefore why will I not receive the blessings ?
The Guru too has accordingly approved 
Observe this statement,
From it my mind will not change. 17.
O Compassionate One,
Whoever praises in these words every day,
May your blessings apply to him also 
Without any doubt 18.
This supplication to Yogesvara VirUpa was written by Sakya Pandita Kunga 
Gyaltshan at the Great Monastery of Sakya.
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APPENDIX C SECTION A
WORKS BY VIRÜPA IN THE BSTAN 'GYUR
We have already cited some of the major works by Lamdre masters in relevant chapters. 
The following lists of works are according to the title and folio numbers of sde dge edition of 
Tibetan Buddhist Canon compiled in the complete Catalogue of Tibetan Buddhist Canons, 
Published by Tohoku Imperial University, Japan, 1934
1.2017. (Tsi. 76b-77b)
Tib.: gsin rje mthar byed dmar po'i sgrub thabs.
Skt.: Raktayamäntakasädhana (Sädhana o f  Red Yamantaka).
Translators : fli ma'i dbaA po'i 'od zer and chos rdo rje.
2. 2018. (Tsi. 78a-80b)
Tib.: gsin rje gsed dmar po'i sgrub thabs.
Skt.: Raktayamähsädhana (Sädhana o f Red Lord o f  Death).
Translator: Dänasila.
3. 2019. (Tsi. 80b - 81a)
Tib.: 'od gsal 'char ba'i rim pa.
Skt.: (?) (The Stages o f  the Dawn o f Clear Light).
Translator: Dänasila.
4. 2020. (Tsi. 81a-84a)
Tib.: sin tu spros pa med pa de kho na Aid kyi man flag ces bya ba.
Skt.: Sunisprapahcatattvopadesa-näma (Pithy Instructions on Suchness, devoid o f  
Elaboration).
Translators : Durpanäcärya and ses rab rin chen.
5. 2022. (Tsi. 85a - 88a)
T ib .: gsin rje gsed kyi 'khrul 'khor gyi phreA ba.
Skt.: Yam äriyan trä vali (Garland o f Yantra Yoga According to the Lord o f  Death). 
Translator: Dänasila.
6. 2044. (Tsi. 144a - 146b)
Tib.: bdud rtsi byin gyis brlab pa zes bya ba.
Skt.: Amrtädhisthäna-näma (The consecration o f the Nectar).
Translators : Durpanäcärya and ze sdaA rdo rje.
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7. 2280. (Shi. 134a-136a)
Tib.: do ha mdzod ccs by a ba.
Skt.: Dohakosa-näma (The Treasures o f Doha).
Translator : Srivairocanavajra.
8 .2283 . (Shi. 138a- 139a)
Tib.: dpal bir ba pa'i tshig rkaA brgyad cu rtsa bzi pa.
Skt.: Sri-Virüpapadacaturasiti (The Eighty Four Lines o f Sri Virupa).
Translator : Srivairocana va jra.
9 . 2284.(Shi. 139a - 143b)
Tib.: lam T)ras bu dart bcas pa'i rtsa ba rdo rje'i tshig rkaA.
Skt.: (The Root Vajra Verses of Path Including its Result).
Translator:
10. 2285. (Shi. 142b - 145a)
Tib.: bdud rtsi grub pa'i rtsa ba zes bya ba.
Skt.: Amrtasiddhimüla-näma (The Root of Accomplishing Nectar).
Translator: Enadeva.
11 .2344 . (Zi. 2b -3a)
Tib.: las kyi gtum mo’i do ha mdzod kyi glu zes bya ba.
Skt.: Karmacandälikädohakosagiti-näma (TheDohakosa Songs o f Activity Candäli). 
Translator:
12. 2369. (Zi. 9a - 9b)
Tib.: bi rU pa'i glu.
Skt.: (Songs o f  Virupa).
Translator:
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W O R K S B Y  D O M B I H E R U K A  IN  TH E B S T A N  'G Y U R
1. No. 1416. (tsha. 209a - 225a)
Tibetan: gsad ba rdo rje rgyud kyi rgyal po'i 'grel pa.
Sanskrit: Guhyavajratantraräjavrtti (Commentary on the Secret Diamond, King o f Tantras). 
Translators: Gururatnavajra and 'brog mi lo tsä ba sä kya ye ses.
2. No. 1464. (sha. 33a - 34a)
Tibetan: dpa' bo gcig pa'i sgrub thabs zes bya ba.
Sanskrit: Ekavirasädhana-näma (Sädhana of the Sole Hero).
Tranlators: Ätisa Dipamkara and nag tsho lo tsä ba tshul khrims rgyal ba.
3. No.1229. (na. 37a-41a)
Tibetan: de kho na Aid bcu pa.
Sanskrit: Dasatattva (The Ten Suchnesses).
Translators: mar me mdzad ye Ses and dge ba'i bio gros.
4. No. 1230. (na. 41a - 43a)
T ib etan : mal *byor pha dad mal *byor ma mams la thun mod ma yin pa’i don la gdams 
pa zes bya ba.
Sanskrit: Yogayoginyasädhäranäpadesa-näma.
(An Advise on the Meaning o f the Uncommon to Yogis and Yoginis.
Translator: ?
5. No. 1231. (na. 43a - 45a)
T ibetan: tshogs kyi Ichor lo'i cho ga zes bya ba.
Sanskrit: Ganacakravidhi-näma (Rites o f the Ganacakra).
Translators: Jhänäkara and chos kyi bio gros.
6. No. 1232. (na. 45a - 48a)
T ibetan: dpal kye rdo rje'i sgrub pa'i thabs.
Sanskrit: Srihevajrasädhana (Sri Hevajra Sädhana).
Translator: Vanaratna and gzon nu dpal.
7. No. 1234. (na. 67b - 70a)
Tibetan: slod mo'i 'grel pa zes bya ba.
Sanskrit: Bhiksävrtti-näma (Commentray on Alms).
Translator: Jetakarna and fli ma rgal mtshan.
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8. No. 1266. (Ta. 24a - 25b)
Tibetan: man Aag rim pa gsum pa zes bya ba.
Sanskrit: Trikramopadesa-näma (Pithy Instruction with three Stages).
Translator: ?
9. No. 1306. (Ta. 215a - 217b)
Tibetan: bdag med mal 'byor ma'i sgrub thabs.
Sanskrit: Nairätmyayoginisädhana (Sädhana on Nairätmyayogini).
Translator: Gayadhara and tbrog mi lo tsä ba s& kya ye ses.
10. No. 1317. (Ta. 243b - 244)
Tibetan: 'phags ma sgrol ma ku ru kulle'i bstod pa.
Sanskrit: Ärya-Täräkurukullestotra (Praise to the Holy Tärä Kurukulle).
Translator: ?
11. No. 2223. (Wi. 68b - 70b)
Tibetan: dpal lhan cig skyes pa grub pa zes bya ba.
Sanskrit: $ri-Sahajasiddhi-näma (The Simultaneously Bom Accomplishment).
Translator: ?
12. No. 2368. (Zi. 9a - 9a)
Tibetan: tfom bi'i glu.
Sanskrit: Dombi-gitikä (The Songs ofDom bi Heruka).
Translator. ?
13. No. 2389. (Zi. 21a-21a)
Tib.: rtsa rluA gi sgo nas mal *byor gyi spyod pa zes bya ba.
Skt.: Nädibindudvärayogacaryä-näma (The Cary a Yogi Practices o f Vein and Droplets). 
Translator: ?
14. No. 2390. (Zi. 21a-21b)
Tib.: yi ge gfiis pa'i man Aag ces bya ba.
Skt: Aksaradvikopadesa-näma (Pithy Instructions on Two Letters).
Translator: ?
15.2542. (Gu. 235a-275a)
Tib.: 'phags pa 'jam dpal gyi mtshan yaA dag par brjod pa'i 'grel pa.
Skt.: (Commentary on the Perfect Utterance o f Holy Mahjusri's Names).
Translator : khyuA grags.
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APPENDIX C SECTION C
LIST OF TEXTS TRANSLATED BY DROGMI, GAYADHARA AND
OTHER COLLABORATORS
bka' 'gyur
1. No. 370. (Kha. lb - 125a)
Tib. : gyud kyi rgyal po chen po dpal rdo rje mkha' 'gro zes bya ba.
Skt.: Sri- Vajradäka-näma-mahätantraräja (Glorious Vajradäka, The king o f Tantras). 
Translator: 'gos lo tsä ba and Gayadhara.
2 . No. 378. (Ga. 60b - 71a)
Tib.: mkha' ’gro ma tham cad kyi thugs gflis su med pa bsam gyis mi khyab pa'i ye ses 
rdo rje phag mo mAon par T>yuA ba'i rgyud kyi rgyal po zes bya ba.
S kt.: däkinisarvaci ttädvayäcin tyajhana va jra varähya bhibha va tan trara ja -näma.
(The King o f Tantras o f the Perfect Manifestation o f Diamond Wisdom Värähl, Which is 
the inconceivable and inseperable mind o f all the Däkinis).
Translators: gyi jo zla ba’i ’od zer and Gayadhara.
3. No. 379. (Ga. 71a-72b)
Tib. mkha' 'gro ma tham cad kyi thugs gfiis su med pa bsam gyis mi khyab pa phag mo 
mAon par 'byuA ba'i rgyud las rgyud phyi ma rdzogs rim bstan pa'i le'u.
Skt. (l)The Chapter on the Completion Stage from the later Tantra o f the Perfect 
Manifestation of Värähl, Which is the inconceivable and inseperable mind of all the 
Däkinis).
Translators : gyi jo zla ba'i 'od zer and Gayadhara.
4 . No. 381. (Ga. 73b-158b)
Tib.: yaA dag par sbyor ba zes bya ba'i rgyud chen po.
Skt.: Samputa-näma-mahätantra (The Great Samputa Tantra).
Translators : *brog mi and Gayadhara.
5 . No. 382. (Ga.l58b - 184a)
Tib.: rgyud kyi rgyal po chen po yaA dag par sbyor ba'i thig le zes bya ba.
Skt.: (?) Droplet o f  Samputa, the Great King o f Tantras).
Traslators : *brog mi and Gayadhara.
6. No. 383. (Ga. 184b- 187a)
Tib. dpal gsaA ba rdo rje rgyud kyi rgyal po.
Skt.: $ri-guhya vajra - tan traraja (The Glorious Secret Vajra, King o f Tantras).
Translators : *brog mi and Ratnavajra.
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7. No. 384. (Ga. 187a - 195b)
Tib. dpal gsaA ba tham cad gcod pa'i rgyud kyi rgyal po.
Skt. Sri-guhyasarvacchinda-tantraräja (Ths King o f Tantra which Cuts all the Secrets). 
Translators : 'brog mi and Gayadhara.
8. No. 385.(Ga. 196a - 199a)
Tib. dpal 'khor lo sdom pa gsaA ba bsam gyis mi khyab pa'i rgyud kyi rgyal po.
Skt. Sri-cakrasarhvaraguhyäcintya-tantraräja.
( Glorious Cakrasaihvara, the King of Tantras with inconceivable Secrets).
Translators : 'brog mi and Gayadhara.
9. No. 386. (Ga. 199a - 202a)
T ib. dpal nam 'kha' dad mflam pa'i rgyud kyi rgyal po.
Skt. $ri-khasama-tantraräja-näma (Glorious King o f Tantras which Equals the Sky). 
Translators : T>rog mi and Gayadhara.
10. 387. (Ga. 202a - 203b)
Tib. dpal nam Tcha' chen po'i rgyud kyi rgyal po.
Skt. Sri-Mahakha-tantraräja (The Glorious King o f the Tantras o f Great Sky). 
Translators : 'brog mi and Gayadhara.
11. No. 388. (203b -208b)
Tib. dpal sku gsuA thugs kyi rgyud kyi rgyal po.
Skt. Sri-Käyaväkcitta-tantraräja (The King of the Tantras o f Body, Speech and Mind). 
Translators : ’brog mi and Gayadhara.
12. No. 389. (Ga. 208b - 213b)
Tib. dpal rin chen phreA ba’i rgyud kyi rgyal po.
Skt. $ri-Ratnam älä- tan traräja (The King o f the Tantras o f Glorious Garland o f Jewels). 
Translators : 'brog mi and Ratnavajra.
13. No. 390. (Ga. 213b - 216a)
Tib. dpal dam tshig chen po'i rgyud kyi rgyal po.
Skt. $ri-Mah ä sam ay a - tan traräja -näma (The King o f  the Tantras o f Glorious Pledge). 
Translators : 'brog mi and Gayadhara.
14. No. 391. (Ga. 216a-219a)
Tib.: dpal stobs po che'i rgyud kyi rgyal po zes bya ba.
Skt.: Sri-Mahäbala-tantraräja-näma (The King o f the Tantras o f Glorious Great Power). 
Translators : 'brog mi and Gayadhara.
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15. No. 392. (Ga. 219a-220a)
Tib.: dpal ye Ses gsaA ba'i rgyud kyi rgyal po.
Skt.: Sri-Jüanaguhya-tantraräja (The King o f  the Tantras o f Glorious Secret Wisdom). 
Translators : T>rog mi and Candramala.
16. No. 393. (Ga. 220b - 221b)
Tib.: dpal ye ses phreA ba'i rgyud kyi rgyal po.
Skt.: Sri-Jnänamäla-tantraräja (The King o f the Tantras o f  Glorious Garland o f Wisdom). 
Translators : *brog mi and Candramala.
17. No. 394. (Ga. 222a - 223a)
T ib.: dpal ye ses *bar ba’i rgyud kyi rgyal po.
Skt.: Sri-Jh änaj  vala -tan traräja (TherKing o f  the Tantras o f Glorious Blazing wisdom). 
Translators : 'brog mi and Candramala.
18. No. 395. (223a-224b)
T ib .: dpal zla ba'i phreA ba'i rgyud kyi rgyal po.
Skt.: Sri- Candram älä- tantraräja (The King o f  the Tantras o f  Glorious Garland o f Moons). 
Translators : T)rog mi and Candramala.
19. No. 396. (224b - 227b)
T ib .: dpal rin chen *bar ba'i rgyud kyi rgyal po zes bya ba.
Skt.: Sri-Ratnajvala-tantraräja-näma.
(The King o f the Tantras o f Glorious Garland o f  Blazing Jewels).
Translators : *brog mi and Candramala.
20 . No. 397. (Ga. 227b - 229a)
Tib.: dpal fii ma'i Ichor lo'i rgyud kyi rgyal po zes bya ba.
Skt: Sri- S ürya cakra -tan trarä ja -näma (The King o f  the Tantras o f  Glorious Wheel o f  Sun). 
Translators : 'brog mi and Gayadhara.
21. No. 398. (Ga. 229a- 230a)
Tib.: dpal ye ses rgyal po’i rgyud kyi rgyal po.
Skt.: Sri-Jhänaräja-tantraräja (The King o f  the Tantras o f  King o f  Wisdom).
Translators : *brog mi and Gayadhara.
22 . No. 399. (Ga. 230a-231b)
Tib.: dpal rdo rje mkha’ 'gro gsaA ba'i rgyud kyi rgyal po.
Skt: Sri- Vajradäkaguhya-tan traräja (The King o f the Tantras o f  Glorious Secret 
Vajradakini).
Translators : 'brog mi and Gayadhara.
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23. No. 400. (Ga. 231b- 233a)
Tib.: dpal gsart ba me T>ar ba'i rgyud kyi rgyal po.
Skt.: Sri-Jvalägniguhya-tantraräja.
(The King o f  the Tantras o f  Glorious Secret Blazing Fire).
Translators : ’brog mi and Gayadhara.
24. No. 401. (Ga. 233a- 235a)
Tib.: dpal gsart ba bdud rtsi'i rgyud kyi rgyal po.
Skt.: S ri-A mrtaguhya - tan traraja (The King o f the Tantras o f  Glorious Secret Nectar). 
Translators : 'brog mi and Gayadhara.
25. No. 402. (Ga. 235a - 237a)
Tib.: dpal dur khrod rgyan pa’i rgyud kyi rgyal po.
Skt.: Sri- $ mas än älahkära - tan traraja.
(The ICing o f  the Tantras o f  Glorious Ornament o f  Cemetary).
Translators : 'brog mi and Gayadhara.
26. No. 403. (Ga. 237a - 238b)
Tib.: dpal rdo rje rgyal po chen po’i rgyud.
Skt.: Sri- Vajrarajamahätantra (The Tantra o f  Great Glorious Vajra King).
Translators : ’brog mi and Candramala.
27. No. 404. (Ga. 239a - 239b)
Tib.: dpal ye ses bsam pa’i rgyud kyi rgyal po.
Skt.: Sri-Jhänäsaya-tantraräja (The King o f  the Tantras o f  Glorious Wisdom o f Thought). 
Translators : *brog mi and Gayadhara.
28 . No. 405. (Ga. 240a - 242b)
Tib.: dpal chags pa'i rgyal po'i rgyud kyi rgyal po.
Skt. Sri-Rägaräja-tantraräja (The King o f  the Tantras o f  Glorious King o f  Lust). 
Translators : 'brog mi and Candramala.
29. No. 406. (Ga. 242b - 244a)
Tib.: dpal mkha’ ’gro ma'i sdom pa'i rgyud kyi rgyal po zes bya ba.
Skt.: Sri-däkinisamvara-tantraräja-näma (The King o f  the Tantras o f  Glorious Däkini 
Samvara).
Translators : ’brog mi and Gayadhara.
30 . No. 407. (Ga. 244b - 245b)
Tib. dpal me'i phreö ba'i rgyud kyi rgyal po.
Skt.: Sri-A gnimälä-tantrara ja (The King o f  the Tantras o f  Glorious Fire Garland). 
Translators : 'brog mi and Gayadhara.
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31. No. 408. (Ga. 245b - 247a)
Tib. dpal mkha' 'gro ma gsart ba 'bar ba’i rgyud kyi rgyal po.
Skt.: Sri-d äkiniguhyajvala - tan traräja (The King o f the Tantras o f  Glorious Secret Blazing 
Däkini).
Translators : *brog mi and Gayadhara.
32. No. 409. (247a - 248a)
Tib.: dpal rdo rej ’jigs byed mam par ’joins pa’i rgyud kyi rgyal po.
Skt.: Sri- Va jrabhaira va vidärana-tan traräja
(The King o f  the Tantras o f  Subdueing Glorious Vajrabhairava).
Translators : Tirog mi and Gayadhara.
33. No. 410. (248a - 249b)
Tib.: dpal stobs chen ye §es rgyal po’i rgyud kyi rgyal po.
Skt.: Sri-Mah ä balajhänaräja - tan traräja (The King o f the Tantras o f  Glorious Powerful 
Wisdom).
Translators : ’brog mi and Gayadhara.
34. No. 411. (Ga. 249b-251b)
Tib.: dpal rdo rje grub pa dra ba’i sdom pa’i rgyud kyi rgyal po.
S kt.: Sri- Va jrasiddha jälasaih vara-tan trarä ja
(The King o f  the Tantras o f  Glorious Net o f  Vajra Accomplishment).
Translators : ’brog mi and Gayadhara.
35. No. 413. (Ga. 254b - 259b)
Tib.: dpal Ichor lo sdom pa’i rgyud kyi rgyal po dur khrod kyi rgyan rmad du byaft ba zes 
bya ba.
Skt.: Sri-Cakrasamvaratantraräja-adbhutasmasänälamkära-näma
(The King o f  the Tantras o f  Glorious Cakrasamvara Tantra, the Wondrous Ornament o f
Cemetary).
Translators : T)rog mi and Gayadhara.
36. No. 414. (Ga. 259b - 261b)
Tib.: rgyud kyi rgyal po rflog pa med pa zes bya ba.
Skt: Anävila-tan trarä ja -näma (The King o f  the Tantras o f  Free o f Contamination). 
Translators : ’brog mi and Gayadhara.
37. No. 417. (Na. lb - 16b)
Tib.: kye’i rdo rje zes bya ba rgyud kyi rgyal po.
S k t: He vajra -tan traräja-näma. [The King o f  the Tantras o f  Hevajra].
Translators : T>rog mi and Gayadhara.
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38.418. (Na. 13b-30a)
Tib.: kye'i rdo rje mkha' 'gro ma dra ba'i sdom pa'i rgyud kyi rgyal po.
Skt.: (The King o f the Tantras of Glorious Hevajra Net o f Vajradäkini).
Translators : 'brog mi and Gayadhara.
39. 419. (Na. 30a - 65b)
Tib.: 'phags pa mkha' 'gro ma rdo rje gur zes by a ba'i rgyud kyi rgyal po eben po'i brtag 
pa.
Skt.: Ayra-Däkinivajrapah jara-mah ätan trara jakalpa-näma.
Translators : T>rog mi and Gayadhara.
40. 424. (Na. 143a - 167a)
Tib.: dpal saAs rgyas thod pa zes bya ba mal T)yor ma'i rgyud kyi rgyal po.
Skt.: Sri-Buddhakapäla-näma-yoginitantraräja.
Translators : gyi jo zla ba'i 'od zer and Gayadhara.
41.426. (Na. 171a- 176a)
T ib .: rdo rje ä ra li zes bya ba'i rgyud kyi rgyal po chen po.
Skt.: Vajrärali-mahätantraräja-näma.
Translators : 'brog mi and Gayadhara.
42. 427. (Na. 176a - 180b)
Tib.: ri gi a ra li'i rgyud kyi rgyal po zes bya ba.
Skt.: Rigi-ärali-tantraräja-näma.
Translators : 'brog mi and Gayadhara.
43. 428. (Na. 181a-231b)
T ib .: mal T)yor ma'i rgyud kyi rgyal po chen po dpal gdan bzi pa zes bya ba.
Skt.: Sricatuhpitha-mahäyoginitantraraja-näma.
Translators : 'gos lo tsä ba khug pa lhas btsas and Gayadhara.
44. 429. (Na. 231b - 260a)
T ib .: dpal gdan bzi pa’i bsad pa’i rgyud kyi rgyal po shags kyi cha zes bya ba.
Skt.: Sricatuhpithäkhyätatantrarajamanträrhsa-näma.
Translators : ’brog mi and Gayadhara.
bstan 'gyur
45. 1185. (rgyud Ga. lb - 58b)
Tib.: kau mu di zes bya ba'i dka' 'grel.
Skt.: Kaumudipahjikä-näma.
Translators: 'brog mi lo tsä ba and Prajnendraruci (Bhiksu Viravajra).
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46. 1195. (Ca. 43b - 49a)
T ib .: 'phags pa mkha' 'gro ma rdo rjc gur zes bya ba'i rgyud kyi rgyal po eben po'i brtag 
pa dart po'i rgyal po'i bsad sbyar.
Skt.: Ärya -Däkinivajrapahjaramah ä tan trara ja -kalpa-n äma -m ukha bandha.
Translators : 'brog mi and Gayadhara.
47. 1196. (Ca. 54a - 94b)
T ib .: rgyud kyi rgyal po mkha' 'gro ma rdo rje dra ba'i dka' 'grel de kho na flid rgyas pa 
zes bya ba.
Skt.: Däkinivajrajälatantraräjatattvapaustika-pahjikä-näma.
Translators : 'gos lo tsä ba khug pa lhas btsas and Gayadhara.
48. 1207. (Ja. 303b - 309a)
Tib.: glu'i de kho na fiid ces bya ba.
Skt.: Gititattva-näma.
Translators : 'brog mi and Ratnavajra.
49. 1208. (Ja. 303b - 309a)
T ib .: rdo rje'i glu bsad pa zes bya ba.
Skt.: Vajragitibhäsya-näma.
Translators : *brog mi and Gayadhara.
50. 1209. (Ja. 309a-311b)
Tib.: mrton par rtogs pa’i rim pa zes bya ba.
Skt.: Abhisamayakrama-näma.
Translators : 'brog mi and Ratnavajra.
51. 1210. (Ja. 311b-311b)
T ib .: dbyu gu drug cu rtsa bzi'i bsad pa.
Skt.
Translators : *brog mi and Ratnavajra.
52. 1211. (Ja. 311b- 313b)
Tib.: kye rdo rje'i de kho na fiid mam par phye ba.
Skt.:
Translators : 'brog mi and Ratnavajra.
53. 1212. (Ja. 313b-314a)
Tib.: dur khrod brgyad ces bya ba.
Skt.: Astasmasäna-näma.
Translators : 'brog mi and Ratnasrimitra.
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54. 1220. (na. 19a - 20b)
Tib.: dpal kye rdo rje'i mar me'i rtse mo lta bu'i gdams pa zes by a ba.
Skt.: Srihevajrapradipasülopamävavädaka-näma.
Translators : 'brog mi and Gayadhara.
55. 1225. (na. 28b - 29b)
Tib.: dpal kyc rdo rje’i bha 4a rä ga’i bstod pa zes by a ba.
Skt.: Srihevajrabhadarägastrotra-näma.
Translators : Tirog mi and Gayadhara.
56. 1226. (na. 29b - 31a)
Tib.: dpal dpa' bo geig pa zes bya ba’i sgrub pa'i thabs.
Skt.: $n-EkavIrasädhana-näma.
Translators : 'brog mi and Gayadhara.
57. 1236. (na. 7 1 b -7 3 a)
Tib.: kye rdo rje'i dran pa geig pa.
Skt.: Hevajraikasmrü.
Translators : 'brog mi and Prajhendraruci.
58. 1239. (na. 126b - 130a)
Tib.: yan lag drug pa zes bya ba'i sgrub thabs.
Skt.: Sadahgasädhana-näma.
Translators : T)rog mi and Ratnasrijhäna.
59. 1240. (na. 130a- 154a)
T ib .: dkyil Tdior gyi cho ga sgrub thabs bzaA po yoüs su gzuA ba zes bya ba. 
S k t : Suparigraha-näma-mandalavidhisädhana.
Translators : T)rog mi and Gayadhara.
60. 1241. (153b- 155b)
Tib.: T)yuA po thams cad kyi gtor ma.
Skt.: Sarvabhütabali.
Translators : *brog mi and Gayadhara.
61. 1251. (na. 214a-241b)
T ib .: rin chen 'bar ba zes bya ba'i sgrub pa’i thabs.
Skt.: Ratnajvalasädhana-näma.
Translators : ’brog mi and Prajhendraruci.
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62. 1254. (na. 253b - 274a)
Tib.: dpal dgyes pa'i rdo rje’i gzurt 'grel gyi dkyil ’khor gyi cho ga.
Skt.: Srihevajrasästravrtümandalavidhi.
Translators : ’gos lo tsä ba and Gayadhara.
63. 1255. (na. 274a - 277a)
Tib.: sbyin sreg gi cho ga.
Skt.: Homavidhi.
Translators : ’gos lo tsa ba and Gayadhara.
64. 1256. (na. 277a - 280a)
Tib.: dgyes pa rdo rje’i sbyin sreg gi cho ga.
Skt.: Hevajrahomavidhi.
Translators : ’gos lo tsa ba and Gayadhara.
65. 1263. (Ta. lb - 14a)
Tib.: kye’i rdo rje'i dkyil 'khor gyi las kyi rim pa’i cho ga.
Skt.: Hevajramandalakarmakramavidhi.
Translators : ’brog mi and Gayadhara.
66. 1306. (Ta. 212b - 215a)
Tib.: bdag med mal "byor ma'i sgrub thabs,
Skt.: Nairätniyayoginisädhana.
Translators : ’brog mi and Gayadhara.
67. 1306. (Ta. 215a-217b)
Tib.: bdag med ma zes bya ba’i sgrub pa'i thabs.
Skt.: Nairätmyäsädhana-näma.
Translators : ’brog mi and Gayadhara.
68. 1310. (Ta. 226b - 227a)
Tib.: dpa' geig ma'i sgrub thabs.
Skt.:
Translators : *brog mi and Prajnendraruci.
69. 1415. (Tsha. lb - 208b)
Tib.: rgyud kyi rgyal po chen po dpal rdo rje mkha' 'gro zes bya ba'i mam par bsad pa. 
Skt.: Srihevajradäka-näma-mahätantraräjavivrti.
Translators : 'gos lo tsa ba and Gayadhara.
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70. 1416. (Tsha. 209a - 225a)
Tib.: gsaA ba rdo rjc'i rgyud kyi rgyal po'i 'grel pa.
Skt.: Guhyaratnatantrarajavrtti.
Translators : *brog mi and Ratnavajra.
71. 1417. (Tsha. 225b - 239a)
Tib.: dpal rdo rje mkha' 'gro rgyud kyi de kho na Aid rab tu brtan par byed pa zes by a 
ba'i dka' ’grel.
Skt. Sri-hevafradäkatantratattvasusthira-näma-panjikä.
Translators : gyi jo zla ba'i 'od zer and Gayadhara.
72. 1446. (Wa. 276b - 282b)
Tib.: bcom ldan 'das dpal bde mchog Ichor lo'i dkyil 'khor gyi cho ga.
Skt.: Bhagavacchncakrasambaramadalavidhi.
Revisors : 'gos lo tsä ba and Gayadhara.
73. 1450. (Wa. 349a - 355b)
Tib.: gsaA ba'i de kho na Aid rab tu dsal ba zes bya ba.
Skt.: Guhyatattvaprakäsa-näma.
Translators : 'gos lo tsä ba and Gayadhara.
74. 1613. (Ya. 113a- 138a)
Tib.: rgyud kyi rgyal po dpal gdan bzi pa zes bya ba'i dkyil Ichor gyi cho ga sAiA po 
mdor bsags pa zes bya ba.
S kt.: Srica tuhpltha tan trara jamadala vidhisärasam uccaya-näma.
Translators : 'gos lo tsä ba and Gayadhara.
75. 1616. (Ya. 143a- 148b)
Tib.: dpal gdan bzi pa'i sgrub pa'i thabs.
Skt.: Sncatuhplthasadhana.
Translators : 'gos lo tsä ba and Gayadhara.
76. 1620. (Ya. 163a- 167a)
Tib.: gdan gzi'i de kho na Aid bzi pa.
Skt.:
Translators : 'gos lo tsä ba and Gayadhara.
77. 1652. (Ra. 104b - 150a)
Tib.: dpal saAs rgyas thod pa'i rgyud kyi dka’ ’grel ye ses ldan pa zes bya ba.
Skt.: $ri-Buddhakapälatantrapahjikä-jhäna-vati-näma.
Translators : gyi jo zla ba'i 'od zer and Gayadhara.
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78. 1655. (Ra. 225b - 229b)
Tib.: dpal sarts rgyas thod pa'i sgrub pa'i thabs zes bya ba.
Skt.: $n-buddhakapälasädhana-näma.
Translators : gyi jo zla ba'i 'od zcr and Gayadhara.
79. 1656. (Ra. 229b - 230b)
Tib.: 'byurt po thams cad kyi gtor ma'i cho ga.
Skt.: Sarvabhütabalividhi.
Translators : gyi jo zla ba'i 'od zer and Gayadhara.
80. 1657. (Ra. 230b - 243b)
Tib.: dpal saAs rgyas thod pa zes bya ba'i dkyil 'khor gyi cho ga'i rim pa gsal ba zes bya 
ba.
Skt: Sri-Buddhakapälamandalavidhikrama-pradyotana-näma.
Translators : gyi jo zla ba'i 'od zer and Gayadhara.
81. 1705. (Sa. 62a-63b)
T ib .: 'phags ma sgrol ma'i dkyil 'khor gyi sgrub thabs cho ga zes bya ba.
Skt.: Äryätärämandalavidhi-näma-sädhana.
Translator : ’brog mi lo tsä ba.
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APPENDIX D
A COMPLETE CATALOGUE 
OF
SAKYA LAM ’BRAS LITERATURE SERIES
Lamdre represents one of the most precious non-canonical literatures of Sakya Tibetan 
Buddhism. It generally covers esoteric teachings of Mahanuttara-yoga-tantra and 
Hevajra Tantra. The Lamdre literature is not only the greatest historical evidence of the 
tradition but the greatest gift of its masters. While exact dates of the Indian masters are not 
easy to determine, the preservation of their teachings in notes, manuscripts and stories has 
provided primary sources for the study of this 1400 year old tradition.
The Lamdre texts are meditational and practical manuals used by hundreds of 
ecclesiastics and lay practitioners of the Sakya tradition, constituting a sacred and secret 
path which past great masters have trodden. Those who are fortunate enough to own a set 
of Lamdre texts would treat them as most valuable thing and they are taken wherever they 
may go. Thus these texts are known as "non-detachable" Pbral sparts] for practitioners. 
Works on Lamdre contain sacred oral history, hagiographies of the lineage masters, 
instructions on esoteric meditation practices of Hevajra Sädhana, numerous commentaries 
on Hevajra Tantra, and related liturgies on rites and rituals of the Tantra. Traditionally these 
texts are only accessible to the faithful and fortunate initiates, who are then allowed to 
practise the meanings of these texts.
A brief account of the origin of the selective accumulation of Lamdre works written by 
scholars and Yogins during a period that spanned from the 7th to the 20th century C. E. 
will be useful. Generally the entire Lamdre literature can be divided into six main divisions:
1. Expositons on Hevajra Tantra [gzurt bsad].
2. Classical Lamdre Manuscripts [lam *bras glegs bam].
3. Hagiography of the Lineage Masters [bla ma brgyud pa'i mam thar].
4. Treatises on Common Lamdre Teachings [lam 'bras tshogs bsad].
5. Manuals on Uncommon Lamdre Teachings [lam *bras slob bsad].
6. Liturgy on Initiation Rites, Mandala Rituals and Hevajra Sädhana
[dbaA dart dkyil chog sgrub thabs skor].
In addition to the expositions written by Lamdre masters and the like, there are numerous 
Indian expositions gzurt bsad or mam 'grelon Hevajra Tantra in the Tibetan Buddhist 
canon. They are used and consulted within and outside the Lamdre tradition. The classical 
Lamdre manuscripts are pre-15th century scriptures extracted both from expositions and 
oral instructions which are compiled and edited, and named after the colour of the wrapping
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cloth excluding Lamdre Blue Annals" [lam *bras pod sAon]. Prior to 13th century, notes 
on the secret oral teachings were passed down from master to disciple and were circulated 
in manuscript form. In 13th century when carving and production of xylographic blocks 
began in Tibet, selected works were compiled and edited in the collected works of the five 
founding masters of Sakya [sa skya goA ma lAa]. Beside Virupa and other Indian 
authors, the earliest Lamdre authors were sa chen kun dga' sfiiA po (1092-1158) and his 
sons, slob dpon bsod nams rtse mo (1142-1182) and rje btsun grags pa rgyal mtshan 
(1147-1216),whose works were published in their collected works [bka' *bum]. This was 
then followed by sa skya pan <Ji ta kun dga' rgyal mtshan (1182-1251/52) and his 
nephew 'gro mgon chos rgyal 'phags pa bio gros rgyal mtshan (1235-1280), whose 
works on Lamdre are also found in their collected works. In spite of the inclusion of the 
Lamdre works by the Five Masters in their collected works, the Lamdre literature did not 
become known until the emergence of separate editions of extracted Lamdre work(s) 
wrapped in different coloured clothes. The hagiographies of Lamdre lineage masters cover 
one third of the entire Lamdre literature. There are many works on Lamdre in the bka' 
bums of Sakya masters which are not included in this edition. The success story of 
Sakyapa scholarship from the 13th to the 16th century and the glorification of individual 
scholars and Yogins have led to the compilation and creation of "Collected Works" [bka* 
Tnim]. However the nature of the contents of Lamdre works being secret and esoteric did 
not allow its disclosure through compilation and printing. There was a self-imposed 
restriction on the disclosure of Tantric instructions in almost every tradition. For instance, 
zaA ston chos T)ar advised Sachen not to write or even talk to anyone about Lamdre 
practice for eighteen years, and only after the lapse of time, did Sachen began to teach and 
write on Lamdre. Out of his eleven commentaries, which were in fact commentaries to the 
same root text [gzuA rtsa ba rdo rje tshig rkaA], lam Tjras gfiags ma, being the last one of 
all and especially because of its conciseness, was compiled together with some notes and 
they sealed and locked in a wooden trunk. Although it was originally known as "sag subs 
ma, a name derived from the wooden trunk, its actual name is gfiags ma since it was given 
to gfiags zi ra ba dbaA phyug dpal, not to be confused with gfiags sfiiA po rgyal mtshan, a 
disciple of tshogs sgom kun dga' dpal. According to Ngorchen, since Jetsun Drakpa 
Gyaltshan located, selected, compiled and wrapped this and other instructions on Lamdre in 
a yellow cloth, it became known as "Lamdre Yellow Annals" [lam Txras pod ser ma] .1 As 
a matter of interest we can see here that within one generation, this work had received three 
different names much to the confusion of the historians of Lamdre literature. One can 
imagine how the discrepancies in identification of the eleven commentaries would have 
arisen. Another important Lamdre author is dmar chos kyi rgyal po,who as a close 
disciple of Sapan, wrote " gzuA gsad dmar ma " on the basis of instructions given by Sapan 
which later became known as "Lamdre Red Annals" [lam 'bras pod dmar]. In his
l Sei C. W. G. M. S., Vol. EX, p. 120 - 3 - 4.
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introduction, dmar reiterates that lam *bras gflags ma was primarily used as a reference by 
Sapan when giving teachings on Lamdre. Based on these two works, the first systematic 
and comprehensive Lamdre treatise, "Lamdre Black Annals" [lam 'bras pod nag], was 
written by bla ma dam pa bsod nams rgyal msthan (1312-1375), who also sponsored the 
first edition of the collected works of the five masters as a tribute at the funeral observance 
of his deceased teacher dpal ldan seA ge. His treatise was so named because it was 
wrapped in a dark iron coloured cloth. Beside these, there were number of works on
Lamdre written by some disciples of Drogmi and the five masters which are not listed in 
this edition.
The 16th century saw the emergence of a galaxy of Lamdre scholars and masters. In 
spite of the aforementioned Lamdre works named after the different colours of the volumes, 
other works found in the collected works of numerous masters may have been carved 
earlier but there is no evidence of Lamdre being printed. In this edition of Sakya Lamdre 
Literature Series (S. L. L. S.), we will notice that the works are divided into lam 1)138 slob 
bsad and lam bras tshogs bsad. Prior to 15th century, there was neither any literature 
which distinguished between the two lineages nor any evidence of their existence. This 
system of two lineages has been developed from a practice of mus chen dkon mchog rgyai 
mtshan (1388-1469), who gave pithy instructions to bdag chen bio gros rgyal mtshan 
(1444-1479) in private. It was restricted to small number of selected disciples, and was 
seldom given, as it was designed to guide advanced individuals who were making 
experiential progress [myoA khrid] on the basis of the teacher's experiential advice [man 
hag]. The common lineage, however, allowed a larger group of students and was given 
annually in Ngor monastery in Tibet, and bore the name tshogs bsad. Dagchen Lodro 
Gyaltshan, who has also written numerous works, is regarded as the first promulgator of 
both lineages. Subsequently his disciples and grand-disciples, who followed the two 
distinct lineages, made a vast liturgical contribution to the development of the lineages. An 
obvious difference between the two is the language and style of composition rather than the 
contents. Lobshey manuals are straight forward instructions written in the warm colloquial 
language of Upper Tsang, while Tshogshey manuals use rather classical and scholastic 
Tibetan, with numerous quotes from Sutras and Tantras.
Nor chen dkon mchog lhun grub (1497-1547), a prolific Sakya author, wrote some 
scholastic treatises on Three Visions and Three Tantras. His works simplified the duties of 
many later Lamdre masters, who made a habit of reading it in teaching sessions, so that it 
became the classical Lamdre Tshogshey manual of Sakya and Ngor monasteries. Perhaps 
his works were widely read than any others. My first introduction to Lamdre work was his 
"Beautiful Ornament of Three Visions" [snaA gsum mdzes rgyan] in 1970. Later 'jam 
mgon a mes zabs Aag dbaA kun dga’ bsod nams (1537-1601) and pan chen Aag dbaA chos
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grags's (1572-1651) works were and are still used as alternative or supplementary to the 
former manuals in Tshogshey tradition.
The uncommon Lamdre lineage was transmitted through rdo riA pa kun spaAs pa chen 
po (1449-1524) to sgo rum kun dga' legs pa and from both of them to Tsharchen. It 
remained solely as oral teachings until 'jam dbyaAs mkhyen brtse dbaA phyug (1524- 
1568) and maA thos klu sgrub rgya mtsho (1523-1594) who became the sun and moon­
like disciples of tshar chen bio gsal rgya mtsho (1502-1567). These two eminent masters 
took notes on the basis of instruction heard from Tsharchen, and wrote two complete sets 
of Lamdre Lobshey manuals, which were later endorsed by Tsharchen. Most of these 
works remained as manuscripts [gzigs dpe]. In 1904 'jam mgon bio gter dbaA po (1847- 
1914) courageously arranged and sponsored the task of preparing xylographic blocks of 
seventeen volume Lamdre Lobshey (including all the biographies) in spite of criticism from 
others who feared that the printing and disclosure of the secret teachings might displease the 
Dharma protectors. Ignoring their opposition, he wrote a synthesis of the two Lamdre 
Lobshey manuals and dispelled the doubts of contradiction between the two works raised 
by other scholars. Without his tireless effort and noble example of sponsoring, editing and 
publishing many important Sakya works e.g. sgrub thabs kun btus including lam 'bras 
slob bsad, this edition of the complete collection of Lamdre (31 Volumes) could not have 
materialized. Prior to this they were not published together since the uncommon texts were 
indirectly censored from printing.
This catalogue is based on the collection of legitimate works on Lamdre tradition written 
by many lineage Gurus of both traditions from Virüpa to His Eminence Chogay Trichen 
Rinpoche. They are a gradual accumulation of works compiled, edited and re-edited by 
numerous masters. Naturally there are Lamdre bibliographies and lists of received 
teachings [gsan yig] of early prominent masters which do not contain the latter works. 
Notwithstanding this, we do not see any theory to guide us how to distinguish between the 
authors or works of the two traditions. The classification neither follow chronological 
order nor are there technical reasons to indicate how the works were distinguished. If the 
concept of slob bsad tradition came into being after Dagchen Lodro Gyaltshan, then all 
works prior to him should be tshogs bfiad and post Dagchen Lodro Gyaltshan works 
should be slob bsad. But this does not appear to be the case. For instance, while most 
works of Drakpa Gyaltshan are listed in the slob bsad, some of his works are listed in 
tshogs blad. Similarly the lam *bras gflags ma and other ten commentaries which served 
the basis of all works listed in this catalogue were and are not used for either of the Lamdre 
teaching situation. Separate teaching and oral transmission sessions [luA rgyun] on these 
commentaries were held outside of Lamdre sessions if the commentarial lineages and 
transmissions were extant. It is essential to include the eleven commentaries in the 
collection of Lamdre works since they were the first expositions on the subject. Eminent
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Lamdre scholars such as Ngawang Choedak's works should not necessarily fall in the 
tshogs b$ad division as he has been a recipient and promulgator of both traditions. The 
free usage of his works practised in both traditions is evidence of the impartiality of his 
works. He has been a great exponent of both traditions.
The emergence of this thirty one volume Sakya Lamdre Literature Series is a welcome 
and new phenomenon in the history of Lamdre texts. We may hope that this edition can be 
enlarged and developed in the near future. It amalgamates tshogs b£ad, slob bsad, the 
eleven commentaries by Sachen, as well as many other works related to Lamdre. It was 
edited by His Holiness Sakya Trizin for its publication undertaken by Sakya Centre, Dehra 
Dun in 1983. His Holiness explains the model of his edition in the postcript of its 
bibiography. It is published in the traditional folio style [dpe gzugs] or loose leafs which 
required several years of painstaking calligraphy work by many dedicated monks of Sakya 
Centre. Thanks are due to all the monks, including Venerable Migmar Tseten, for their 
dedication in making such a publication possible. For the sake of convenience in locating 
the references, I have amended the title numbers which are numbered in sequence. The 
folio numbers are given without specifying side a or side b since odd and even numbers 
indicate them. Translation of the essential part of the Tibetan titles are provided together 
with their transliterations. Volumes are marked alphabetically; hence the first volume is 
marked 'pod ka pa' Volume One. Future editors of Lamdre texts need to consider 
collecting more works on Lamdre from a wider sources e.g. bka' ’bums, which are not 
included in this edition, and to develop a systematic theory of classification arrangements 
between the two traditions and different works.
Vol. 1 Ka [slob bsad]
1 1 1
Tide No. 1. ff. 1 - 13.
Hagiography o f Virüpa.
bla ma phags bod kyi lo rgyus las mal 'byor dbah phyugs bir wa pa 7 lo rgyus. 
Author: grags pargyal mtshan (1147-1216).
Title No. 2. ff 14 - 17. Hagiography o f Drogmi Lotsawa. 
bla ma bod kyi lo rgyus bla chon ’brog mi lo tsä ba'i lo rgyus.
Author: grags pa rgyal mtshan (1147-1216).
Tide No. 3. ff. 18-31.
Hagiography o f Sachen Kunga Nyingpo [sa chen kun dga'shin po'i mam thar]. 
Author: grags pargyal mtshan (1147-1216).
Tide No. 4. ff. 32 - 34.
Hagiography o f Sonam Tsemo [bsod nams rtse mo'i mam thar].
Author: grags pa rgyal mtshan (1147-1216).
Title No. 5. A ff. 35 - 56.
Hagiography o f  Drakpa Gyaltshan [rje btsun rin po che'i mam par thar pa]. 
Author: sbal ston sen ge rgyal mtshan (?).
Title No. 6 (A), ff. 57 - 63 (B) ff. 64 - 75.
Versified Hagiography of Sakya Pandita [chos rje sa pan gyi mam thar ]. 
Author: yar klun pa grags pa rgyal mtshan (?).
Tide No. 7. ff. 77 - 112.
Hagiography o f Sakya Pandita [sa pan gyi mam thar].
Author: rin chen dpal (?).
Tide No. 8. ff. 113- 133.
Hagiography o f  Sakya Pandita [  mam thar gsuh sgros ma].
Author: phags pa bio gros rgal mtshan (1235-1280).
Tide No. 9. ff. 134 - 289.
Path o f  the Fortunate Aeon: A Hagiography o f Sakya Pandita. 
mam thar skal pa bzah po'i legs lam.
Author: rin spun nag dbah 'jig rten dbah phyug grags pa (In 1255).
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Tide No. 10. ff. 290 - 338.
Hagiography o f Dharma King Choegyal Phakpa (1235-1280). 
bla ma dam pa chos kyi rgyal po rin po che'i mam par thar pa.
Author: ye ses rgyal mtshan (In 1283).
Tide No. 11. ff. 338-  340.
Hagiography o f Tshog Gom Kunga Pal [bla ma tshogs sgom rin po che'i mam thar]. 
Author:
Tide No. 12. ff. 341 - 344.
Hagiography of Nyenchen Sonam Tenpa. 
hen chen bsodnam bstanpa'imam thar.
Tide No. 13. ff. 345 - 361.
Auto-Hagiography o f  Rinchen Senge.
sans kyi bla ma chos ije rin chen sen ge'i mam thar rah gis mdzad pa.
Author: rin chen sen ge.
Tide No. 14. ff. 362 - 367.
Hagiography o f Zhang Konchok Pal (1240-1302) [zah dkon mchog dpal ba'i mam thar]. 
Author: dge slon dpal ldan tshul khrims (1333-1389).
Tide No. 15. ff. 367 - 374.
Hagiography of Gyalwa Drakphukpa (1277-1350) [rgyal ba brag phugpa'i mam thar]. 
Author: dpal ldan bio gros brtan pa (1315-1358).
Title No. 16. ff. 374 - 385.
Hagiography o f  Hermit Lodro Tenpa (1315-1358) [ri khrod pa bio gros brtan pa'i mam 
thar].
Author: dge slon dpal ldan tshul khrims (1333-1389).
Title No. 17. ff. 386 - 406.
Hagiography o f Lama Dampa Sonam Gyaltshan. 
bla ma dam pa bsod nams rgyal mtshan gyi mam thar.
Author: dge slon dpal ldan tshul khrims (1333-1389).
Title No. 18. ff. 406 - 412.
Hagiography o f Lama Dampa Paldhan Tshultrim. 
bla ma dam pa dpal ldan tshul khrims gyi mam thar.
Author: dkon mchog rgyal mtshan (1388-1469).
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Tide No. 19. ff. 413 -431 .
Hagiography o f Mahäsiddha Buddha S ri (1339-1419) [grub chen bu dddha sris mam 
thar].
Author: nor chen kun dga’ bzari po (1382-1456).
Tide No. 20. ff. 432 - 473.
A short Hagiography ofNgorchen Kunga Sangpo.
[nor chen gyi mam thar mdor bsdus].
Author: dkon mchog rgyal mtshan (1388-1469).
Tide No. 21. ff. 475 - 585.
Ocean o f Collected Elegant Sayings: A Hagiography o f Ngorchen Kunga Sangpo.
[mam thar legs bsad chu bo 'dus pa'i rgya mtsho].
Author: dge sloh dpal ldan don grub.
Tide No. 22. ff. 586 - 627.
Wondrous Ocean: A Hagiography ofMuchen (1388-1469).
[mus chen gyi mam thar ho mtsharrgya mtsho].
Author: bsod nams sen ge (1429-1489).
Vol. 2 Kha [slob bsad]
Title No. 23. ff. 1 - 33
Wondrous Garland: A Hagiography ofMuchen.
[mus chen gi mam thar ho mtsharphreh ba].
Author: bdag chen bio gros rgyal mtshan (1444-1479).
Tide No. 24. ff. 35 - 151.
Garland o f Utpala Flowers: A Hagiography o f Dagchen Lodro Gyaltshan (1444-1479). 
[bdag chen bio gros rgyal mtshan gyi mam thar utpa la'i do sal].
Author: tshar chen bio gsal rgya mtsho (1502-1567).
Tide No. 25. ff. 153 - 247.
A hagiography ofDoringpa Kunpangpa Chenpo (1449-1524).
[rje btsun kun span pa chen po'i mam thar ho mtshar dad pa 'i spu loh].
Author: tshar chen bio gsal rgya mtsho (1502-1567).
1 1 4
Tide No. 26. ff. 249 - 397.
A  Treasure o f  Jewel: A  Hagiography ofGorum Kunga Lekpa (1477-1544 or 1489-1556). 
[rje btsun sgo rum pa'i ram tharyid bzin chu gter].
Author: 'jam dbyaris mkhyen brtse dbari phyug (1524-1568).
Tide No. 27. ff. 399 - 638.
Solar Radiance o f  o f  the Dharma: A  Hagiography o f  Tsharchen (1502-1566).
[tshar chen rdo rje 'chan gi mam thar bstan pa'i hi 'od].
Author: rgyal ba lria pa (Vth Dalai Lama).
Vol. 3 Ga (slob bsad)
Tide No. 28. ff. 1 - 250.
Wondrous Kemel: An Auto-Hagiography o f  the Great Abbot (1524-1568).
[bla ma rin po ehe mkhan chen pa'i mam thar ho mtshar she maj.
Author: 'jam dbyans mkhyen brtse dbah phyug (1524-1568).
Tide No. 29. ff. 251 - 394.
A Hagiography o f  Great Abbot Shonu Lodro (1527-1599).
[mkhan chen gzon nu bio gros mam thar]
Author: bdag chen bio gros rgyal mtshan (1444-1479).
Tide No. 30. ff. 395 - 625.
Auto-Hagiography [rah gi mam thar yul sna tshogs kyi bdud rtsi myoh ba'i gtam du by as 
pa zol zo g rdzun gis ma bsladpa sgeg ma'i me loh].
Author: bdag chen bio grosrgyal mtshan (1444-1479).
Vol. 4 Aa (slob bsad)
Tide No. 31. ff. 1 - 123.
A  Hagiography ofM aitri Dondrup Gyaltshan (1527-1587).
[rje btsun rdo rje 'chan mai tri don gmb rgyal mtshan].
Author: mi pham chos rgya mtsho (?).
Tide No. 32. ff. 125-151.
Reservoir of Faith: A  Hagiography o f  Jetsun Dingmapa Chenpo (1526-1577). 
[rje btsun sdihs ma chen po'i mam thar byin brlab ky i chu gter].
Author: bdan phyug rab brtan (1559-1636).
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Tide No. 33. ff. 153 - 335.
A Hagiography o f Great Abbot Sonam Choephel (1527-1603).
[mkhan chen bsod nams chos 'phel gyi mam thar].
Author: dkon me hog rdo rje (?).
Tide No. 34. ff. 337 - 387.
A Hagiography o f Ngawang Choedak (1572-1641) [mkhan chen hag dbah chos grags kyi 
mam thar].
Author: dgon gsar ba bsod nams rgyal mtshan (?).
Tide No. 35. ff. 389 - 497.
A Hagiography o f Wangchuk Rabten (1559-1636) [dbah phyug rab brtan gyi mam thar]. 
Author: rgyal ba lria pa (Vth Dalai Lama).
Tide No. 36. ff. 499 - 701.
A Hagiography o f  Kagyurwa Chenpo Sonam Chogdhen (1603-1659).
[mgon po bsocfriams mchod ldan gyi mam thar].
Author: rgyal ba lria pa (Vth Dalai Lama).
Vol. 5 Ca (slob bsad)
Tide No. 37. ff. 1 - 109.
A Hagiography o f  Shalu Rinchen Sonam Chogdrup (1602-1681). 
[rin chen bsod nams mchog grub kyi mam thar].
Author: rgyal ba lria pa (Vth Dalai Lama).
Tide No. 38. ff. 1 11 -449 .
An Auto-Hagiography (1633-1703).
[Ice btsun hag gi dbah phyug mkhyen rab byams pa 7 rah mam]. 
Author: Ice btsun mkhyen rab byams pa (1633-1703).
Tide No. 39. ff. 451 -626 .
An Auto-Hagiography (1654-1728) [rmorchen un dga' lhun grub kyi mam thar]. 
Author: rmor chen kun dga' lhun grub (?).
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Vol. 6 Cha (slob bsad)
Tide No. 40. ff. 1 - 300.
Hagiography o f Nesarpa [gnas gsar pa chen po 'jam mgon bla ma thams cad mkhyen pa 
legs pa j rgyal mtshan gyi mam thar ho mtsharrab 'byams].
Vol. 7 Ja (slob bsad)
Tide No. 42. ff. 1 - 147
A Hagiography ofThartse Khuwon Jampa Namkha Chime (1765-1820). 
[tharrtse khu dbon byams pa nam mkha' 'chi med kyi mam thar].
Author: Byams pa kun dga' bstan pa'i rgyal mtshan (1829-1870).
Tide No. 43. ff. 148 - 345
A Hagiography o f Jampa Kunga Tenzin (1776-1862).
[byams pa kun dga' btsan 'dzin gyi mam thar].
Author: Byams pa kun dga' bstan pa’i rgyal mtshan (1829-1870).
Tide No. 44. ff. 346 -523
A Hagiography o f Naljor Jampal Sangpo (1789-1864).
[mal 'byor 'jam dpal bzah po'i mam thar].
Author: Byams pa kun dga' bstan pa'i rgyal mtshan (1829-1870).
Tide No. 45. ff. 5 2 4 -6 7 8
A Hagiography o f Jampa Kunga Tenpay Gyaltshan (1829-1870).
[byams pa kun dga' bstan pa'i rgal mtshan gyi mam thar].
Author: 'jam dbyans bio gter dbah po (1847-1914).
Vol. 8 fia (slob bsad)
Tide No. 46. ff. 1 -235
A Hagiography o f Jamyang Khyentse Wangpo (1820-1892) [jam dbyans mkhyen brtse 
dbah po kun dga' bstan pa'i rgyal mtshan dpal bzah po'i mam thar mdor bsdus].
Author: koh sprul nag dbah yon tan rgya mtsho (1813-1899).
Tide No. 47. ff. 237 - 335
A Hagiography o f Jamyang Loter Wangpo (1847-1914).
[jam dbyans bio gter dbah po'i mam par thar pa].
Author: mkhan chen bsam gtan bio gros (1868-1931).
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Tide No. 48. ff. 337 - 387
A  Hagiography o f  Ga Ngawang Lekpa (1864-1941).
[bla ma rdo rje chan sga ston hag dbah kun dga' legs pa 'i 'byuh gnas kyi mam thar]. 
Author: sde gzuri sprul sku kun dga' bstan pa’i rgyal mtshan (1885- ).
Tide No. 49. ff. 389 - 414
A  Hagiography o f  Khenchen Dampa Rinpoche Ngawang Lodro Shenphen Nyingpo 
(1876-1952).
[rje btsun bla ma dpal e warn khan gsar mkhan chen hag dbah bio gros gzan phan shin po'i 
mam thar].
Author: tre hor gdon thog sprul sku.
Tide No. 50. ff.
A  Commentary on Fifty Verses o f  Guru Devotion.
[bses bhen dam pa bsten par byedpa'i thabs sloka lha bcu pa'i 'grelpa].
Author: tshar chen bio gsam rgya mtsho (1502-1566).
Vol. 9 Ta (slob bsad)
Tide No. 51. ff. 1 - 760
Solar Radiance: A n Extensive Commentary on Hevajra Tantra.
[rgyud ky i rgyalpo dpal kye rdo rje'i rgya eher 'grel pa hi ma'i 'od zer].
Author: bla ma dam pa bsod nams rgyal mtshan (1312-1375).
Vol 10 Tha (slob bsad)
Tide No. 52. ff. 1 - 325
Garland o f  Precious Diamond: A  Commentary on Root Tantra.
[rtsa rgyud tshig 'grel dag ldan bsrubs skyes rdo rje rin po che'i phreh ba].
Author: hag dbah chos grags (1572-1651) Supplemented by bio gter dbah po (1847-1914).
Tide No. 53. ff. 327 - 581
Sun's Rays: A n Exposition on Hevajra Sädhana.
[dpal kye rdo rje'i m am  bsad hi ma'i 'od zer].
Author: Tshar chen bio gsal rgya mtsho (1502-1566).
Vol. 11 Da (slob bsad)
Tide No. 54. ff. 1 - 8 
Bibliography ofLamdre Works.
[gsuh nag rin po ehe lam 'bras bu dan bcas pa'i don gsal bar byed pa glegs bam gyi dkar 
chag].
Author: grags pargyal mtshan (1147-1216).
Tide No. 55.ff. 9 345
The Yellow Annals: An Exposition on Root Vajra Verses.
[rtsa ba rdo rje tshig rkah gtsos pod ser gzuh bsad].
Author: grags pa rgyal mtshan (1147-1216).
Tide No. 56. ff. 348 - 386
The Instruction on Inconceivable According to Kotalipa.
[tog rtse pa 'i bsam mi khyab pa'i gdams hag].
Author: Kotalipa.
Tide No. 57. ff. 387 - 399
Simultaneously Bom Accomplishment ofDombi Heruka.
[dom bhi he ru kas mdzadpa'ilhan cig skyes grub].
Author: Dombi Heruka.
Tide No. 58. ff. 39 9 -4 0 6
Received In Front o f a Stupa ofNägärjuna.
[slob dpon klu sgrub kyi mdzad pa'i mchod rten druh thob].
Compiled by grags pa rgyal mtshan (1147-1216).
Tide No. 59. ff. 406 - 419
Mahämudrä Without Letters According to Vägisvarakirti.
[slob dpon hag dbah grags pas mdzad pa'i phyag rgya chen po yi ge med pa].
Compiled by grags pa rgyal mtshan (1147-1216)
Tide No. 60. ff. 419 - 443
The Nine Profound Methods by Saroruha.
[slob dpon pad ma ba dzras mdzad pa'i bskyed rim zab pa'i tshul dgus bryan pa]. 
Compiled by grags pa rgayl mtshan (1147-1216).
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Tide No. 61. ff. 445 - 456
The Complete Path o f Psychic Fire by Krsnäcärin.
[slob dpon nagpo spyodpas mdzadpa'i gtum mo lam rdzogsj.
Compiled by grags pa rgay mtshan (1147-1216).
Tide No. 62. ff. 457 - 460
The Instruction on Straightening the Crooked by Ucitämara.
[nagpo u tsi ta chi ba medpas~tnd2zadpa yon po sroh ba'i gdams hag]. 
Compiled by grags pa rgyal mtshan (1147-1216).
Tide No. 63. ff. 461 - 479 
Complete Path ofMudra by Indrabhüti.
[slob dpon inda bhu tis mdzadpa'iphyagrgya'ilam skor].
Compiled by grags pa rgyal mtshan (1147-1216).
Tide No. 64. ff. 481 - 580 
A Brief Edition o f this Transmission.
[luh 'di hid dan mdor bsdus su sbyar ba].
Author: gragspa rgyal mtshan (1147-1216).
Title No. 65. ff. 581 - 593 (This is also found in Vol. 1, Tide No. 1)
Hagioraphy o f  Indian Gurus [bla ma brgyud pa rgya gar ba'i lo rgyus]. 
Author: grags pa rgyal mtshan (1147-1216).
Title No. 66. ff. 594 - 599 (This is also found in Vol. 1, Title 2)
Hagiography o f Tibetan Gurus [bla ma brgyud pa bod kyi lo rgyus]. 
Author: grags pa rgyal mtshan (1147-1216).
Vol. 12 Na. (slob bsad)
Title No. 67. ff. 1 - 446
For the Sons: An Exposition on Lamdre [lam 'bras gzuh bsad sras don ma]. 
Edited b y  phul churi ba (*This text should ideally be edited in Volume 27-29.)
Title No. 68. ff. 447 - 476 
An Outlined Synthesis o f Vajra Verses.
[rdrje tshig rkah gi bsdus don dan sa bead kyi bkral ba].
Author:
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Tide No. 69. ff. 477 - 615
Technical Key: Teaching Guide According to the Uncommon Ngor Lamdre Lobshe 
Tradition.
[gsuh hag rin po ehe lam 'bras bu bcas pa nor lugs thun moh ma yin pa slob bsad kyi 'chad 
thabs gsah chen mdzod brgya 'byedpa'i legs dsad 'phrul gyi lde'u mig].
Author: bio gter dban po (1847-1914).
Vol. 13 Pa.(slob bsad)
Tide No. 70. ff. 1 - 469
Miscelleneous Lamdre Works According to the Bibliography o f Minor Red Annals.
[lam bras pu sti dmar chuh dkar chag ltar gsuh thor bu tshar du dhar ba tshahs 'grigs]. 
Author: mus chen dkon mchog rgyal mtshan (1388-1469).
Tide No. 71. ff. 471 -609
Initiation Rites on the Six-Limbed o f Body Mandala Path Initiation According to Hevajra 
Instruction Lineage, Clear Mirror o f Initiating Rites, Blessing o f Path o f the Profound Guru 
Yoga, (dpal kye rdo ije man hag lugs kyi mhon rtogs yan lag drug pa lus dkyil lam dus kyi 
dbah chog, dbah bskur ba i cho ga gsal ba'i me loh, lam zab mo mal 'byorgyi byin rlabs 
hamslen).
Author: mus chen dkon mchog rgyal mtshan (1388-1469).
Vol. 14 Pha (slob bsad)
Tide No. 72. ff. 1 - 225
Flourish o f the Great Secret Doctrine: A Lamdre History.
[gsuh hag rin po ehe lam 'bras bu dan bcas pa'i khog phub kyi mam bsad las gdams hag 
byuh tshul gyi zin bris gsah chen btsan pa rgyas byed (lam 'bras slob bsad khog phub). 
Author: 'jam dbyans mkhyen brtse dbah phyug (1524 - 1568).
Tide No. 73. ff. 227 - 234
Nejar ma: A Lineage Gum Prayer o f Lamdre.
[gsuh hag rin po ehe lam 'bras bu dan bcas pa'i bla ma brgyud pa la gsol ba 'debs pa gnas 
sbyarma].
Author: brag phug pa.
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Tide No. 74. ff. 235 - 247
Kunzang Wangshi ma: A  Prayer to the Gurus o f  the Three Combined Lineages o f  Lamdre 
with Prayer to Reahze the Graduated Path o f  Lamdre. (gsuh hag rin po ehe brgyud pa 
gsum 'dus ky i bla ma la gsol ba 'debs a lam rim smon lam dan bcas pa).
Author: jam dbyans mkhyen brtse dban phyug (1524-1568).
Tide No. 75. ff. 248 - 251
Nam dak ma: A  Prayer to The Lineage Gurus o f  Lamdre.
(gsuh hag rin po she'i brgyud 'debs].
Author: nor chen kun dga' bzari po (1382-1456).
Tide No. 76. ff. 253 - 344
The Unmistaken Tradition o f Kha'u Drak Dzongpa: The Path o f  Three Visions.
[snah ba gsum du bstan pa i lam gyi zin bris kha 'u brag rdzoh pa 'i bzed pa ma nor ba]. 
Author: jam dbyans mkhyen brtse dban phyug (1524-1568).
Tide No. 77. ff. 345 - 433
The Path o f  Three Tantras: The Practice o f  Old Monk Khyentse.
[rgyud gsum du bstan pa'i lam gyi zin bris kha'u brag rdzoh pa'i khyad chos ban rgan 
mkhyen brtse'i hams len].
Author: jam dbyans mkhyen brtse dban phyug (1524-1568).
Tide No. 78. ff. 435 - 503
The Unmistaken Tradition o f Kha'u Drak Dzongpa: Notes on Outer Generation Stage 
Practice.
(phyi bskyed rim gyi zin bris kha 'u brag rdzoh pa 'i bzed pa ma nor ba).
Author: jam dbyans mkhyen brtse dban phyug (1524-1568).
Tide No. 79. ff. 505 - 517
The Unmistaken Tradition o f  Kha'u Drak Dzongpa: Notes on Inner Generation Stage 
Practice.
(nan bskyed rim gyi zin bris kha'u brag rdzoh pa'i bzed pa ma nor ba).
Author: jam dbyans mkhyen brtse dban phyug (1524-1568).
Tide No. 80. ff. 519 - 553
The Unmistaken Tradition o f Kha'u Drak Dzongpa: Notes on Dream Yoga Etc.
(imi lam man gyi zin bris kha'u brag rdzoh pa'i bzed pa ma nor ba).
Author: jam dbyans mkhyen brtse dban phyug (1524-1568).
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Title No. 81.555-619
Thiree Practical Ritual o f  Lamdre [bshen pa gsum gi lag len gsun nag be'u bum]. 
Au thor: klu sgrub rgya mtsho (1523 -1594).
Vol. 15 Ba (slob bsad)
Titlle No. 82. ff. 1 - 12
Prayer to the Lineage Gurus o f  Lobshey Tradition.
[slob bsad brgyud debs lam rim dan bcas pa].
Author: klu sgrub rgya mtsho (1523-1594).
Tide No. 83. ff. 13 - 29
Prayer to the Lineage Gurus o f  Three Tantras (dges mdzad rgyud gsum brgyud debs). 
Author: klu sgrub rgya mtsho (1523-1594).
Title No. 84. ff. 31- 151
The Three Visions [snah gsum khrid yig zla ba bdud rtsi'i thig phreh].
Author: klu sgrub rgya mtsho (1523-1594).
Tide No. 85. ff. 153 - 240
The Instruction on Path o f  Mantra [shags lam gyi khrid yig hi gzon gsar pa'i thig phreh]. 
Author: klu sgrub rgya mtsho (1523-1594).
Tide No. 86. ff. 241 - 255
Outer Generation Stage [phyi bsked rim].
Author: klu sgrub rgya mtsho (1523-1594).
Tide No. 87. ff. 257 - 274
Inner Generation Stage [nan bskyed rim].
Author: klu sgrub rgya mtsho (1523-1594).
Tide No. 88. ff. 275 - 315 
Vase Initiation [bum dbah].
Author: klu sgrub rgya mtsho (1523-1594).
Tide No. 89. ff. 317 - 359
Secret Initiation [gsah dbah gi khrid yig].
Author: klu sgrub rgya mtsho (1523-1594).
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Tide No. 90. ff. 361 - 378
Transcendental Wisdom [ses rab ye ses kyi dbah].
Author: klu sgrub rgya mtsho (1523-1594).
Tide No. 91. ff. 379 - 404
The Fourth Initiation [dbah bzipa"ikhrid].
Author: klu sgrub rgya mtsho (1523-1594).
Tide No. 92. ff. 405 - 646
Dispelling Doubts o f Darkness: A Synthesis o f Two Instruction Manuals.
[khrid ky i Zuh bcud bsdus log rtog som hi mun sei].
Author: bio gterdbari po (1847 - 1914).
Tide No. 93. ff. 647 - 648
Supplementary to Prayer to Lineage Gurus [rgyud bsad brgyud debs kyi kha skoh],
Vol. 16 Ma (slob bsad)
Tide No. 94. ff. 1 - 121
Wondrous Vision: The Black Annals o f Lineage Gurus.
[lam 'bras pod nag bla ma brgyudpa'i mam thar ho mtshar snah ba].
Author: bla ma dam pa bsod nam rgyal mtshan (1312-1375).
Tide No. 95. ff. 123 - 449
An Exposition o f Treasure o f Instructions [gzuh bsad man hag gter mdzod]. 
Author: bla ma dam pa bsod nam rgyal mtshan (1312 - 1375).
Tide No. 96. ff. 451 - 543
Illucidating the Hidden Meanings [sbas~don kun gsal].
Author: bla ma dam pa bsod nam rgyal mtshan (1312 - 1375).
Tide No. 97. ff. 545 - 597
Clear Realization o f  Glorious Hevajra [kye rdor mhon rtogs].
Author: bla ma dam pa bsod nam rgyal mtshan (1312 - 1375).
Tide No. 98. ff. 598 - 605
Initiation Rites o f  the Body Mandala, [lus dkyil dbah chog].
Author: bla ma dam pa bsod nam rgyal mtshan (1312 - 1375).
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Title No. 99. ff. 606 - 614
Guru Yoga [bla m a'im al 'byorzal ses].
Author: bla ma dam pa bsod nam rgyal mtshan (1312 - 1375).
Vol. 17 Tsa (slob b$ad)
Tide No. 100. ff. 1-417
The Essential Moon's Rays o f  Generation Stage: An Exegesis o f  Hevajra Sädhana. 
[dpal kye  rdo ije'i sgrub thabs rgya eher bsad pa bkyed rim gnad ky i zla zer]. 
Author: nor chen kun dga' bzari po (1382-1456).
Tide No. 101. ff. 419 - 640
Elucidating the Pith Eistructions: A n  Exegesis o f  Hevajra Sädhana.
[kye rdor man hag lugs kyi bskyed rim mam bsad man hag gsal byed].
Author: go ram pa bsod nam sen ge (1429-1489).
Vol 18 Tsha (slob bsad)
Tide No. 102. ff. 1 - 27
Elucidating the Meaning o f  Signs [brda don gsal ba].
Author: bdag chen bio gros rgyal mtshan (1444-1495).
Tide No. 103. ff. 27 - 32
Explanation o f  the Hidden Path [lam sbas bsad].
Author: bdag chen bio gros rgyal mtshan (1444-1495).
Tide No. 104. ff. 32 - 58
Non-Differentiation o f  Samsara and Nirvana ['khor 'das dbyer med]. 
Author: bdag chen bio gros rgyal mtshan (1444-1495).
Tide No. 105. ff. 58 - 65 
Essential Visuahzation [dmigs gnad].
Author: hag dban chos grags (1572-1651).
Tide No. 106. ff. 65 - 92
Explanation o f  Vajra and BeU [rdor dril mam bsad].
Author bdag chen bio gros rgyal mtshan (1444-1495).
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Title No. 107. ff. 92 - 113
Method o f  Blessing Nectar Pills [bdud rtsi ril bu sgrub pa ].
Author: bdag chen bio gros rgyal mtshan (1444-1495).
Tide No. 108. ff. 113-115
Method o f  Repelling Malediction Through Asta (Mantra) [asta'i by ad zlog]. 
Author: bdag chen bio gros rgyal mtshan (1444-1495).
Tide No. 109. ff. 115-242
Essential Notes From Shalu Khenchen and Ludrub Gyatsho.
(her mkho'i zin bris zwa lu mkhan chen gsuh dan klu sgrub gsuh skor).
Editor: mgon po bsod nams mchog ldan (1603-1659).
Tide No. 110. ff. 243 - 274
Beautiful Ornament o f  Six-Limbed Clear Realization.
(mhon rtogs yan lag drug pa 'i mdzes rgyan).
Author: nor chen dkon mchog lhun grub (1497-1557).
Tide No. 111. ff. 275-292
Beautiful Ornament o f  Body Mandala [lus dkyi mdzes rgyan].
Author: nor chen dkon mchog lhun grub (1497-1557).
Tide No. 112. ff. 293 - 364
Beautiful Ornament o f Great River o f Initiation [dbah chu chen mo mdzesirgyan]. 
Author: nor chen dkon mchog lhun grub (1497-1557).
Tide No. 113. ff. 365 -374
Praise and Benefdiction Verses [bstod pa bkra sis].
Author: Saroruha.
Tide No. 114. ff. 375 - 398
Beautiful Ornament o f  Torma Rites [gtor chog mdzes rgyan].
Author: nor chen dkon mchog lhun grub (1497-1557).
Tide No. 115. ff. 399 - 476
A  Synthesis o f  Instructions on Initiation Rites [dbah chog man hag gi shin po]. 
Author: bio gter dbah po (1847-1914).
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Tide No. 116. ff. 477-536
Initiation Rites o f  Path Initiation [lam dbah bskur chog]. 
Author: bdag chen bio gros rgyal mtshan (1444-1495).
Tide No. 117. ff. 537 - 626 
A  Guide Elucidating the River ofHevajra Initiation.
[dpal kye  rdo ije'i dbah gi chu bo'i gsal byed kyi lhan thabs]. 
Author: tshar chen bio gsal rgya mtsho (1502-1566).
Vol. 19 Dza (slob bsad)
Tide No. 118. ff. 1-39
Clear Unmistaken Path: A  Sädhana o f  Vajranairätmyä.
[rje btsun rdo rje bdag med ma'i sgrub thabs ma nor lam gsal].
Author: nag dbah kun dga' bsod nams (1537-1601).
Tide No. 119. ff. 41 - 117 
A  Mandala Ritual o f  Vajranairätmyä.
[rje btsun rdo rje bdag med ma'i dkyil chog gsal byedphrin las kun khyab].
Author: hag dbah kun dga' bsod nams (1537-1601).
Tide No. 120. ff. 119- 135
Notes on Sädhana.[sgrub thabs kyi thoyig].
Author, nor chen dkon mchog lhun grub (1497-1557).
Tide No. 121. ff. 137-223
Rites o f  Imparting Initiation in the Vajranairätmyä Mandala.
[bdag med ma 'i dkyil 'khor du dbah bskur ba 'i cho ga].
Author: bio gter dbah po (1847-1914).
Tide No. 122. ff. 225 - 415
Rites o f  Imparting Bodhisattva Vows According to Two Exceptional Lineages, (brgyud pa'i 
khyadpar ghis ldan sems bskyed ky i cho ga dam pa'i bzed srol sems hid hal bso).
Author: hag dbah chos grags (1572-1651).
Tide No. 123. ff. 417 - 445
Blessings o f  Protecting Interdependent Origination [rten 'grel bsruh ba'i byin rlabs].
Author: 'jam dbyans mkhyen brtse dbah po
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Tide No. 124. ff. 447 - 481
Blessing and Dharani o f  Vajravidarani [mam jom s gzuhs dan byin rlabs]. 
Author: dge slori bran ti.
Tide No. 125. ff. 483 - 529
The Shower o f  Siddhis: A  Guru PUja [bla mchod dhos grub char 'bebs]. 
Author: byams pa kun dga' bstan pa'i rgyal mtshan (1829-1870).
Tide No. 126. ff. 531 - 567 
A  Brief Practice o f  Outer Profound Guru Yoga.
[lam zab mo phyi ma i hams len sin tu bsdus pa byin rlabs mchog rtsol].
Tide No. 127. ff. 569 - 619
Annals on Guru ratnasambhava [bla ma rin 'byuh be'u bum].
Vol. 20 W a (slob bsad)
Title No. 128. ff. 1 - 17
Profound Guru Yoga [lam zab mo bla ma'i mal 'byor].
Author: bdag chen bio gros rgyal mtshan (1444-1495).
Title No. 129. ff. 18 - 35
The Melody o f  Essential Meditative Expereinces: A  Commentary on Prayer o f  Graduated 
Path.
(lam rim smon lam mam bsad thugs dam gnad bskul rol mo).
Author: by am pa bstan 'dzin shan grags.
Title No. 130. ff. 37 - 60
A  Short Gum PUja on Profound Gum Yoga [lam zab bla mchod huh bsdus].
Author: bio gter dbari po (1847-1914).
Title No. 131. ff. 6 1 -1 0 3
Jewel Mirror: ASynthesis o f  View [lta shin nor bu'i me Ion].
Author: byam pa bstan 'dzin snan grags.
Tite No. 132. ff. 105-191
Refutation o f  Errors: A  Commentary Elucidating the Meanings o f  Tantric Pledges 
(dam tshig gi mam bsad 'grel pa 'khrul spoh gi dgoh pa rab tu gsal ba).
Author: bdag chen bio gros rgyal mtshan (1444-1495).
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Tide No. 133. ff. 193 - 225
The Profound Stages o f the Path o f Enlightenment o f Vein, Channels, Yantra and Blazing 
and Blissful Heat o f Candali Yoga . [rtsa rluh 'phrul 'khor zab lam byah chub sgrub pa'i rim 
pa bklags chog ma dan gtum mo'i bde drodrab 'bar ma].
Author: sar bla ma mkhas dban kun dga' dpal ldan.
Tide No. 134. ff. 257 - 262
Prayer to the Lineage Gurus o f Last Eight-fold Paths.
[lam skorphyi ma brgyadkyi brgyudpa'igsol 'debs].
Author: nor chen kun dga' bzan po (1382-1456).
Tide No. 135. ff. 263 - 287
Clear And Auspicious Crystal Mirror: The Instruction on Inconceivable by Kotalipa 
[tog rtse pa'i bsam mi khyab pa'i khridyig bkra sis dwahs sei me Ion].
Author: koh sprul bio gros mtha’ yas (1833-1899).
Tide No. 136. ff. 287 - 301
Auspicious Medicial Extract: The Instruction on Simultaneously Bom Accomplishemnt by 
Dombi Heruka.
[dom bhi he ru ka'i lhan rig sky es grub kyi khrid yig bkra sis gi warn sman bcud].
Author: koh sprul bio gros mtha' yas (1833-1899).
Tide No. 137. ff. 301 - 333
Auspicious Heap of White Mustard: The Instruction on Nine Profounf Methods by 
Saroruha.
(pad ma ba dzra'i zab pa'i tshul dgu'i khrid yig bkra sis yuhs dkar goh bu).
Author: koh sprul bio gros mtha' yas (1833-1899).
Tide No. 138. ff. 333 - 350
Auspicious White Conch Swirling in the Right: The Instruction on Path o f Mudra by 
Indabhuti.
(in dra bhu ti'iphyag rgya'i lam gyi khrid yig bkra sis dun dkar gyas 'khyil).
Author: koh sprul bio gros mtha' yas (1833-1899).
Tide No. 139. ff. 350 - 367
He<p o f Auspicious Vermillion: The Instruction on Complete Path o f Candali by 
Krsnäcärin.
(naipo pa'i gtum mo lam rdzogs kyi khridyig bkra sis li khri'i thig le).
Auihor: koh sprul bio gros mtha' yas (1813-1899).
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Tide No. 140. ff. 367 - 374
Essence o f  Auspicious Yogurt: The Instruction on Straightening the Crooked by 
Utsitämara.
(na\gpo utsi ta 'chi ba m edpa'iyonpo sroh ba'ikhridyig).
Auithor: kori sprul bio gros mtha' yas (1833-1899).
Tide No. 141. ff. 374 - 397
Thie Good Tree o f Auspicious Wood Apple: The Instruction Received in froint o f a Stupa 
by Nägärjuna .[phags pa klu sgrub kyi mchod rten druh thob kyi khrid yig].
Au thor: kori sprul bio gros mtha' yas (1833-1899).
Tide No. 142. ff. 398 - 415
Thie Sprouts o f the Auspicious Durwa Grass: The Instruction onMahämudra Without 
Letters by Vagisvarakirti [hag dbah grags pa'i phyag rgya chen po y i ge med pa'i khrid yig] 
Au thor: kori sprul bio gros mtha' yas (1833-1899).
Tide No. 143. ff. 417-512
The Golden Garland o f Lineage Chronicles of Common and Uncommon Lamdre.
(gsuh hag rin po ehe nlam 'bras bu dan bcas pa nor lugs thun min slob bsad dan thun moh 
tshogs bsad tha dad kyi smin grol yan lad dan bacs pa i rgyud yig gser gyi phreh ba byin 
zab 'od brgya 'bar ba).
Author: bio gter dbari po (1847-1914).
Vol. za 21 (Tshogs bsad)
Tide No. 144. ff. 1 - 314
Ocean o f  Collected Elegant Sayings: A Lamdre History [gsuh hag rin po she'i byon thsul 
khog phub dan bacs pa rgyas par bsad pa legs bsad 'dus pa'i rgya mtsho].
Author: 'jam mgon a mes zabs riag dbari kun dga' bsod nams (1537-1601).
Tide No. 145. ff. 315-350
The Precious Ornament o f Elucidating the Three First Modes.
{tshul dan po gsum gyi don huh hu'i hag gis ston par byedpa'i legs par bsad pa tshul gsum 
gsal bar byed pa'i rin po che'i rgyan].
Author: dkon mchog lhun grub (1497-1547).
Tide No. 146. ff. 351 - 427
Beautiful Ornament o f  Sublime Tree ofTantric Sastra. [rgyud kyi mhon parrtogs pa'i don 
huh hu'i hag gis gtan la hebs par byed pa'i rin po che'i rgyan].
Author: dkon mchog lhun grub (1497-1547).
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Title No. 147. ff. 429 - 575
Fundamentals o f General Classes o f Tantra [rgyud sde spyi'i mam par gzag pa]. 
Author: bsod nam rtse mo (1142-1182).
Vol. Za 22
Title No. 148. ff. 1 - 227
mnon rtogs ljon sin. (The Tree o f Realization).
Author: grags pa rgyal mtshan (1147-1216).
Title No. 149. ff. 279 - 625
Ornament o f the Superior Master's Thought: Elegant Saying Which Elucidates the 
Abhisamaya o f The Tantra.
[rgyud kyi mhon par rtogs pa i gsal byed legs par bsad pa goh ma 'i dgoh rgyan]. 
Author: dkon mchog lhun grub (1497-1547).
Vol. 'A 23
Title No. 150. ff. 1 - 8
Prayers to the Lineage Gurus o f Lamdre [gsuri hag rin po che'i brgyud debs].
Authors: nor chen kunga bzan po (1382-1456) and dkon mchog lhun grub (1487-1547).
Title No. 151. ff. 9 -79
SriHevajra, The King o f Tantras [dpal kye rdo rje zes bya ba'i rgyud kyi rgyal po]. 
Translators: 'bogmi lo tsä ba (992-1074) and Gayadhara (970-1090).
Title No. 152. ff. 81 - 553
Ornament o f  the Secret Vajradhara's Thought: A Sub-Commentary on the Commentary 
"dag ldan " on The Two Part Hevajra Tantra.
(dpal kye rdo ije'i rtsa ba'i rgyud brtag pa ghis pa'i mam par bsad pa ma dag par 'joms pa'i 
'grel pa dag ldan zesrbya ba 'i mchan gyi tikka gsah bdag rdo rje 'dzin pa 'i dgoh rgyan). 
Author: bio gter dbari po (1847-1914).
Title No. 153. ff. 555 - 588
The Gratifier o f the Readers: A Versified Eulogical Hagiography o f  Lamdre Masters, [gsuh 
hag lam 'brasrbu dan bcaspa'i gdams hag zab mo byuh tshul gyi y i ge don gher dga' ba 
bskyed byed].
Author: 'jam mgon a mes zabs hag dban kun dga' bsod nams (1537-1601).
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Vol. Ya 24
Tide No. 154. ff. 1 - 52
Garland O f Jewels: Abbatial Succession o f  The Glorious Ngor Evam Monastery.
(dpal e vam chos ldan gyi gdan rabs nor bu'iphreh ba).
Author: dge slori sans rgyas phun tshogs (1493- ).
Tide No. 155. ff. 35 - 73
Pleasant Grove o f The Intelligent: An Easy Guide to Understand the Meaning o f  A ll the 
Commentaries (11) on Root Vajra Verses.
[gsuh hag rin po ehe lam 'bras bu dan bcas pa 7 rtsa ba rdo rje tshi rkah gi don 'grel khog 
phub mam 'grel ma luspa bde lag tu rtogspar byedpa bio gsal yid  bde 'byuh ba'i dga' 
tshal].
Author: ’jam mgon a mes zabs hag dbari kun dga’ bsod nams (1537-1601).
Tide No. 156. ff. 75 - 269
Beautiful Ornament o f  Three Visions: Instructions on the Preliminaries ofLamdre.
(lam bras bu dan bcas p a i gdams hag gi gzuh sin rgyas pa gzuh j i  Ita ba bzin bkri ba'i lam 
gyi shon 'gro'i khridyig  snah gsum mdzespar byedpa'i rgyan).
Author: dkon mchog lhun grub (1487-1547).
Tide No. 157. ff. 271 - 493
Beautiful Ornament o f  Three Tantras: Instuctions on Actual Path ofLamdre.
(lam 'bras bu dan bcas pa'i gdams hag gi gzuh sin rgyas pa gzuh ji lta ba bzin bkri ba'i lam 
gyi dhos gzi'i khrid yig rgyud gsum mdzes par byed pa 7 rgyan)
Author: dkon mchog lhun grub (1487-1547).
Tide No. 158. ff. 495 - 651
Bestower o f the Wish-Fufilling Blessings: Supplement o f  the Abbatial Succession o f  Ngor 
Evam Monastery .[e vam pa'i gdan rabs rin chen phreh mdzes ky i kha skoh rtogs brjod 
byin brlab 'dod dgu'i dpal ster].
Author:
Vol. Ra 25
Tide No. 159. ff. 1 -149
Treisure o f  Siddhis: Instructions on Lamdre.
(gsuh hag rin po  che'i khrid yig dhos grub 'byuh ba'i gter). 
Author: dge slon saris rgya rin chen (1453-1523).
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Tide No. 160. ff. 151 - 196
Blossoming o f  the Lotus Grove: A  Lam die History.
(gsuh hag rin po che'i byuh tshu dan khogphub kyi zin bris gsuh hag bstan pa'ipad tshal 
bzad pa).
Author: hag dban chos grags (1572-1651).
Tide No. 161. ff. 197-217
Nectar o f  The Heedful Talks: A  Commentary on the Vajrayana Pledges, [rdo rje thegpa'i 
bslab bya dam tshig gi tshogs mam par bsadpa'i zin bris lam gyi rtsa ba bag yod gtam gyi 
bdudrtsi).
Author: hag dban chos grags (1572-1651).
Tide No. 162. ff. 219 - 281
Essential Elegant Sayings o f  Three Visions: Instructions on the Preliminaries ofLamdre 
(gsuh hag shon 'gro'i khrid rim snah gsum shin po'i legs bsad).
Author: hag dban chos grags (1572-1651).
Tide No. 163. ff. 289 - 399
Essential Elegant Sayings o f  Three Tantras: Instructions on the Actual Path ofLamdre.
(gsuh hag dhos gzi'i khrid rim rgyud gsum shin po'i legs bsad).
Author: hag dban chos grags (1572-1651).
Tide No. 164. ff. 401 - 483
Essential Elegant Sayings on Outer Generation stage.
(phyi bskyed rim mam par bsad pa bio gsal bde 'jug mkhas la he bar mkho ba shin po'i legs 
bsad).
Author: hag dban chos grags (1572-1651).
Tide No. 165. ff. 485 - 545
Light Beams o f  the Great Secret Doctrine: An Exposition on Outer Generation Stage o f  
Hevajra. (dpal kye rdo rje man hag lugs kyi phyi bskyed pa'i rim pa'i mam par bsad pa'i 
zin bris gsah chen bstan pa'i 'odphreh).
Author: hag dban chos grags (1572-1651).
Tide No. 166. ff. 547 - 569
A  Concise Exposition (I) on the Profound Body Mandala.
(zao mo lus dkyil gyi mam bsad zin bris huh hus mam gsal).
Author: hag dban chos grags (1572-1651).
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Title No. 167. ff. 571 - 577
A  Concise Exposition (II) on the Profound Body Mandala, 
(zab m o lus dkyil gyi mam bsad zin bris huh hus mam gsal). 
Author: nag dbari chos grags (1572-1651).
Vol. 26 La
Tide No. 168. ff. 1 - 65
Accom plishm ent o f  Secret Path: Rites o f  Initiating Disciples in the Profound Body  
Mandala o f  Sri Hevajra.
[dpalkye rdo rje'i zab mo lus ky i dkyil 'khor du slob ma dbah bskur ba'i cho ga grub pa'i 
gsah lam].
Author: bio gter dbah po (1847-1914).
Tide No. 169. ff. 67 - 68
A  Supplement to Path Initiation [lam dbah zur bkol].
Tide No. 170. ff. 69 - 144
Melody o f  Pleasing the Victorious Ones: A  Commentary on the Versified Prayer o f  
Graduated Path o f  Lamdre by Tsharchen, The Great King ofDharma. [tshar chen chos kyi 
rgyal pos mdzadpa'i gsuh hag lam rim smon lam gyi mam bsad rgyal ba dgyes pa'i rol mo]. 
Author: gzim 'og bstan 'dzin snan grags.
Tide No. 171. ff. 145-203
Drops o f  Nectar: Testament o f  Guru Mahjunätha.
['jam mgon bla ma'i zal luh bdudrtsi thigpa].
Author: sde gzun sprul sku kun dga' rgyal mtshan.
Tide No. 172. ff. 205 - 286
Great Melodious Drum o f  the Devas: A  Dessertation on Identification ofA laya and 
Differentiation Between Consciousness and Wisdom.
(kun dzi nos ’dzin dan mam ses ye ses byed tshul bstan pa legs bsad lha y i rha chen). 
Author: sde gzun sprul sku kun dga' rgyal mtshan.
Tide No. 173. ff. 287 - 323
Nectar For the Beginners: A  Guide to Conduct Basic Hevajra Retreat.
(kyt'i rdo rje'i gzi bshen by a tshul gsar bu'i bdud rtsi).
Author: hag dbah legs grub.
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Tide No. 174. ff. 325 - 393
Destroyer o f  Evil Troops: Land Taming Rites o f  Sri Hevajra Yoga.
(dpal kye rdo ije'i mal 'byor la brten pa'i sa chog bdud dpuh tshar good).
Author: dkon mchog lhun grub (1487-1547).
Tide No. 175. ff. 395 - 433
Clear Minor: Practical Rites o f  Burnt Offerings o f  the Four-fold Activities o f  Sri Hevajra. 
(dpal kye rdo rje i sbyin sreg gi cho ga lag len gsal ba 'i me loh dan las bzi'i sbyin sreg). 
Author: nam mkha' dpal bzah.
Tide No. 176. ff. 425 - 431
A  Prayer to Realize the Graduated Path o f Lamdre.flam rim rgyud la skye ba'i smon lam]. 
Author: nam mkha' dpal bzari.
Tide No. 177. ff. 433 - 467
Chariot o f  Bringing the Sun o f Siddhis: A  Prayer o f  the Graduated Path ofLamdre.
(gsuii hag lam rim gyi smon lam dhos grub hin byed 'dren pa'i sin rta).
Tide No. 178. ff. 469 - 482
Kemel of  Siddhis: Rite of  Offering Ganacakra of  Sri Hevajra.
(dpal kye rdo ije'i tshogs 'khor gyi cho ga dhos gmb she ma).
Author: mkhyen rab bstan 'dzin lhun grub.
Tile No. 179. ff. 483-521
Ocean o f  Wealth: A  Brief Rituals o f  Consecration According to Sri Hevajra .
[dpal kye rdo rje'i m al 'byor la brten pa'i rab gnas mdor bsdus pa dpal 'byorrgya mtsho 
grub skyes lja'i bcud len].
Author: hag dbari legs grub.
Title No. 180. ff. 523 - 619
Liturgical Texts According to the Consecration Ritual o f  Ocean o f  Wealth.
(rab gnas dpal 'byorrgya mtsho mar grags pa'i lag len dan hag 'don gyi rim pa mtho ris legs 
by as kyi rdzih rih].
Author: hag dbari bio gros shin po gzan phan mtha' yas.
Title No. 181. ff. 621 -624
Supplement to the Two Texts .(Title No 179 and 180) [de ghis la mkho ba'i zin bris].
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Vol. Sa 27
Tide No. 182. ff. 1 - 189
Commentary on Vajra Verses Requested by Shujay Ngodrup to Sachen Kunga Nyingpo. 
(gzuh rdo rje'i tshig rkah gi 'grel pa mal 'byorgyi dbah phyub dpal sa sky a pa chen po la zu 
by as dnos grub kyis zus pa).
Author: sa chen kun dga' shin po (1092-1158).
Tide No. 183. ff. 191-395
Commentary on Vajra Verses Requested by Lokya Wangchuk Drak to Sachen Kunga 
Nyingpo. (gzuh rdo rjei tshig rkah gi 'grel pa mal 'byor gyi dbah phyug dpal sa sky a pa 
chen po  la klog sky a dbah phyug grags kyis zus pa).
Author: sa chen kun dga’ snin po (1092-1158).
Tide No. 184. ff. 397 - 529
Commentary on Vajra Verses Requested by Changchub Sempa Dawa Gyaltshan to Sachen 
Kunga Nyingpo. [gzuh rdo rje'i tshig rkah gi 'grel pa mal 'byor gyi dbah phyug dpal sa 
skya pa chen po la byah chub sems dpa' zla ba rgyal mtshan gyis zus pa).
Author: sa chen kun dga' snin po (1092-1158).
Vol. Sa 28
Tide No. 185. ff. 1 - 148
Commentary on Vajra Verses Requested by Bende Shinjema to Sachen Kunga Nyingpo. 
(gzuh rdo rje'i tshig rkah gi 'grel pa mal 'byorgyi dbah phyug dpal sa skya pa chen po la 
ben de gsin rje mas zus pa).
Author: sa chen kun dga' snin po (1092-1158).
Tide No. 186.ff. 149 - 491
Commentary on Vajra Verses Requested by Khampa Gatheng to Sachen Kunga Nyingpo. 
(gzuh rdo rje'i tshig rkah gi 'grel pa mal 'byorgyi dbah phyug dpal sa skya pa chen po la 
kham pa sga then gis zus pa).
Author: sa chen kun dga' snin po (1092-1158).
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Vol. Ha 29
Tide No. 187. ff. 1 - 159
Commentary on Vajra Verses Written by Sachen Kunga Nyingpo for Machik Shangmo.
(gzuh rdo ije'i tshig rkah gi 'grel pa mal 'byorgyi dbah phyug dpal sa sky a pa chen pos 
yum  ma gcig zari mos don du mdzad pa).
Author: sa chen kun dga' sniri po (1092-1158).
Tide No. 188. ff. 161-295
Commentary on Vajra Verses Requested by Jomo Hahuma to Sachen Kunga Nyingpo.
[gzuh rdo rje i tshig rkah gi 'grel pa mal 'byor gyi dbah phyug dpal sa sky a pa chen po la jo  
mo 'a 'u mas zus pa].
Author: sa chen kun dga' sniri po (1092-1158).
Tide No. 189. ff. 297 - 496
Commentary on Vajra Verses Requested by Jodhen Denbuma to Sachen Kunga Nyingpo. 
(gzuh rdo rjei tshig rkah gi 'grel pa mal 'byorgyi dbah phyug dpal sa sky a pa chen po la jo  
gdan Idan bu mas zus pa).
Author: sa chen kun dga' sniri po (1092-1158).
Vol. A 30 (Red Annals)
Tide No. 190. ff. 1 - 295
Commentary on Vajra Verses on the Basis o f the Teachings o f Guru Mahjunätha.
(gzuh rdo rje tshig rkah gi 'grelpa 'jam mgon bla ma'i gsuh sgros ma).
Author: dmar chos kyi rgyal po (Sakya Pandita's Disciple).
Tide No. 191. ff. 297 - 303
Essence o f the Profound Meanings: A  Synopsis ofLamdre Tecahings.
[gsuh hag rin po  che'i khrid yig bsduspa gsol 'debs zab don shin po].
Author: dkon mchog lhun grub (1497-1557).
Tide No. 192. ff. 305 - 314
Essence o f  Nectar: The Essential Meanings o f  the View "Non-Differentiation ofSamsara 
and Nirvana ".
['khor 'das dbyer m ed kyi lta ba'i gnad mams legs par bsadpa bdud rsti'i hin khu].
Author:
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m e  No. 193. ff. 315 - 430
Jewel Mirror o f  Profound Meanings: A  Guide to Teach Uncommon LamdreTradition. 
(gsuh hag rin po ehe slob bsad 'chad thabs mdor bsdus zab don nor bu'i me Ion).
Author: bco brgyad khri chen legs bsad rgya mtsho (1932-
Tide No. 194. ff. 431 -446
Wondrous Technical Key: A  Complete Bibliography o f  the Profound Dharma Articles o f  
Common and Uncommon Lamdre Teachings, [thun moh ba tshogs bsad dan thun min slob 
bsad zab m o i chos skor cha lag dan bcaspai dkar chag ho mtshar 'phrul gyi lde'u mig). 
Editor: skyabs mgon nag dbari kun dga' (1945- ).
Vol. Evam 31 (Blue Annals)
Tide No. 195. ff. 1 - 14
IUuminatimg Torch o f  Lamdre: Synopsis o f Uncommon Lamdre.
(gsuh hag rin po ehe am bras bu dan bcas pa 'i khrid yig gsuh hag bstan pa gsal ba'i hi ma 'i 
od zer zes bya ba las bsdus don gsuh hag gsal byed sgron me).
Author: kun dga' legs grub.
Tide No. 196. ff. 15 - 95
Illuminating Torch o f Enlightenment Thought: Instructions on Preliminary Three Visions, 
(snah gsum gyi khrid y ig  byah chub sems hid gsal ba'i sgron me).
Author: kun dga' legs grub.
Tide No. 197. ff. 97 - 151
Illuminating Torch o f the Wisdom o f  Initiation: Instructions on Non-Differentiation o f  
Samsara and Nirvana o f  Three Tantras.
(gyud gsum 'khor 'das dbyer med kyi khrid yig dbah gi ye ses gsal ba'i sgron me).
Author: kun dga' legs grub.
Tide No. 198. ff. 153 - 179
Illuminating Torch o f  Pure Vision: Instructions on Outer and Inner Generation Stage, 
(phyi nan bskyed rim gyi khrid yig dag snah gsal ba'i sgron me).
Author: kun dga' legs grub.
Tide No. 199 ff. 181 - 204
Illuminating Torch o f  Blissful Heat: Instructions on Self-Blessings.
(rah byin rlabs ky i khrid y ig  bde drod gsal ba'i sgron me).
Author: kun dga' legs grub.
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Tide No. 200. ff. 205 - 223
Illuminating Torch o f the Supreme Path of Messenger.
[pho ha lam mchog gsal ba'i sgron me].
Author: kun dga' legs grub.
Tide No. 201. ff. 225 - 233
Illuminating Torch o f Bliss-Void: Instructions on Mandala Cakra.
(dkyil 'khor 'khorlo'i khridyig bde stori gsal ba'i sgron me).
Author: kun dga' legs grub.
Tide No. 202. ff. 235 - 240
Illuminating Torch o f Becoming rainbow Body: Instructions on Vajra Waves.
(rdo rje i rba rlabs kyi khnd yig 'ja' lus mhon gyur gsal ba i sgron me).
Author: kun dga' legs grub.
Tide No. 203. ff. 241 - 249 
Illuminating Torch o f Textual Sources.
(bstan bcos dan luh gi skabs gsal ba 'brel bsgrigs gsal ba'i sgron me).
Author: kun dga' legs grub.
Tide No. 204. ff. 251 - 335
Vital Essence o f  Great Bliss: Instructions on Precious Lamdre.
(gsuh hag rin po  che'i khnd yig bde chen bcud kyi shin po).
Author: kun dga’ legs grub.
Tide No. 205. ff. 337 - 463
Mine o f Siddhis: Instructions on Precious Lamdre.
(gsuh hag rin po  che'i khrid yig dhos grub 'byuh ba'i gter).
Author: dge sloh sans rgyas rin chen (1453-1524).
Title No. 206. ff. 465-659
Moon's Rays: An Exposition on Generation and Completion Stage o f Sri Hevajra. 
(dpal kye rdo ije'i bskyed rdzogs kyi mam bsad hes don gsal byed zla ba'i 'od ~Zer). 
Author: dge sloh dkon mchog dpal ldan.
Tide No. 207. ff. 661-673
Refuting the Evil Talks: Clear Answers to the Questions o f Brahmacakra.
(dri ba tshahs pa'i 'khorlo'i lan gsal bar bstan pa smra ba nan joms).
Author:
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